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THE TIGERS WILL ATTEMPT TO WIN THEIR SEVENTH REGULAR-SEASON ACC GAME FOR THE FIRST TIME SINCE 1 983.
Tigers Looking For lOth Victory
Clemson will be looking to reach the 10-wln mark to-
day. The Tigers are looking for their second consecutive
1 0-win season, something the program has not done since
the 1 987-90 era, when it had four consecutive 1 0-win sea-
sons (all 1 0-2 records under Head Coach Danny Ford). Last
year, Clemson had a 1 0-4 record, including the ACC Cham-
pionship.
A victory today would be the ninth season of at least
10 wins for the Clemson program. The first double-digit-
victory season came in 1 948, when Frank Howard's squad
had a perfect 11-0 record, including a Gator Bowl victory
over Missouri. The Tigers also won the Southern Confer-
ence Championship that season under Howard's leader-
ship.
The Clemson record for wins in a season is 12, set by
the 1981 team. That team was 1 1-0 in the regular season.
then won the Orange Bowl against #4 Nebraska to win the
National Championship.
A win today would give Clemson 10 regular-season
wins for the first time since 1981. The Tigers have won
at least 10 games in the regular season three times
(1948,78,81). This team can join some exclusive company.
Each of the last five times Clemson has won 1 games,
the 10th victory came in postseason play, either in a bowl
game or the ACC Championship game.
Clemson's 10-Win Seasons
Year Head Coach(es) W-L Bowl Opponent W-L
1948 Frank Howard 110 Gator Missouri W
1978 Charley Peli, Danny Ford IM Gator Ohio State w
1981 Danny Ford 12-0 Orange Nebraska w
1987 Danny Ford 10-2 Citrus Penn State w
1988 Danny Ford 10-2 Citrus Oklahoma w
1989 Danny Ford 10-2 Gator West Virginia w
1990 Ken Hatfield 10-2 Hall of Fame Illinois w
2011 Dabo Swinney 10-4 Orange West Virginia L
Tigers Playing For a Trophy
Clemson will play for a trophy today. While Florida
State holds the tiebreaker against Clemson when it comes
to reaching the ACC Championship game by virtue of
its win over the Tigers in Tallahassee on September 22, a
Clemson victory over N.C. State and a Florida State win at
Maryland would leave the Tigers and Seminoles tied at the
top of the Atlantic Division with identical 7-1 records. A
Clemson win and a Florida State loss would still make the
Tigers the outright champion.
However, even if Clemson and Florida State end up tied
in the standings, both schools will
get a trophy as Atlantic Division
champions. The conference policy
stipulates that if two teams are tied
atop the division, both schools are
considered division champions.
Tiebreaker rules are used to estab-
















are considered division champions and both will receive
trophies.
That would make Clemson ACC Atlantic Division Cham-
pions three of the last four years, quite an accomplishment
for this senior class.
A victory today would also give Clemson seven ACC
wins in the regular season. That would tie the school re-
cord for ACC wins in a regular season. The only other Tiger
team with seven wins over ACC teams in the regular sea-
son is the 1 983 team that was 7-0.
Last year's Clemson team won seven games against
ACC teams, but the seventh win came in postseason play,
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N.C. State enters today's game with a 6-4 overall record
and 3-3 ACC mark. N.C. State Is coming off a dominating
37-6 win at home over Wake Forest last weekend, a victory
that made the team bowl eligible for the third consecutive
year.
A win against Clemson today and a win over Boston
College at home next Saturday would give Tom O'Brien's
team a 5-3 record in the ACC, tied for the best mark for the
program since 1 994, when Clemson graduate Mike O'Cain
was the head coach of a Wolfpack squad that had a 6-2
ACC record. It is interesting to point out that N.C. State is
the only ACC team in either division this year with a per-
fect record (3-0) within its division. Clemson and Florida
State are both 6-1 in the ACC, but both have a loss in the
Atlantic Division.
N.C. State is led by senior quarterback Mike Glennon,
who is averaging nearly 42 pass attempts a game. He has
thrown 22 touchdown passes, second in the ACC to Clem-
son's Tajh Boyd, who has 28. Glennon is fourth in the ACC
in total offense and is averaging 291.0 passing yards per
game, again, second only to Boyd.
Glennon has many capable receivers. Quintin Payton, a
native of nearby Anderson, SC and graduate of T.L. Hanna
High School, leads the team in receptions with 42 for 669
yards and a score. He is in the top 10 in the ACC in recep-
tions and receptions per game. Bryan Underwood is his
favorite target when It comes to touchdown passes. Un-
derwood has 1 receiving touchdowns this year, second in
the ACC to Clemson s DeAndre Hopkins, who has 1 4.
Underwood was one game short of tying the ACC re-
cord for consecutive games with a touchdown catch. He
had eight in a row before Virginia kept him out of the end-
zone on November 3. Herman Moore, an Ail-American at
Virginia, still has the record with nine consecutive games
with a touchdown catch in 1990. Hopkins has a streak of
seven in a row entering today's game.
N.C. State has a fine defense, allowing just 22.3 points
per game, second-best in the ACC. Cornerback David
Amerson is a returning Ail-American and has 17 career
interceptions, tied for first among active FBS players. That
includes four interceptions this season. The top tackier
for N C. State is Brandan Bishop, a senior safety who has a
team-high 83 tackles, sixth-most in the ACC. Earl Wolff has
82 tackles, while Rickey Dowdy leads the team in tackles
for loss (11.5).
Tiger Defense Continues Improvement
Clemson s defense has been making significant strides
over the last few weeks. The Tigers have jumped all the
way to 33rd in the nation in scoring defense and third in
the ACC, allowing 22.4 points per game. In the last four
games, Clemson has not given up more than 20 points and
s allowing just 1 5.0 points and 304.5 yards per game.
The Tigers held Maryland to 10 points, 10 first downs,
ind 180 yards of total offense in their 45-10 win on Home-
oming last weekend. Maryland was just 1-13 on third-
lown conversions and averaged only 3.4 yards per pass
ttempt. The total-offense figure (180) was the low total
Dr a Clemson opponent since 2009.
Boyd Looks to Become Seventh 20-Came Winner
Tajh Boyd is having an outstanding season. The junior
is second in the nation and first in the ACC in passing ef-
ficiency (172.0). That would be a Clemson record if the
season ended today. He is trying to become just the sec-
ond Tiger in history to finish in the top 1 in the nation in
passing efficiency. Mike Eppley was third in the nation in
1983 (146.0).
Boyd continues to chase school records and has some
marks that he already owns. He has 28 touchdown passes
for the season, second-most in school history to the 33 he
had last year. He has thrown 1 3 touchdown passes in the
last three games, all in the first half of those contests. The
Tigers have scored at least 35 points in the first half in each
of the last three games, so he has not played much in the
second half
Boyd has a 1 9-5 career record as a starting quarterback.
He needs one more win to become the seventh player in
Clemson history to quarterback the Tigers to at least 20
wins in a career. That 19-5 record includes a 12-0 mark at
Memorial Stadium. He has been the common denomina-
tor in theTigers' 1 2-game winning streak at home, a record
for Clemson's 71 years in Memorial Stadium.
The all-time leader is Rodney Williams, who won 32
games between 1985-88. Charlie Whitehurst is second
with 25 victories.
For the year, Boyd is 210-309 passing for 2,941 yards
and 28 touchdowns against nine interceptions. He is av-
eraging 9.52 passing yards per attempt, on pace to break
Bobby Gage's school record of 9.19 passing yards per at-
tempt (1947).








































Hopkins Second in tlie Nation in Touchdown Catches
DeAndre Hopkins has 14 touchdown receptions this
year, second-most in the nation. Overall, he is averaging
109.6 receiving yards per game, which is eighth-most
in the nation, and his 6.6 receptions per game are 23rd-
most in the country. The native of nearby Central, SC and
former D.W. Daniel High School product needs just 23
receiving yards to break Aaron Kelly's Tiger career record
of 2,733 receiving yards. As previously stated, he has at
least one touchdown reception in seven straight games
and has a streak of 10 straight games with a touchdown
catch against FBS opponents. The only opponent to keep
him out of the endzone
since last year's Orange
f
Bowl was Furman in the f
third game this season. !
BNTHISMTE
Clems'-n is 10-5 (.667) all-time on
November 17. The last game on
this date was Boston College's 20-
1 7 win over the Tigers at Memo-
rial Stadium in 2007.
9 ACC TIDBITS
ATLANTIC DIVISION STANDINGS
ACC Overall Home Away Neutral
0, m!,mi (M &o s(D IKD
Florida State" 6-1 9-1 6-0 3-1 00
aoabi^iliM 98 @<] Ofl m m
4. Wake Forest 3-5 5-5 4-2 1-3 b-0
5. f»Aaryland 2-4 4-6 2-3 2-3 0-0
6. Boston College 1-5 2-8 2-3 0-5 0-0
COASTAL DIVISION STANDINGS
Team ACC Ovmil Ham* Away Neutral
1. Georgia Tech 4-3 5-5 3-3 2-2 0-0
Miami (FL) 4-3 5-5 3-2 "2-3 "0-0
3. Duke* 3-3 6-4 5-1 1-3 0-0
North Carolina l3-3 6^ 5-1 1-3 0-0
5. Virginia 2-4 4-6 3-3 1-3 0-0
Virginia Tech 2-4 4-6 4-1 0-4 0-1
" - controls its own destiny to win ACC title; Note: Standings and
stats are through games of November 1 0; all times are PM/EST.
LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
Notre Dame 2 1 at Boston College 6 '
Maryland 10 at Clemson 45
Florida State 28 at Virginia Tech 22
Georgia Tech 68 at North Carolina 50
Miami (FL) 40 at Virginia 41
Wake Forest 6 at N.C. State 37
THIS WEEK'S SCHEDULE
North Carolina at Virginia' '^7:30
Florida State at Maryland a ""12:00
Virginia Tech at Boston College «M2:30
South Florida at Miami (FL)
N.C. State at Clemson
"«3:00
•«3:30
Duke at Georgia Tech tspNU3.3o
Wake Forest at Notre Dame NK3.30
TEAM STATS
Yard* Points
Team Off. Def. Off. Def.
Boston College 358.0 471.0 20.5 29.9
mi
Duke 390.1 445.0 30.7 32.6
Florida State 503.2 242.9 43.1 13.0
Georgia Tech 463.0 404.9 38.2 30.2
Maryland 285.3 315.1 18.9 240
Miami (FL) 408.8 489.6 28.5 31.2
North Carolina
rnQ (J, j.Ljj





Virginia Tech 399.8 362.2 26.6 25.0
Wake Forest 309.7 417.8 20.1 28.9
RUSHING LEADERS
Rk Player Team Car. Yards ID Y/G
1. Giovani Bernard UNC_^ 142 1008 _ 11 126.0
2. Chris Thompson FSU _ 91 687
~
5 85.9
a /ifafhrarantiiTpim (SB fB3 _GEB
~
8 m\
4. Duke Johnson MIA_ 110 705 ^ 6 70.5
5. Kevin Parks UVA _ 140 660 5 66.0
6. Andre Williams BOC 130 584 _ 4 64.9
7. Josh Harris WFU_ 136 607 _ 5 60.7
8. Orwin Smith GAT 65 606
"
5 60.6




Rk Player Team Cm. Att. Yards TD Y/G
Q. 'ijsiioiica (ED aiD 930 3030 33 39311
a n^TI>a(H1jiiii.ii) RTO M) OE? mi SB
3. Chase Rettig BOC_ 224 392 2808 16 280.8
4, Bryn Renner UNC 219 347 2736 20 273.6
5. EJ Manuel _ FSU_ 186 272 2641" 19 264.1
6. Stephen Morris MIA 209 364 2563 15 256.3
7. Logan Thomas VAT 171 319 2407 14 240.7
8. Sean Renfree DUK 200 297 2125 12 236.1
RECEIVING LEADERS
Rk Player Team Rec. Yards TD Y/G
1. AlexAmidon BOC 73 157 6 115.7
a IMtjritnfTlijTfWtn (3S @3 rem 03
3. Jamison Crowder DUK 60 812 6 81.2
4. Conner Vernon DUK 59 808 5 80.8
5. Stefon Diggs UMD 43 721 ^ 6 80.1
6. Michael Campanaio_ WFU 65 618 6 77.2
7. Marcus Davis VAT 38 754
"






laiu!)/ r lay 6.4 5.6
Yards/Gallic 51 3.8
Rushing Yards/Game 191 ~2 "1693







rieia uoais 14-17 12-16
Punting Average 38.9 39.6





Time of Possession/Game 31:32
Interceptions By Defense 10-79
Sacks 20-153
SCORING BY QUARTERS
Tesm 1 st 2nd 3rd 4th OT Tot
Olemson 116 163 68 82 429
65 63 37 224
RUSHING
It Player Car. Yards Avg. TO LG
23 Andre Ellington 164 835 5.1 8 68
in Tsih RrtuH 122 363 3.0 "s
'
27
7^ RnHprirk Mrnrtuupll 61 294 4.8 5 27
7"? n 1 HoiA/arH 31 126 4.1 2 1
4
26 119 4,6 25
CIcnison 445 1912 4.3 21 68
Opponents 380 1690 4.4 13 54
PASSING
Jl^Player Cm. Att. Yards Int. TD LG
10 Tajh Boyd 210 'i 1
8 ColeStoudt 27
Ciemson 241 356 3226 10 32 61
Opponents 182 310 2201 10 14 77
RECEIVING
# Player Rec. Yards Avg. TD LG
6 DeAndre Hopkins 66 1096 16.6 14 60
2 Sammy Watkins 42 561
'
13.4 2 61
16 Adam Humphries 26 203 7.8 1 27
80 Brandon Ford 24 297 12.4 6 40
19 CharonePeake 23 168 7.3 2 27
Ciemson 241 3226 13.4 32 61
Opponents 182 2201 12.1 14 77
TACKUS
« Player Tac. TFL Sacks Int.
12 Stephone Anthony 74 4.5-12 -1 1-0
46 Jonathan Willard 70 7-32 2- 13
33 Spencer Shuey 68 5-24 1- 15
31 RashardHail 54 3J-1S 3-17
5 Jonathan IVIeeks 47 1-1 2-74
11 Travis Blanks 44 2-2
99 DeShawn Williams 42 5-22
91 Josh Watson 39 '2.5-17 2- 1 7
93 Corey Crawford 38 5-8
50 Grady Jarrett 38 5.5-13 1-8
RESULTS & SCHEDULE




9^2_ 'atFIOiidd >tai:^ L 37-49
9-29 ' '1' Boston College w jis-3J
1»< •GeorgieTech w 47-31
10-20 •Virginia Tech 38-17
10-25 •at Wake Fore ;>
11-3 •at Duke .,i.-2'J
11-10 • Maryland W 45-10
Data Opponent TV Time
11-17 *N.C. State ABC 3:30
11-24 South Carolina
POLLS
ASSOCIATED PRESS lieA TnnAV
Novennber 1 1 , 201 2) November 1 1, 2012)
Rk Team Rk Team
1
.
Oregon (45) 1. Oregon (44)
2. Kansas State (14) 2. Kansas State (14)
3. Notre Dame (1
)
3. Notre Dame (1)
4. Alabama 4. Georgia
5. Georgia 5. Alabama
^' 6. Florida State
7. Florida 7. Florida
^' Louisiana State 8. Louisiana State
leXdS MolVI 9. CLEMSON
10 Florida State 10. Texas A&M
II PI cMcriN 11. South Carolina





Oregon State 15. Texas
16. Nebraska 16. UCLA
17. UCLA 17. Oregon State
18. Texas 18. Louisville
19. Louisiana Tech 19. Louisiana Tech
20. Louisville 20. Rutgers
21. Southern California 21. Southern California
22. Rutgers 22. Boise State
23. Michigan 23. Michigan
24. Texas Tech 24. Oklahoma State
25. Kent State 25. Texas Tech
N.C. STATE
* - ACC game; # - Atlanta, GA; Note: All times are PM and EST;
home games in bold.
MMWIlJawftiHlifefiri iliif"^iiiihiiiTfci'rft.tffcW^ff<'i--i,.:iif,i;ftliii linaiii
4 Sfc ClemsonTigers.com
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MALLICIAH GOODMAN HAS CAUSED HAUDC FOR OPPOSING
OFFENSES FOR FOUR SEASONS AS ANOTHER IN A LONG LINE
OF TOP-NOTCH DEFENSIVE LINEMEN AT CLEMSON.
BY SCHU\XER EASTERLING
Over
the past decade, the Tigers
have been proud to claim some
of the best defensive ends as
their own. Defensive ends like
the late Gaines Adams, Ricky
Sapp, and Da'Quan Bowers will forever be
Ingrained within the lexicon of Tiger fans,
bolstering the tradition that has long been
a hallmark of Clemson football. ..defense.
Fast-forward to 2012, and there is an-
other Tiger defensive end following in the
footsteps of Adams, Sapp, and Bowers,
carrying the mantle for the defensive line
through hard work and dedication.
Hailing from Florence, SC and measur-
ing in at 6'4"and 270 pounds, senior Mal-
liciah Goodman certainly fits the mold.
Known for his behemoth hand size, mea-
suring 11.5 inches from pinky finger to
thumb, his size XXXXL football gloves en-
case his powerful hands.
Goodman's massive arms create a
wingspan comparable only to a small jet,
allowing him to wreak havoc on opposing
offensive lines. They have enabled him to
total a team-tying-high two caused fum-
bles in 201 2 and six career caused fumbles.
When looking at the imposing figure
of Goodman flying around the gridiron, it
seems apparent this young man was des-
tined to play football as a defensive end.
Looking back eight years ago, playing
football in Clemson, SC was the last place
G 8j( ClemsonTiqers.com
Goodman could have envisioned himself
being.
"I didn't even play football until the
eighth grade," admitted Goodman. "A
lot of my friends played football, and
iENIOR SPOTUfrHT
throughout seventh grade, they kept try-
ing to get me to try out and play.
"Eventually, they convinced me. I gave
it a shot and I made the team. From the
start, I fell in love with the game, but I
never dreamed I'd be playing football in
college one day."
But for Goodman, the dream he could
not envision suddenly became a reality.
His natural football ability shined through







High School West Florence MS
Date of Birth January 4, 1990
and attracted college football coaches
from around the country. By the droves,
they flocked to Florence to check out the
massive defensive end, who was rolling
through offensive lines like a wrecking
ball.
College offers poured in, and so did
the accolades. After his senior year at
West Florence High School, Goodman was
named a Parade Ail-American, first-team
Ail-American by EA Sports, the #36 player
in the nation by Rivals.com, the # 1 defen-
sive end in the nation by ESPN.com. and
the #11 defensive end in the country by
Scout.com .
After racking up 73 tackles, 27 tackles
for loss, and 15 sacks in nine games as a
senior, Goodman was named the #1 player
In South Carolina by Rivals.com. a finalist
for Mr. Football in South Carolina, and rep-
resented the Palmetto State in the Shrine
Bowl and U.S. Army All-Amerlcan game.
When Clemson and a young wide re-
ceivers coach named Dabo Swinney came
calling, Goodman was ready to listen.
"I knew about Clemson pretty well," said
a smiling Goodman. "Clemson, being an
in-state school and in a great part of South
Carolina, really appealed to me. Columbia
and the University of South Carolina were
too much of a city area for me.
"Clemson reminded me a lot of home...
laid back and quiet. I knew it was a place
where I could focus on getting a great edu-
cation and playing football.
"I also loved the family atmosphere.
The coaches, staff, and players are truly
one big family. I loved that more than







OF THAT. WHEN I
HAVE KIDS OF MY
OWN ONE DAY, I
KNOW I'LL BE ABLE
TO SMILE AND TELL




Goodman graduated from high school
in December of 2008 and arrived in Tiger-
town soon thereafter. From the get-go, he
loved playing for the Tigers.
"There's no place better than Clemson
on gameday," beamed Goodman. "The at-
mosphere is incredible.
"During the week, Clemson Is a quiet
place. You see traffic around campus and
students moving around, but that's about
it. But on Friday, the place gets crazy and
people are packed everywhere. Orange
is everywhere, cars are everywhere, and
people are walking around everywhere.
When we pull up for Tiger Walk and see all
those tailgaters and the traffic pouring in,
that's special."
Like the raucous gameday atmosphere
in Death Valley, the past four years with
Goodman have also been special. In
his freshman campaign, Goodman was
named co-rookle-of-the-year by the
Clemson coaching staff and named fresh-
man AII-ACC by Rlvals.com, playing all 14
games and averaging 24 snaps per game.
As a sophomore in 2010, Goodman
showed steady improvement, notching 32
tackles, three tackles for loss, one sack, six
quarterback pressures, and three caused
fumbles (tied for second-most in the ACC).
He was one of the reasons Clemson fin-
ished In the top 15 in the nation in total
defense and scoring defense.
Last year, Goodman contributed greatly
to Clemson winning its first ACC Champi-
onship in 20 years. He had 59 tackles, four
tackles for loss, two sacks, and 14 quarter-
back pressures in 767 snaps over 14 starts.
The 767 snaps are the most ever by a Tiger
defensive lineman. For his outstanding
performance in the ACC Championship
game against #3 Virginia Tech, Goodman
was named team co-defensive player-of-
the-game.
This season, Goodman is anchoring
the defensive line as the only returning
starter from last year's squad. Using his
experience and skill, he has helped guide
the defensive line to steady improvement
throughout the 2012 season. The Tigers
are currently ranked #9 in the nation and
are hoping to earn a BCS bowl bid for the
second straight year.
Goodman and the senior class has 34
victories heading into today's contest
against N.C. State. One more win will make
this class eighth in Clemson history in vic-
tories.
Although the fun is In the winning,
Goodman cited his teammates and coach-
es as the most special part of being a Tiger.
"The relationships I've built with my
teammates and coaches are what I will
cherish most about my time at Clemson,"
said Goodman. "Those friendships will last
a lifetime. I will soon graduate and go pro-
fessional, but I will never forget the team-
mates and coaches I had at Clemson.
"It is an incredible bond. We're with
each other through winter workouts,
summer workouts, through camps, and
through the season. We spend so much
time together that we become a family.
They're all my brothers."
Goodman will graduate from Clemson
with a sociology degree and has his eyes
set on a career in the NFL. Although he
may soon leave Clemson, he realizes that
Clemson will never fully leave him.
"Clemson and the opportunities I've
had here mean everything to me," stated
Goodman. "I'm the first person in my fam-
ily to attend a Division I school. I'm very
proud of that. When I have kids of my own
one day, I know I'll be able to smile and tell
them that I went to Clemson and played
football there.
"Not many people get that opportu-
nity. It's been a real blessing in my life to
come here and grow as a man. Clemson
has been great for me and It's prepared me
for whatever the next step in my life will
be."
And for a young man as determined to
succeed as Malliclah Goodman, that next
step will undoubtedly be one that makes
Clemson University proud.
ClemsonTlqers.com ij/k 7
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THE KICKER HAS SHTWO RECORDS IN HIS FIVE SEASONS
IN TIGERTOWN, INCIUDING AN ACC RECORD THAT HAS
NOT REEN MATCHED DY COUNTLESS FUTURE NFL KICKERS.
BV KQTURVN nNDREOLI
A family away from home ishow Spencer Benton referredto his Clemson football team-
mates in a recent interview
in the WestZone. The 6'1",
195-pound punter and placekicker serves
as a leader to his teammates in his fifth
year with the program.
"It's been a journey," said Benton.
"When you're a freshman, it's a growing
process. Once you get to that senior role,
you get an understanding for the program
and how well the coaches want the leader-
ship to be."
He has certainly made a mark at Clem-
son, setting a school and ACC record with
a 61-yard field goal against Ball State In
September. It is the longest field goal in
the nation this season and the longest by
an FBS player in the last four years.
He is perhaps the most well-rounded
special teams player at Clemson since
the days of Chris Gardocki (1988-90). Not
only does Benton kick off and punt, he is
the long field-goal kicker,
the holder for placekicks
for Chandler Catanzaro,
and has been known to run
the ball or throw the ball
on fake field goals. And
by the way, he will make a
crushing tackle on a kickoff
return when called on. He
has done that better than
any other kicker in Clemson
history.
Benton aims to improve
not only personally, but as
a team each day at practice.
The two-time member of
the ACC Academic Honor
Roll leads by example on
and off the field.
"One thing I've learned is
leadership doesn't have to
be verbal," explained Ben-
ton. "You can lead by your actions on the
field, how you play, and in the classroom."
Benton has overcome injury and pres-
sure in close-game situations by pushing
SENIOR SPOTLI&HT
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Hometown Myrtle Beach, SC
High School Myrtle Beach HS
Date of Birth December 20.t9&9
forward and maintaining a competitive
mentality to succeed one day at a time.
The Myrtle Beach, SC native was re-
cruited by Head Coach Dabo Swinney out
of Myrtle Beach High School. Swinney was
Clemson's recruiting coordinator at the
time, and Benton's impressive high school
performance caught his attention.
With a standout high school career as
both a wide receiver and kicker, Benton
attracted the attention of many college
coaches and was offered by Duke, Georgia
Tech, Notre Dame, South Carolina, and Vir-
ginia in addition to the Tiger program.
Benton made 22 field goals and 99 ex-
tra points at Myrtle Beach High School. He
also played wide receiver, with 410 yards
and four touchdowns as a senior.
He chose Clemson with the guidance of
Swinney.
"Going through the recruiting process, I
was able to talk to a lot of coaches. Coach
Swinney was the recruiting coordinator at
the time and he came to my high school
full force with energy, enthusiastic as can
be, and sold it to me."
Following his high school graduation
in December of 2007, Benton enrolled at




WE WANT TO KEEP
GETTING BETTER







Benton quickly began setting records
in his first season on the field in 2009. He
handled every kickoff duty for the Tigers.
He also had nine special teams tackles on
kickoff coverage, establishing a single-sea-
son and career record that was previously
held by Mark Buchholz.
Benton has continued to be outstand-
ing in that area and has 27 career special
teams tackles, more than three times as
many as any other kicker in Clemson his-
tory.
Benton saw more action on special
teams in 2010 with his six tackles on kick-
off coverage. Clemson had a 4.4-yard ad-
vantage in average starting field position
after kickoffs that year, thanks in large part
to Benton's right leg.
The 201 1 season posed some chal-
lenges for Benton when he suffered a
shoulder injury in the Virginia Tech game
on October 1, which forced him to miss
four games.
"When Spencer went out, it was a big
loss for us," stated Swinney. "He does so
much with the special teams. When he
goes out, it is like losing three players. He
has to be one of the more versatile special
teams players in the nation."
The Clemson kicker set an ACC record
on September 29, 2012 against Ball State
when he drilled a 61 -yard field goal from
the right hashmark to close the first half.
It was the longest field goal in ACC history,
surpassing the 60-yard mark set by Florida
State's Gary Cismesia in 2007.
"After a lot of long practice kicks, it was
great to see it happen in a game," said
Benton. "The coolest thing was to see the
fans. This year, I grasped the idea that the
fans want you to succeed. There is a lot of
pressure out there, but you try to focus on
being successful."
He also booted a 58-yard punt earlier
this year and became the first Tiger in his-
tory to register both a punt and field goal
of at least 58 yards in the same season.
"Personally, I am striving to be the best
I can be in every area," said Benton. "I want
to be in the top five in the nation in total
touchbacks. I'd like to make it to the NFL
That's been my dream."
The bar is set high for Benton and the
Tigers, but this team-oriented leader be-
lieves that performing at practice and ap-
proaching each day with the same mental-
ity to succeed will have its benefits.
"For the team, we want to keep getting
better week in and week out. We're still
striving for that perfect game, and perfec-
tion is something we can always chase."
Benton and the Tigers will continue to
chase perfection as they near the end of
the regular season and hope to make it to
another BCS bowl game.
"You have to get within yourself and
zone everything out and execute, just like
at practice," added #13.
Benton is a Tiger who leads by example
each day, all-the-while setting records,
making him one of the most remarkable
all-around student-athletes at Clemson.
School Oppon«nt D»t«
UTEP Central Florida 9-27-08
:
~_" 9-8-12
Southern Methodist Texas Tech 9-5-10
Florida State Florida 11-24-07
Washington State Eastern Washington 9-8-12
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Walter Sikes, Clemson's sixth
president (1925-40), was a foot-
ball player from Wake Forest and
had a Ph.D. in history from Johns
Hopkins. Early in his presidency,
he remarked that the origin of the Clem-
son Tiger was the fact that Thomas Green
Clemson was frequently seen walking the
Fort Hill place carrying a walking cane with
a tigerhead carved for a handle, and that is
where the Clemson Tigers come from.
However, the legendary walking cane
does not exist among the possessions
that survived Mr. Clemson's death on April
6, 1888. That raises an interesting ques-
tion. ..from whence did the Tiger and the
colors derive, or does anyone know for
certain? And when were they chosen and
by whom?
It is as curious as John Butler's (long-
time director of the Clemson Tiger March-
ing Band) memory of President R.C. Ed-
wards' reaction to the 1963 (new) band
uniforms, with their Britannic cut and
black-beaver busbies who exclaimed that
the orange of the tunic was not Clemson's
orange and cited the colors that were kept
in the registrar's safe.
He and Butler repaired to the registrar's
office and he retrieved the colors in an
envelope. The purple ribbon was indeed
purple, but the orange ribbon was gold. It
was a decidedly LSU purple and gold.
According to Butler, Edwards took one
look at that and declared, "Those are not
Clemson's colors, these," as he patted the
band tunic, "are."
So, it rested until Clemson was prepar-
ing for the 1 975 season and a trip to Knox-
ville,TN.
Buck Breazeale, IPTAY president, a
Knoxville businessman, and a representa-
tive to the athletic council, lamented that
when they arrived in Knoxville, they would
see all the Volunteers arrayed in a quite-
uniform orange, while Clemson's orange
would be all over the color chart.
Breazeale urged Edwards and then
moved that the chair appoint a "true or-
ange committee" to determine the "true
orange" Edwards did so, naming Tom
Efland, a faculty member in the School of
Textiles, to chair the same, and asked that
Corrine Sawyer, professor of English, and
myself, then professor of history with a
fair knowledge of heraldry, to serve on the
"true orange" committee.
He authorized Efland to draft the re-
sources of the textile school and suggest-
ed that the committee develop a formula-
specific orange and purple, and register
them to Clemson. ..and so they did.
The color specialists, the fabric special-
ists, and the lab equipment were pressed
into service. The three committee mem-
bers chose an agreeable, distinct, and
strong orange, and it was submitted to the
color specialists to analyze based on the
fabric to which it was to be applied.
The formulae were adopted and the
colors (orange and purple) were speci-
fied. But, that begs the question of "Why
orange?" why not "red" or "blue?"
In fact Clemson's first colors, according
to the accounts of our early football games
(1896), were red and blue. They even ap-
pear on the diploma of the 1896 Decem-
ber graduation. No one knows the reason
for the change, although it has been spec-
ulated that one sight of South Carolina's
garnet and black suggested Clemson was
heading down an undesirable path. A few
years later, the color had changed to or-
ange and purple, as no reason was given.
The mascot is open to much more spec-
ulation. Because the minutes of the group
of students who created the football team
survived, we know this much. In a notice
in the Anderson Independent (March 6,
1 934), Major William T. Brock was credited
with successfully proposing to the football
team that its mascot should be the "Tiger."
Brock was a quarterback on the 1897
team. Hamilton, the team captain, agreed,
noting that Princeton had great football
prominence in those years (it finished 1 1 -0
in 1893,8-2 in 1894, and 10-1-1 in 1895).
Hamilton was impressed with Princ-
eton's football and academic prominence.
All the other suggested origins of theTiger
include Mr. Clemson's walking stick, bor-
rowed from Auburn, which did not start
using the "Tiger" until 1898, and Heisman
brought the Tiger from Auburn. The Co-
lumbia Record notes the use of the Tiger
by Clemson four years before Heisman
came to Clemson.
This seems to be the best explanation.
And when one remembers that Princeton's
primary color was orange, perhaps two
questions are answered with one place of
origin. The only other link would be Walter
Riggs, although if the date 1898 is correct
(taken from Auburn's yearbook, Qlom-
erata), Riggs was long gone from Auburn
when that happened.
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A. I felt like I fit in best here. It's also a great fam- i
ily and football atmosphere.
j
Q. What is your most memorable gameday i
experience?
A. Beating Virginia Tech on the road in 201 1
.
i
Q. What goal did you set for yourself in 201 27
j
A. To get better every day.
Q. What is your pregame ritual?
A. To pray and relax.
Q. What is your biggest motivation?
A. To succeed for all of those who helped me
get where I am.
'
i
Q. Who is your biggest inspiration?
A. Jake Nicolopulos.
Q. What is the biggest life lesson you have :
learned from playing football at Clemson?
A. How to handle success and adversity.
Q. Who has had the biggest impact on your
football career?
\
A. My high school coach, Mike Biggerstaff.
I
Q. What is the biggest challenge of being a
student-athlete?
A. Time management.
Q. Who is your role model?
jj
A. My dad.
Q. What is your favorite memory that you i
have with your teammates off the field?
j
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JIM BARKER BEQAN HIS CAREER AT CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
AS AN ARCHITEaURE STUDENT AND TRACK ATHLETE.
AFTER YEARS AS A PRACTICINQ ARCHITECT, TEACHER,
AND DEAN. HE WAS NAMED CLEMSON PRESIDENT IN
1999 AND HAS SINCE PRESIDED OVER A DRAMATIC ERA
OF QROWTH IN ACADEMIC QUALITY TO SEE CLEMSON
BECOME A T0P-2S PUBLIC RESEARCH UNIVERSITY.
Jim
Barker has worn a lot of hats in
his almost five decades as a mem-
ber of the Clemson family - stu-
dent, athlete, alumnus, teacher,
dean, parent, fan, and president.
On reflection, he thinks "student" is the
most important.
"I often tell people I learned everything
from plumbing to poetry in architecture
school, and I use every bit of that knowl-
edge as president of Clemson University."
A 1970 Clemson graduate, Barker was
named president in 1999 with a mandate
from the Board of Trustees to lead Clem-
son into the top ranks of American univer-
sities.
At his inaugural address in April of
2000, he said, "I am convinced that there
is no university in America stronger than
Clemson when we are 'One Clemson.' A
united Clemson is unstoppable."
During the "One Clemson" decade
that followed, the university harnessed
:he competitive, determined spirit of the
Ilemson family to transform itself from a
espected state institution into one of the
lation's finest public universities.
Clemson climbed from the
third tier to a top-25 ranking
among public universities in the
2012 U.S. News & World Report
guide to colleges, and has been recog-
nized for value, affordability, and return
on investment by Kiplinger's and Bloom-
berg/BusinessWeek magazines.
Ninety-two percent of seniors would
choose Clemson again according to the
National Survey of Student Engagement.
Clemson also ranks among the top public
universities in the percentage of alumni
who make gifts to their school, another in-
dication of quality and alumni satisfaction.
Clemson continues to attract top stu-
dents and faculty. It is the top choice of
Palmetto Fellows, the state's best students.
A record-setting 18,502 undergraduate
applications were received for the 201 2 fall
semester, and freshman enrollment in the
Calhoun Honors College is up 16 percent.
The university provides an unmatched
educational experience - intellectual de-
velopment - for students and research-
driven economic development for the
state of South Carolina.
Last year's news highlights also include
the following:
• Dedication ceremonies were held for the
Larry Penley Golf Clubhouse, the Class
of 1956 Academic Success Center, and
the Lee Hall expansion and renovation.
Work will be completed this year on a
new Life Sciences building.
• The Will to Lead capital campaign, which
raised $608 million by the original com-
pletion date of June 30, 2012, has been
extended, with a new goal of $1 billion.
Three families made gifts of at least $5
million each to name the Glenn Depart-
ment of Civil Engineering, and to build
the Watt Family Innovation Center on
campus and the Zucker Family Graduate
Education Center near the wind turbine
drivetrain test facility currently under
construction in North Charleston, SC.
These gifts support students, faculty, and
facilities, including new athletic facilities.
PRESIDENT JIM BARKER ALONGSIDE WIFE, MARCIA, AND
GRANDDAUGHTERS, ELIZA (LEFT) AND MADELINE (RIGHT).
Barker is a leading voice in higher edu-
cation for South Carolina and the nation.
He served on the NCAA Division I Board of
Directors for four years, including three as
chairman, and chairs the Working Group,
rewriting the rulebook for NCAA athletics.
He also delivered keynote addresses at the
national Campus Development Summit
and the South Carolina AIA conference in
April of 201 2.
For his leadership, Barker has received
the Order of the Palmetto, South Caro-
lina's highest civilian honor, and The Cliff's
Business Person-of-the-Year Award from
Greenville Magazine. He has also been
awarded honorary doctorates from the
Medical University of South Carolina,
South Carolina State University, and Mars
Hill College.
A native of Kingsport, TN, Barker re-
ceived his bachelor of arts degree from
Clemson in 1970 and his master of archi-
tecture & urban design degree in 1973
from Washington University (Saint Louis,
MO), which also recognized him with its
Distinguished Alumnus Award. He is a Fel-
low of the American Institute of Architects
and the Institute for Urban Design.
As Clemson's President, Barker remains
committed to the classroom. Each spring,
he is part of a team that teaches an un-
dergraduate course exploring "a sense of
place" in architecture, literature, and his-
tory.
In his spare time, what there is of it, he
maintains the daily fitness regimen of a
life-long athlete and enjoys playing with
his grandchildren. He is widely acclaimed
for his pen-and-ink drawings of campus
buildings and his watercolor paintings.
Barker and his wife, Marcia, have two
sons, Britt and Jacob, a daughter-in-law,
Rita Bolt Barker, and two granddaughters,
Madeline and Eliza.
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year was a reward-
ing time for Clemson
Athletic Director Terry
Don Phillips, who an-
nounced in August that the
2012-13 academic year will be
his last at Clemson.
One of his goals when he
came to Clemson was to help the
school's football program return
to championship form. That goal
became a reality when the Tiger
football program under Dabo
Swinney, who he had hired in De-
cember of 2008, led the Tigers to
their first league title in 20 years
with a resounding 38-10 win over
#3 Virginia Tech in Charlotte, NC.
The program defeated a
school-record four top-25 teams
along the way, including two
wins over future Hall of Fame
Coach Frank Beamer's Hokies.
That 38-10 victory in Charlotte
gave the Tigers a 10-win season
for the first time in 21 years.
It was also a successful season
off the field. From an academic
standpoint, Clemson's APR score
of 983 was #7 among FBS schools, and
Clemson was the only BCS school to win
a conference title and finish in the top 10
In the nation in APR. Sixteen of Clemson's
19 sports had APR scores of 970 or better
and those 19 sports had a collective GPA
of 2.99, the highest on record.
Overall, six sports finished in the top 25
of their respective sports, there were three
ACC Championships celebrated, and four
wins over top-ranked teams. A defending
National Champion was defeated in two
different sports on Clemson's home turf as
well.
The Tigers have competed at a high
llevel since Phillips came to Clemson from
joklahoma State in the summer of 2002. In
his first year, the Tigers won the National
Championship in golf, just the fourth team
national title in school history.
From 2008-09 and 2010-11, Clemson
and Florida State were the only schools in
the nation to go to a bowl game, the NCAA
Men's Basketball Tournament, and the
NCAA Baseball Tournament each season.
I One of the reasons for Clemson's level
bf success as a total sports program has
)een Phillips'emphasis on improving facil-
ies. In 2009, the football staff moved into
he WestZone at Memorial Stadium. It was
day that brought a smile to everyone as-
ociated with the program, but especially
hillips, who had been working toward
^a^ day before he arrived in 2002.
Phillips' vision for the WestZone was to
reate a top-of-the-line facility for the foot-
all program, but at the same time have a
ositive effect on the total sports program.
~\e facility at Memorial Stadium now cre-
es more office space, new locker rooms,
id training room and strength training
cilities for the Olympic sports programs.
Every sport has realized a facilities en-
incement since he came to Clemson and
e construction has not stopped. The
ger football program will enjoy a new
door facility by the end of this year. The
Athletic DiBECTQS '
baseball program will soon break ground
on a new locker room and player lounge
facility, and the basketball programs are
expected to break ground on a new facility
within the next 1 8 months.
The Clemson men's golf program
opened the Penley Building last fall and
the women's golf program, which will be-
gin play in 201 3, will have a new facility at
the Walker Course.
Phillips has been recognized for these
accomplishments in recent years. He was
named one of the 100 Most Influential
Sports Educators in America in 2008 by
The Institute for International Sport at the
University of Rhode Island.
Phillips was also recognized nationally
for his performance at Clemson in 2006
when he was honored by NACDA (National
Association of Collegiate Directors of Ath-
letics) as the 2005-06 Athletic Director-of-
the-Year for the FBS Southeast Region. He
was one of just four FBS athletic directors
honored at the annual convention in New
Orleans, LA.
Excellence in academics has been a
lifelong pursuit. He has an undergraduate
degree from Arkansas (1970), a master's
degree from Virginia Tech (1974), a doctor-
ate degree from Virginia Tech (1978), and a
law degree from the University of Arkan-
sas School of Law (1996). He is a member
of the Arkansas Bar, South Carolina Bar,
American Bar Association, and Sports Law-
yers Association.
Phillips maintains a classroom presence
by teaching a sports law section in Clem-
son's accountancy & legal studies depart-
ment. In addition, he is past chair of the
NCAA Division I Infractions Appeals Com-
mittee and continues to serve the commit-
tee as requested.
Prior to coming to Clemson, he served
as athletic director at Oklahoma State.
Football was transformed from a perennial
losing status to very competitive, enjoying
a return to bowl games after several years
and establishing a winning record against
rival Oklahoma. For this, he received the
National Football Foundation Oklahoma
Chapter Outstanding Contribution to Am-
ateur Football Award in 2002.
Before leading the Cowboys, he was a
senior associate athletic director at Arkan-
sas (1 988-94). He also served as athletic di-
rector at Liberty (1980,81) and Louisiana-
Lafayette (1983-88). He was an assistant
athletic director at Missouri (1981-83) and
TERRY DON PHILLIPS
WITH WIFE, TRICIA.
began his administrative career
as an assistant athletic director at
Florida (1979).
Phillips began his career in
college athletics coaching foot-
ball. He started as a graduate
assistant at Arkansas in 1 970 and
1971. He moved on to Virginia
Tech as an assistant coach (1971-
78) before joining the ranks of
athletic administration. At Vir-
ginia Tech, he served on coach-
ing staffs that Included future
Clemson Head Coaches Charley
Pell and Danny Ford.
Winning has been on Phillips'
resume since his playing days at
Arkansas. He lettered on three
Frank Broyles teams, where he
and his brother, Loyd, an Outland
Trophy winner, were starting de-
fensive tackles, the first brother
combination to start together
under Broyles. Arkansas had a
27-5 record in the three years,
played in two Sugar Bowl games,
and he played in the memorable
1969 national title game against
Texas, a contest that continues to
be featured on ESPN Classic.
In 2010, he joined Loyd in the Univer-
sity of Arkansas Hall of Honor.
Phillips has two children, John Dennis
and Sarah-Jane, and three stepchildren,
Meagan (Clemson graduate and former Ti-
ger Band member), Marshall, and Madison.
His wife, Tricia, is a graduate of the Univer-
sity of Missouri School of Journalism and
earlier enjoyed a career in athletics and de-
velopment. She is currently active in the
Clemson and Seneca communities
I
Every victory starts from within. That's where the heart and the hustle live. The determination to come up
big when it matters most. But no athlete does it alone. They need training and fuel to perform. Gatorade





42, Dabo Swinney is the
youngest head coach in the
ACC and one of the youngest
in the country. However, his
resume is already stuffed with
many significant accomplishments on a
school, ACC, and national level.
First, his mere appointment to the posi-
tion was significant. In October of 2008, he
was named Clemson interim head coach,
replacing Tommy Bowden, who had been
his position coach as a player at Alabama
and was Clemson's head coach since 1999.
He led the Tigers to a 4-2 record over the
remainder of the 2008 regular season,
including a victory over Steve Spurrier's
South Carolina Gamecocks in the regular-
season finale. That strong finish led to a
Gator Bowl bid against Nebraska.
On December 1, 2008, the interim tag
was removed from the title and he was
THE SWIiWy FILE
Playing Experience
Lettered three years at Alabama (1990-
92), also a member of the 1989 team-
member of the 1992 National Cham-
pionship team...Academic All-SEC and
SEC Scholar-Athlete Honor Roll member
in 1990,92.
Bowl Participation as a Player
1990 Sugar Bowl... 1991 Blockbuster
Bowl... 1991 Fiesta Bowl... 1993 Sugar
Bowl.
B.S. degree in commerce & business
administration from Alabama in 1993...
master of business administration from
Alabama in 1995.
Pei^alData
Born November'26,1.969 in Birmingham.
AL...married to t'l ' • Kathleen B,is
sett...the cou|jl' liu^ ;i .r sons (Will M,
Drew 12, Clay 9).
named the program's head coach. At
the time, there had been 28 interim head
coaches at the FBS level since 1970 and
those coaches had combined for a record
of 26-86-2. Only one of those 28 interim
coaches posted a winning record, and
that was Swinney. When he was hired as
the head coach, Swinney became just the
second interim coach to be elevated to the
head coach position at the same school
during that time period.
In four years (three full seasons) as
head coach, he has
directed the Tigers to
a 29-19 overall record
(.604) and a 19-10 mark
(.655) In ACC regular-
season games. He has
also led the Tigers to
the ACC Championship
game twice, won one
ACC title, and has been
named national coach-
of-the-year.
In addition to lead-
ing the program to four
bowl games on the field
in his young career, h's
players have also ex-
celled In the classroom.
In his career as a head
coach, his players have




which ended the sea-
son ranked #22 in the
nation, captured Clem-
son's first ACC title since
1991 when it defeated
#3 Virginia Tech 38-10
in the ACC Champion-
ship game in Charlotte,
NC. It tied for the highest-ranked team
the Tigers defeated m history and was
the most points scored by an ACC team
against Virginia Tech since it joined the
league in 2004. The victory, the Tigers' sec-
ond over the Hokies in 201 1, gave Clem-
son its first 10-win season since 1990. The
Tigers' four wins over top-25 ranked teams
established a school record as well.
The Tigers jumped out to an 8-0 re-
cord and a #6 national ranking after be-
ing unranked in the preseason. Games
DABO SWINNEY WITH WIFE, KATHLEEN,
AND SONS. WILL, DREW, AND CLAY. : <^
3-5 marked a tough stretch, as Clemson
hosted #19 Auburn, who entered with a
national-best 17-game winning streak,
and #11 Florida State along with a road
game at #10 Virginia Tech. The Tigers were
victorious in all three contests by scores of
38-24, 35-30, and 23-3, respectively, mark-
ing the first time in history that an ACC
team won three consecutive games over
top-25 ranked (AP) teams.
For his efforts, he was named Bobby
Dodd National Coach-of-the-Year in 201
1
to become the first Tiger head coach to
win a national coach-of-the-year award
since 1981, when Danny Ford directed
Clemson to the national title.
Swinney, who was also one of five fi-
nalists for the Eddie Robinson National
Coach-of-the-Year award, one of 10 final-
ists for the Bear Bryant National Coach-of-
the-Year award, one of 10 finalists for the
Liberty Mutual Coach-of-the-Year award,
and received the Regional AFCA Coach-
of-the-Year award in 201 1, led theTigers to
their first Orange Bowl berth since 1981.
The 2010 season included wins over
bowl teams Georgia Tech, Maryland, and
N.C. State. The Wolfpack were ranked #23
in the nation and were leading the ACC In
scoring. But the Clemson defense held
N.C. State to just one touchdown and 13
points. The team excelled defensively In
2010 and was 13th in the nation In scor-
ing defense and in the top 25 in both total
defense and passing defense.
C.J. Spiller was a unanimous first-team
Ail-American in Swinney's first year, and
defensive end Da'Quan Bowers duplicated
the feat on the defensive side of the ball.
Bowers won the 2010 Bronko Nagurski
Award as the nation's top defensive player,
and he received the Ted Hendricks Award
as the country's top defensive end. He
was also a finalist for the Bednarik Award
and Lombardi Award. He led the nation in
\
COACHING RECORD
Year 5chool Position(s) W-L Bowl
1993 Alabama GA 9-3-1 Gator
1 994 Alabama GA 12-1
-
1995 Alabama GA 8-3
1996 Alabama WR,TE 10-3 Outback
1997 Alabafns TE 4-7
1998 Alabama WR 7-5 Music City
1999 Alabama WR 10-3 Orange
2000 Alabama WR 3-8
2003 Clemson WR 9-4 Peach
2004 Clemson WR 6-5
2005 Clemson WR 8-4 Champs Sports
2C06 Clemson WR 8-5 Music City
2007 Clemson AHCWR 9-4 Chick-fil-A
2008 Clemson AHCWR 3-3
Clemson IHC 4-2
Clemson HC 0-1 Gator
2009 Clemson HC 9-5 Music City
2010 Clemson HC 6-7 Meineke Car Care
2011 Clemson HC 10-4 Orange
Years as a full-time college coach: ... 14
Winning seasons: 11
Bowl seasons: 11
Record as an assistant coach: 77-51 (.602)




sacks (15.5) and tied for the national lead
in tackles for loss (26).
In 2009, Swinney's first full year as
head coach, he led the Tigers to their first
championship of the ACC's Atlantic Divi-
sion. The Tigers came just six points short
pf winning their first ACC title in 18 years.
Swinney was named ACC Coach-of-the-
Year by Sporting News and was a finalist
for the Liberty Mutual Coach-of-the-Year
^ward.
Swinney accumulated nine wins, sec-
pnd-most among all FBS coaches in their
prst full year. The nine wins tied for fourth-
nost in ACC history for a first-year head
oach. He also led the Tigers to their first
)Owl win since 2005 in the 21-13 victory
iver Kentucky in the Music City Bowl.
Swinney's first season included a six-
lame winning streak at midseason, a
treak that saw the Tigers score at least
4 points in every game, a first in school
istory. During that stretch, the Tigers de-
ated #8 Miami (FL) on the road. The 40-
7 overtime victory tied for the highest-
nked team Clemson has defeated on the
>ad in school history.
Swinney became Clemson's interim
;ad coach on October 13, 2008 when
>mmy Bowden stepped down. Then on
ecember 1, 2008, the "interim" tag was
moved, as he took over on a full-time ba-
as the Tigers' 25th head coach. He had
en Clemson's assistant head coach for
10 years and was in charge of the wide
ceivers since 2003.
Swinney took over a 3-3 team and led it
a Gator Bowl bid against Nebraska. He
ided Clemson to a 4-1 record over the
t five games of the regular season, with
; only loss at #24 Florida State. That 4-1
ord to end the regular season tied for
! best mark in the ACC for that time pe-
d. Four of his six regular-season oppo-
nts were later bowl participants.
The 1993 Alabama graduate joined the
mson staff prior to the 2003 season. In
his first nine years as an assistant or head
coach, the Tigers have finished in the top
25 of the polls five times and totaled 15
wins over top-25 teams.
Swinney coached his wide receiver po-
sition to a level of consistency that had not
been seen previously at Clemson. He had
a wideout finish first or second in the ACC
in catches in five of his six years as an as-
sistant coach. In his first year, he had three
of the top-10 receivers in the ACC, a first
in Tiger history. He has coached a First or
Second-Team AII-ACC wideout in eight of
his nine seasons at Clemson, also an un-
precedented feat at Clemson.
The Alabama native has a reputation
as one of the top recruiters in the nation.
In 2006, he was listed as the #5 recruiter
in the nation by Rivals.com . It marked the
second straight year that he was lauded by
the website as a top-25 national recruiter.
He signed 38 players in his five recruiting
seasons as an assistant coach and was a
major reason Clemson's 2008 recruiting
class was rated #2 in the nation by ESPN,
com when he signed 1 1 players. He was
named one of the top-25 recruiters in the
nation by Rivals.com in 2007 as well.
Swinney received a commerce & busi-
ness administration degree from Alabama
in 1993 after lettering three times (1990-
92). A walk-on who went on to earn a
scholarship, Swinney was a wide receiver
on Alabama's 1992 National Champion-
ship team. He was also named Academic
All-SEC along with being an SEC Scholar-
Athlete Honor Roll member in 1990 and
1992.
After his playing career, Swinney served
as a graduate assistant from 1 993-95 at Al-
abama, where he coached in the 1 994 Ga-
tor Bowl and 1995 Citrus Bowl. In Decem-
ber of 1995, he received a master's degree
in business administration from Alabama.
He became a full-time assistant coach
at Alabama in February of 1996 under
Head Coach Gene Stallings (now in the
Hall of Fame) and coached a total of five
seasons there on a full-time basis.
During his time at Alabama, Swinney
was a part of six teams with at least 10
wins, five top-10 finishes, one national
title (1992), three SEC Championships
(1989,92,99), and five SEC Western Divi-
sion titles (1992,93,94,96,99) as a player
and coach.
From April of 2001 through February of
2003, Swinney was in private business in
Alabama. He married the former Kathleen
Bassett in 1 994. They have three sons, Will
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• Played a big role in Clemson winning the 201 1 ACC title
for the first time in 20 years. He has been on the staff of
two ACC Atlantic Division titles in the last three years.
• Coached Brandon Thompson and Rennie Moore in 201 1
.
Thompson was a Second-Team AII-ACC selection.
• In 2010, he coached Jarvis Jenkins to a First-Team AII-ACC
season. His defensive tackles were a big reason Clemson
was 1 3th in the nation in scoring defense in 201 0.
' Finalist for defensive line coach-of-the-year according to
FootballScoop.com in 201 0.
Clemson finished in the top 25 in the nation in seven
defensive categories in 2009.
' Has coached 343 games as a full-time assistant coach,
more than any other member of the Tiger coaching staff.
' Coached the previous 1 5 years at Tennessee under Head
Coach Phillip Fulmer. The Volunteers finished in the top
25 of the polls in 1 2 of those seasons.
' Coached first-round draft picks Shaun Ellis, Justin Harell,
and John Henderson. Henderson won the Outland Trophy.
Coached on the 1 998Tennessee staff that won the national
title with a 1 3-0 record. That team had six wins over top-25
teams and gave up just five rushing touchdowns.
' Coached six years at North Carolina from 1 988-93.
Coached five years at Florida from 1 983-87.
' Coached former Clemson star and NFL All-Pro running
back Kevin Mack in high school in the 1 970s.
Playing Experience
Began his football career at Appalachian State in 1969...
transferred to Western Carolina and played in 1 973.
Education
Jndergraduate degree from Western Carolina in 1976...
paster's degree from Florida in 1984.
Personal Data
iorn June 25, 1951 in Sparta, NC.he and his wife, Kathy,
lave two children (Tara, Rhett); Rhett is a video graduate
issistant on the 201 2 Clemson staff.
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• Had a big impact in Clemson winning the 201 1 ACC title
for the first time in 20 years. He has been on the staff of
two ACC Atlantic Division titles in the last three years.
• Coached Dwayne Allen in 201 1 . HewontheJohnMackey
Award and was a first-team Ail-American. Allen set school
records for receptions (50), receiving yards (598), and
receiving touchdowns (8) by a tight end.
• In 201 0, he coached tackle Chris Hairston to a First-Team
AII-ACC season and Allen to Second-Team AII-ACC honors.
• Helped Clemson to an ACC Atlantic Division title and a
top-25 final AP ranking in his first year as a full-time coach
at Clemson in 2009.
• In 2009, he coached First-Team AII-ACC tight end Michael
Palmer and Hairston, a Second-Team AII-ACC tackle.
• Joined the staff in December, 2008 and coached in the
2009 Gator Bowl. He joined a small group of people who
have played for Clemson in a bowl game and later coached
the Tigers in a bowl game.
• One of three Clemson graduates on the coaching staff
(Tony Elliott, Jeff Scott). He played tight end on Clemson's
1 986 and 1 987 ACC title teams.
• Served on the same Alabama staff with current Clemson
Head Coach Dabo Swinney from 1 993-97.
Playing Experience
Lettered three times as a tight end at Clemson (1 985-87)...
strength & conditioning Ail-American (1987).
Bowl Participation as a Player
1985 Independence Bowl...1986 Gator Bowl...1988 Citrus
Bowl.
Education
Bachelor's degree in finance from Clemson in 1 987...master
of business administration from Clemson in 1 989.
Personal Data
Born February 17, 1965. ..he and his wife, Kristy, have one








Born December 4. 1968
• A big reason Clemson won the 201 1 ACC title for the first
time in 20 years. Clemson also won 1 games for the first
time in 21 years and defeated a record four top-25 teams.
• National offensive coordinator-of-the-year according to
Rivals.com in 201 1
.
• Led the 201 1 Clemson offense to many school records,
including total yards per game (440.8) and points (470).
• Molded Tajh Boyd into a First-Team AII-ACC pick who set
Tiger records for passing yards and passing touchdowns
in 201 1 . Clemson also had a 1 ,000-yard rusher (Andre El-
lington) and 1,000-yard receiver (Sammy Watkins).
• Served as offensive coordinator and associate head
coach at Tulsa in 2010 and guided that offense to among
the best in the nation. That offense was a big reason
Tulsa improved from 5-7 in 2009 to 1 0-3 in 201 0.
• Tulsa averaged 41 .4 points per game, eighth-most in the
nation, and scored at least 28 points in 12 of its 1 3 games.
Tulsa was fifth nationally in first downs (25.6) and tied for
fifth in touchdowns scored from the red zone (46). His
offense scored 64 touchdowns on scrimmage plays (32
rushing, 32 passing). The team totaled 1,006 plays (537
rushes, 469 passes) in 2010.
• Won 82 percent of his games as a high school coach in
Texas. He led Lake Travis High School to back-to-back,
undefeated (16-0) state championship seasons. He won
three state titles overall and played in six state champi-
onship games in his high school coaching career.
• In 16 years as a head coach at the high school level, he
had a 169-38 record (.816). He earned coach-of-the-year
honors in 1 1 of those 1 6 years.
Education
Undergraduate degree in mathematics with a minor in
statistics from Texas A&M in 1 992.
Personal Data
Born December 4, 1 968 in Edgewood, TX...he and his wife,
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• Coached 1 3 years (1999-1 1 ) at Oklahoma and three years
(1 996-98) at Kansas State. He was also a graduate assis-
tant coach at Kansas State for three seasons ( 1 993-95).
• In his 16 years as a full-time assistant coach, his teams
have 16 winning seasons, have been to 16 bowl games,
and won at least 1 games 1 3 times.
• Has coached in nine bowl games that are currently con-
sidered BCS bowls.
• Served as co-defensive coordinator at Oklahoma (1999-
03) and defensive coordinator at Oklahoma (2004-1 1 ).
• Has coached two Butkus Award winners.
• His 2010 defense was seventh in the nation in turnover
margin and 1 3th in pass efficiency defense.
• Broyles Award finalist in 2006 when Oklahoma led the
Big 12 in total defense and scoring defense.
• Oklahoma was first in the nation in total defense, first in
passing defense, second in pass efficiency defense, third
in scoring defense, and fifth in turnover margin in 2003.
• His 2001 defense was fourth in the nation in scoring de-
fense, fourth in total defense, fifth in pass effiency de-
fense, and seventh in rushing defense.
• Owns a National Championship ring as co-defensive co-
ordinator and linebackers coach at Oklahoma in 2000.
• As a player at Kansas State, he was Honorable Mention
All-Big Eight in 1 992 with 1 24 tackles. He was also an All-
American at Garden City (KS) Community College who
recorded 276 career tackles.
Playing Experience
Played two seasons (1 989,90) at Garden City (KS) Commu-
nity College.. .lettered two times as a linebacker at Kansas
State (1991,92).
Education
Graduated from Kansas State in 1992.
Personal Data
Born December 18, 1970. ..he and his wife, Julie, have two
sons, Jake and Tyler, and two daughters, Laney and Addie.
• In his second tour of duty at Clemson. He served as
defensive backs coach under Head Coach Tommy West
from 1995-97. He has coached in seven bowl games in
his seven years at Clemson.
• A big reason Clemson won the 201 1 ACC Championship
for the first time in 20 years.
• In 201 1, he coached cornerback Coty Sensabaugh, who
had 14 passes defended and was drafted by the Titans.
• Coached first-team All-American DeAndre McDaniel in
2009 and 2010. IWcDaniel led the ACC and was tied for
third in the nation in interceptions (8) in 2009. He was
also named First-Team AII-ACC both seasons.
• Named one of nation's top-25 recruiters by Rivals in 2010.
• Helped Clemson to a top-25 ranking and the ACC Atlantic
Division title in 2009. Clemson had 21 interceptions, fifth-
most in Tiger history and tied for fifth-most in the nation.
Clemson was seventh nationally in passing defense.
• From 1 995-97, he helped the Tigers to three bowl games
(1996 Gator, 1996 Peach, 1998 Peach).
• Coached great players in the 1 990s at Clemson, including
nine-time Pro Bowl selection Brian Dawkins. He was an All-
American and led the ACC In interceptions in Harbison's
first year at Clemson ( 1 995).
• Has had two tours of duty at Alabama (1 998-00, 2003-06).
• Started his coaching career at Gardner-Webb in 1 984.
Playing Experience
Played four years at Gardner-Webb (1978-81) and had 11
career interceptions...signed as a free agent with the Buffalo
Bills (1 982)...played in the USFL in 1 983,84.
Education
B.S. degree in business administration from Gardner-Webb
in 1995.
Personal Data
Born October 27, 1959...married to the former Tammy Mc-
Cluney...the couple has four children (Charlie, Stedman,
Masai, Msiba).
• A big reason Clemson won the 201 1 ACC Championship
for the first time in 20 years.
• In 201 1 , he coached second-team All-American and First-
Team AII-ACC defensive end Andre Branch, who led the
ACC with 10.5 sacks and 17 tackles for loss. Branch was
also one of six finalists for the Ted Hendricks Award.
• Returned to Clemson after spending three years (2008-
10) at Duke. He served as assistant head coach, defen-
sive coordinator, and defensive line coach.
• This is his second tour of duty at Clemson. He served as
defensive line coach in 2005, helping the Tigers to an 8-4
record and a top-25 finish in the AP poll. Clemson was
1 1th in the nation in scoring defense (1 7.6).
• Has NFL experience, as he was an assistant coach with
the New Orleans Saints in 2006 and 2007. The 2006
Saints had a 1 0-6 record and won the NFC South.
• In his first year at Mississippi in 1999, the Rebels were
fourth in the nation in rushing defense (78.1 ).
• First-Team All-SEC pick in 1989 and was named to Ten-
nessee's 1 00-year anniversary team. A third-round draft
pick (#74 overall) of the Vikings, he played three years
(1990-92) with the Patriots.
Playing Experience
Lettered four times as a defensive end at Tennessee (1986-
89)...three-year starter...played three seasons (42 games) in
the NFL with the New England Patriots.
Bowl Participation as a Player
1986 Sugar Bowl...l986 Liberty Bowl...l988 Peach
Bowl... 1990 Cotton Bowl.
Education
B.S. degree from Tennessee in 1995.
Personal Data
Born November 7, 1966 in Irondale, AL...he and his wife,























Named one of the top-25 recruiters in the nation accord-
ing to Rivals.com in 201 2.
Clemson has been to a bowl game each of his four years
as a full-time assistant coach.
Played a big role in Clemson winning the 201 1 ACC title
for the first time in 20 years. He has been on the staff of
two ACC Atlantic Division titles in the last three years.
In 2011, he coached one of the top receiving duos in
school history in Sammy Watkins and DeAndre Hopkins.
Watkins, the national freshman-of-the-year and a first-
team All-American, had 82 receptions for a school-record
1 ,2 1 9 yards and a school-record 1 2 receiving touchdowns.
Hopkins had 72 receptions for 978 yards.
Helped the Tigers to a top-25 ranking and the ACC Atlantic
Division title in his first full season as an assistant in 2009.
Took over as Clemson's recruiting coordinator in 2010
and the Tigers put together a top-20 signing class in his
first season at the position. Then in both 201 1 and 201 2,
Clemson had top-10 recruiting classes.
One of three Clemson graduates on the staff (Tony Elliott
and Danny Pearman are the others).
Began his coaching career at BIythewood (SO High and
won a state title in his first year and the program's first year.
Playing Experience
.ettered three years as a wide receiver and holder at
:iemson (2000-02).
Bowl Participation as a Player
!001 Gator Bowl...2001 Humanitarian Bowl...2002 Tanger-
ne Bowl.
Education
)egree in secondary education from Clemson in 2003.
Personal Data
|Orn December 28, 1 980 in Arcadia, FL...married the former
ara McDanieL.son of former Clemson Assistant Coach Brad
tott (1999-10).
• Has 34 years of experience in college coaching. He
served as Vanderbilt's head coach in 2010 after eight
years as offensive line coach with the Commodores.
• A big reason Clemson won the 201 1 ACC Championship
for the first time in 20 years.
• In 2011, he helped the Tiger offense set many school
records, including yards per game (440.8). His center,
Dalton Freeman, was a Rimington Trophy finalist and a
First-Team AII-ACC selection.
• Moved with Dick Sheridan to N.C. State in 1 986. He was
a part of a resurgence of Wolfpack football, as he helped
Sheridan turn the 3-8 team of 1985 into an 8-3-1 club
that beat three AP top-25 teams in 1 986.
• Served under Sheridan for eight years and Furman won
six league titles during that era. He coached eight first-
team all-conference players.
• Coached the Wolfpack offensive line for 1 1 years, then
added assistant head coaching responsibilities in his last
three years. Fourteen of his players were AII-ACC picks.
• Was a part of the 2008 Vanderbilt staff that guided it to
its first winning season and bowl game in 26 years. It
beat Boston College in the Music City Bowl, Vanderbilt's
first bowl win since 1 955.
• Named Vanderbilt head coach in 201 after Bobby John-
son retired. He won at Mississippi in his first road game.
• Started his coaching career as a student assistant at Fur-
man under Art Baker in 1976.
Playing Experience
Lettered three years at Furman under Art Baker, including
his senior season (1975) when he was named team MVP
and offensive captain.
Education
Degree from Furman in 1977.
Personal Data
Born January 26, 1954 in Pageland, SC. ..he and his wife,
Nora Lynn, have one daughter, Emsley.
• A big reason Clemson won the 201 1 ACC Championship
for the first time in 20 years.
• Has played on and coached Clemson teams that have
finished in the final AP top 25. He played on the 2003
team that finished #23 and coached running backs in
201 1 when theTigers finished #22.
• His 201 1 running backs helped the Tigers set a school
record for total yards per game (440.8). Andre Ellington
was a Second-Team AII-ACC selection who totaled 1 , 1 78
rushing yards and 1 1 touchdowns.
• Spent three years (2008-10) as wide receivers coach at
Furman and two seasons (2006,07) at S.C. State.
• Earned his undergraduate degree in industrial engineer-
ing in 2002, was a First-Team Academic AII-ACC selec-
tion, and a CoSIDA Academic District III team member.
• Was a co-captain of Clemson's 2003 team that had a 9-4
record and a #22 ranking by AP and USA Today. He had
23 receptions for 286 yards and a touchdown that sea-
son. He was also a recipient of the ACC's Weaver-James-
Corrigan Postgraduate Scholarship.
• Had 34 receptions for 455 yards and two scores in his
career. Came to Clemson as a walk-on in the fall of 1 999
and finished his career with four letters and 44 games.
Playing Experience
Lettered four times as a wide receiver at Clemson (2000-
03).
Bowl Participation as a Player
1999 Peach Bowl. . 2001 Gator Bowl. .2001 Humanitarian
Bowl. ..2002 Tangerine Bowl. ..2004 Peach Bowl.
Education
Degree in industrial engineering from Clemson in 2002
with a team-high 3.55 GPA.
Personal Data
Born November 26, 1979 in Watsonville, CA... married to
the former Tamika Whitner of Spartanburg, SC.
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Responsibilities: Graduate assistant who works with
the offensive line...assists with video.. .assists the offensive
staff on a day-to-day basis.
Playing Experience: Played as a center at Murray State
from 2005-08,
Coaching Experience: Graduate assistant (defensive
line) at UNLV from 2009-1 1.
Education: Earned a degree in health & physical edu-
cation from Murray State in 2009...earned a master's de-
gree in sports administration from UNLV in 201 1
.
Personal: Born June 13, 1986.. single.
TYLER
CARITON
Responsibilities: Graduate assistant who works with
Offensive Coordinator Chad Morris.. .assists with video
breakdown of opponents.. .assists the offensive staff on a
day-to-day basis.
Playing Experience: Punter and wide receiver at
Tulsa from 2004-06...member of the 2005 Conference USA
champions and Liberty Bowl champions.
Coaching Experience: Student assistant at Tulsa in
2008,09.. .offensive quality control assistant at Tulsa in
2010...video graduate assistant (offense) at Clemson on
the 201 1 ACC Championship team.
Education: Earned a degree in exercise sports science
from Tulsa in 2009. ..pursuing a master's degree in human
resources at Clemson.












Responsibilities: Graduate assistant who works with
the defense during practice.
Playing Experience: Defensive back at Clemson who
lettered from 1 999-02...fourth-team Ail-American in 2002...
first-team AII-ACC by Sporting News and Second-Team
Ali-ACC by the ACC Sports Media Association...third in the
ACC in passes defended (17) in 2002...had 12 career inter-
ceptions, one of the top-10 figures in school history...had
over 1,000 kick return yards in his career . .tied the Clemson
single-game record for takeaways (3) against Missouri in
2000; he had two interceptions and one recovered fum-
ClemsonTigers.coin
ble...had an 88-yard punt return for a score against Georgia
Tech in 2000, the second-longest punt return in Memorial
Stadium history...signed as a free agent with the Washing-
ton Redskins. ..played in NFL Europe with the Amsterdam
Admirals and two seasons in the Arena Football League
with the Philadelphia Soul (2008 champions).
Coaching Experience: Defensive backs coach at Man-
ning (SC) High School from 2006-09. ..player development
assistant at Clemson in 201 and on the 201 1 ACC Cham-
pionship team.
Education: Earned a bachelor's degree in elementary
education from Clemson in 2003.




Responsibilities: Works with the defense from a re-
search development standpoint. ..serves as assistant camp
director., assists with on-campus recruiting. ..assists as the
NFL liaison.
Staff Experience: Student assistant at Mississippi
State in 2006,07...graduate assistant coach at Mississippi
State in 2008. ..video graduate assistant (defense) at Clem-
son in 2009, 10...defensive research development at Clem-
son in 201 1
.
Education: Earned a degree in business administra-
tion from Mississippi State in 2007.. .master of business
administration from Mississippi State in 2009.
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Born September 30, 1950
Woody McCorvey returned to Clemson after 20 years
to become Associate Athletic Director for Football Admin-
istration on Dabo Swinney's first staff in 2009. McCorvey
was Swinney's position coach during his playing days at
Alabama and served as wide receivers and tight ends
coach on Danny Ford's Tiger staff from 1 983-89.
McCorvey is the primary liaison between Swinney and
the athletic and IPTAY administrations. He also oversees
the management of the football administrative offices.
He supervises the football budget and works with the
staff at Vickery Hall to oversee the team's academic prog-
ress. He also makes speaking engagements and repre-
sents the football staff at various meetings and functions.
McCorvey worked seven seasons at Clemson between
1983-89. With McCorvey coaching the tight ends from
1983-85 and the wide receivers from 1986-89, Clemson
posted a 60-19-3 record and won three ACC titles. Dur-
ing that time, the Tigers were invited to the 1 985 Indepen-
dence Bowl, the 1 986 and 1 989 Gator Bowls, and the 1 988
and 1989 Citrus Bowls. Clemson posted a 10-2 record in
each of his last three seasons under Ford.
McCorvey coached at the Division I level for 26 years
and went to a bowl game 17 of those seasons. Overall,
he had 36 years of experience as a football coach. He
coached or signed 36 players who went on to a profes-
sional football career as well.
In 2010, McCorvey was inducted into the Atmore (AL)
Hall of Fame. The Atmore, AL native is married to the for-
mer Ann Brown. The couple has a son, Marlon.
BRAD
SGOn
Brad Scott is in his 14th year with the Clemson pro-
gram, but only his second in athletic administration. The
assistant athletic director moved into administration in
March of 201 1 after 12 seasons as an assistant coach un-
der Tommy Bowden and Dabo Swinney from 1999-10.
His 12-year tenure, which included him working with the
offensive line, is tied for the ninth-longest for a Clemson
football assistant coach in the program's history.
Scott works primarily with the football program in vari-
ous administrative duties, but he has department-wide
responsibilities when it comes to serving as a liaison be-
tween Clemson and high schools in securing documents
needed to gain admission to Clemson University.
Clemson had great success on the gridiron during
Scott's tenure as an assistant coach and associate head
coach, as the Tigers set numerous offensive records.
Scott served under Bobby Bowden at Florida State from
1983-93 and was offensive coordinator from 1990-93. In
1993, Florida State won its first national title and Charlie
Ward became its first Heisman Trophy winner. Scott later
served as head coach at South Carolina from 1 994-98. j
Scott is a 1 979 graduate of South Florida and earned al
master's degree from Florida State in 1984. He was born
on September 30, 1954 in Arcadia, FL and is married to
Daryle. The couple has two sons (Jeff, John). Jeff is an as-
sistant coach and the recruiting coordinator on the Clem-
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Andy Johnston is in his 16th year with the Tiger football
Drogram and currently serves as associate athletic director
'or football operations. His responsibilities include managing
:he program's day-to-day operations. Although this is his
1 6th year with the football program, he has been involved
with the Clemson athletic department for 30 years. From
1983-97, he was the winningest women's tennis coach in
ichool history.
In those 15 years, Johnston guided his squads to five
:onsecutive ACC titles (1 983-87), 1 2 top-25 finishes, and six
MCAA Tournaments. He was ACC Coach-of-the-Year for the
'ourth time and Southeast Region Coach-of-the-Year for the
second time in 1 993. Seven players he coached at Clemson
/vere named to the ACC 50-Year Anniversary team in 2002.
Johnston had a 254-160 Clemson record and 263-167
:areer mark. His best season at Clemson was his rookie
/ear when the team had a 30-5 record and finished #7 in
:he polls. He coached former Lady Tiger Gigi Fernandez,
/vho was inducted into the Clemson Hall of Fame in 2005.
Johnston played for Clemson on the hardcourt and
?arned his degree in administrative management in 1 979.
He then served as the assistant men's tennis coach in 1 980.
Johnston is a native of Summerville, SC. He is married to
he former Sophie Woorons. He has a daughter, Kiera (22),







Jeff Davis is in his fourth year as assistant athletic di-
ctor for player relations & external affairs within the
emson football program. During the previous five years,
served as an assistant athletic director for fundraising,
lere he helped raise funds for the WestZone Club at
smorial Stadium. He also served as the primary spokes-
n for Clemson University's Call Me Mister Program and
Irved as director from 1 999-03.
Davis was an All-America linebacker from 1 978-81 who
ptained the Tigers during their 1981 National Champi-
' ship run. "The Judge" registered a then-Tiger-record
5 tackles in 1 981 . That same season, he became just the
1 rd defensive player in ACC history to be named league
I'P Davis had 14 tackles as Clemson topped Nebraska
; 1 5 in the 1 982 Orange Bowl.
In 1 995, he became the fourth member of the Clemson
I g of Honor, then he was named to Clemson's Centen-
I
I Team in 1996. In 2002, he was named to the ACC's
I Year Anniversary team
In 2007, he was inducted into the National Football
Findation College Football Hall of Fame. A fifth-round
clft pick by Tampa Bay in 1982, he played six seasons in
NFL. Davis later graduated from Clemson in 1 984.
3avis, an ordained pastor, lives in Clemson with his
, Joni, and their six children.
Daniel Bassett is in his fourth year as director of foot-
ball programs at Clemson. He is in charge of on-campus
meals and housing, maintaining the recruiting database,
and community outreach. Prior to being hired as direc-
tor of football programs in 2008, he worked as a student
volunteer and later in office administration (2003-05).
He received his undergraduate degree in broadcasting
from Tennessee in 2001 . He then came to Clemson, where
he earned his master's degree in professional communica-
tion in 2005. Bassett, a native of Birmingham, AL, was born






Mike Dooley is in his eighth year with the Tiger football
program and serves as director of high school relations &
player personnel. He is responsible for maintaining and
improving relationships between high school coaches and
Clemson.
Prior to being hired at his current position, he served
two years (2005,06) as a video graduate assistant (defense)
and two years (2007,08) as a graduate assistant coach (of-
fense) at Clemson. He also served as interim tight ends
coach in 2008 when Dabo Swinney was hired as head
coach at midseason. Dooley worked as an assistant coach
at Greenville (SC) High School from 1998-04 before com-
ing to Clemson as well.
Dooley, a native of Toccoa, GA, lettered as a defensive
end at Furman from 1 993-95, but he missed his senior sea-
son due to injury. He had a sack against Clemson in Me-
morial Stadium in 1994. He was also an academic honor
roll member and received his degree in health & exercise
science from Furman in 1 998.
Dooley is married to the former Allison Woodlee, a





Don Munson is in his third year with the Tiger athletic
department He is familiar to Tiger fans due to his involve-
ment with the Clemson radio network for the last 1 7 years.
He took over the new position of ..reative media ser-
vices director in 2010. He has department-wide respon-
sibilities, with an emphasis on football. He supervises the
football recruiting website and social media sites, provides
online video features for ClemsonTiqers.com, and authors
articles for various Clemson publications and websites. He
also continues to serve as the host of the Tiger football
and basketball coaches radio call-in program and provides
play-by-play commentary on variousTiger Olympic sports.
Munson has covered Clemson athletics since 1994,
when he first joined the network as the network's football
pregame, halftime, and Fifth Quarter Show host. In 2003,
he rejoined the radio network as host of the Tiger Tailgate
Show and Fifth Quarter Show.
Munson is a 1 984 graduate of Appalachian State with a
degree in communications. Married on May 26, 1984, he
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Danny Poole is in his 1 2th season as Clemson's director of
sports medicine, but he is a veteran of 29 years working in
theTiger athletic training facility. He supervises the athletic
training needs of all student-athletes, but his primary area
of emphasis is with the football program. He has 32 years
of full-time experience in the athletic training field.
A 1979 Western Carolina graduate, Poole earned a
bachelor's degree in health & physical education. He was
a student trainer for the Catamounts for four years. He was
published in the NATA Journal in 1979, "The D.P Method
for Blisters," as a student at Western Carolina.
Poole was honored in 2001 by his peers with the Athletic
Trainers Service Award. The award is presented by the Na-
tional Athletic Trainers Association to role models who are
future leaders of the training profession. In 2012, Poole was
named to the WellBalance Scientific Advisory Board. The
Charlotte, NC native is married to the former Beth Morgan.









Alphonso Smith is in his 17th season at Clemson and
his 1 3th year overseeing all equipment operations. Smith
served as a men's basketball manager during his under-
graduate and graduate years at Clemson from 1985-92.
Smith also served as a graduate assistant in 1 991 ,92.
Smith worked as assistant equipment supervisor at Mem-
phis for three years. He was responsible for assisting the
football program and was in charge of men's and women's
basketball, women's golf, and track & field.
Smith is a 1991 graduate of Clemson, as he received
his degree in social science secondary education. He is a
member of the Athletic Equipment Managers Association
and is the District III director. Smith was also named Equip-
ment Manager-of-the-Year for District III in 2006-07.
He is married to the former Kim Teel. The couple has a
son, Andrue Christopher, and a daughter, Lauryn Louise.
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CT Touring is widely l<nown fa
its experience in tiie Entertain
Touring industry. Our liiglily s
technical staff is backed by one'
the world's largest inventories o
LED displays, projection and vidt't
equipment.
With world tours spanning the glo \
CT Touring accompanies some ofth
best artists in the music industry. A\
with over 25 years ofexperience in L.
Event Production combined with an
expert technical staff, extensive inven (
and offices around the world, CTTouri i
has the ability to offeryou the best soli I
foryour event at competitive prices.
Full Service Touring Specializing In:
' Indoor/Outdoor & Scenic LED Displays
' High Resolution DLP & HD Projection
Seamless Wide Screen Applications
' High Resolution Switching Systems
Multi-Camera Production Packages





CHICAGO - LAS VEGAS - LOS AI^GELES - NASHVILLE - SAN FRANCISCO - UK - GERMANY - CHINA - SINGAPORE - DUBAI - HOLLAND -
STADIUM INFORMATION
^ - Gates
n - First Aid Room
iS - Handicapped Seating
Q - ATM Locations
- Suite Access Elevators




TOP DECK GATE 16 South
Child (Tiger Tracicer) Identification System
Visit the nearest guest services stand (at gates 1 , 5, 9, 1 1 , 1 3, 1 6, or 20) for
information on obtaining a child ID wristband and notification procedures.
Concession Stands
Concession stands are located beneath all stands inside Memorial Stadium
and can be reached from any portal.
Emergencies
First Aid stations are located on the South side under Section J, North side
under Section T, North Top Deck under Section K, and South Top Deck
under Section E. Trained nurses are on hand. If a doctor is needed, ask
any usher. For emergencies, call 911.
Handicapped
Entrances are at Gates 1 , 5, and 1 3 for the handicapped.
Lost £ Found
Report any item to the Gate 1 1 information booth.
Notice
Solicitation for any purpose is prohibited at an athletic contest in Memo-
rial Stadium. Memorial Stadium is also a smoke-free facility. Smoking is
prohibited inside the gates.
Passouts
Passouts are allowed, but fans must go through the same level of security
screening as they did upon entering.
Prohibited Items
Alcoholic beverages, artificial noisemakers, backpacks, banners, chairbacks
with arms, flags, food/drink containers, home video cameras, large bags,
laser devices, umbrellas, and weapons of any kind are prohibited.
Public Address System
The public address system is intended for spectators' information. Do not
request its use to make social contacts.
Season Ticketholders £ Other Visitors
Lower Deck visitors to Memorial Stadium are requested to enter at Gates
1 , 5, 9, 1 1 , or 1 3. Top Deck ticketholders must enter via the ramps, located
behind the North and South stands. Fans with Top Deck North tickets
should enter at Gate 20 and fans with Top Deck South tickets should enter at
Gate 1 6. All tickets are barcoded and scanned upon entry into the stadium.
Will Call
Will-call tickets can be picked up at the IPTAY Center/Ticket Office (North-
west corner of Memorial Stadium) beginning four hours prior to kickoff.
FROM THE MOST EXCITING 25 SECONDS IN COllEGE FOOTBALL," TO 85,000 SCREAMING TIGER
FANS. DEATH VALLEY HAS GIVEN CLEMSON ONE OF THE BEST HOME-FIELD ADVANTAGES IN THE ACC
0-
f t f
"Running down the Hill is still talked about every-
where I go. Players who played against Clemson
when I was in college remember us running down
the Hill and thinking we would gain some type of
spiriton the field- Theadrenalin rush was unbelieve-
ablefora Clemson playerand quite a shock for the
opponent on gameday "
Former Clemson All-American Jerry Butler
IcamehereknowingitwouldbeloudandClemson
•'ouldhithard, butthenoise was the biggest factor
didn't concentrate as well because of it."
Kerschel Walker after his only regular-season loss
'Howard's f!ockhas strangepowers Whenyourub
it and run doivn the Hill, your adrenaline flows It
.< .iio rtiL-r ' c'^'^^' experience Ihave ever had."
~ 3 Ail-Fro Michael Dean Perry
When Clumson piayefs rub that Bock and run
down the Hill, it's the inost exciting 25 seconds in
college football."
Brent Musburger, ABC Sports
'Death Valley really : to its image. I was
impressed with this St.- : " /,-:r..' vpr
80,000 people in there, it i.
top ofyou. Id hate to be whce
play Clemson."
San Francisco quarterback Stave Young
"Florida was loud in the swamp. But the loudest,
not only stadium, but the loudest place I've ever
been aroundm my life was Death Valley. I was yell-
ing at the top ofmy lungs and I couldn'thear what
I was saying. That place was unreal in how loud it
was. I don 't think I will ever be in a louder place"
Florida State quarterback Chris Rix, 2001
"In 2005, Memorial Stadium, commonly known as
'Death Valley'reachedan astounding 126decibels
when a packed crowd saw Charles Bennett's sack
of Kyle Wright in the Tigers'game against Miami
(Ft). This level easily surpassed the old record of
121 decibels set by Louisiana State fans in Tiger
Stadium, which holds nearly 1 1,000 more fans."
RealFootball365.com
"The game when I was a sophomore (in 2005)
stands out for me. What an awesome place that
is to play. I'll never forget that atmosphere, and I
know for a fact I've neverseen so much orange in
one place. Ifyou've neverbeen there, going outon
the field for the first time at Clemson is incredible."
Boston College quarterback Matt Ryan, 2007
"We go to a lot ofgreat venues for college football, but
this doesn't take a back seat to any place. In terms of
the atmosphere, stadium, noise, and facilities, this is
a special place on a Saturday night"
ESPN commentator Todd Blackledge, 2009
Clemson's Memorial Stadium has
been held in high esteem for
many years. Whether It be players
from the 1 940s and 1 950s, oppos-
ing players from the 1970s and
1980s, or even professional players in the
1990s, the ambiance of this special setting
is what college football is all about. And in
201 2, BleacherReporr.rnm rated Memorial
Stadium as the best stadium in the country.
The storied edifice added to its legend
when the first meeting of father and son
coaches (Bowden Bowl I) took place before a
record crowd of 86,092 fans in 1999. Clem-
son has been in the top 20 in the nation in
average attendance 31 straight years. A
crowd has exceeded 80,000 fans 60 times
since 1983. In 2011, Clemson was 17th in
the nation in average home attendance.
The legend was further enhanced in
201 1 when the Tigers had a perfect 7-0
record at home and recorded victories over
defending National Champion Auburn and
# 1 1 Florida State on consecutive weekends.
Defending National Champions are 0-3 all-
time at Memorial Stadium.
The facility's mystique is derived from its
many traditions, which date to its opening
in 1942, the legendary games and players,
and Clemson's corresponding rate of suc-
cess. The Tigers have won 263 games in 70
years and have won over 72 percent of the
contests (263-99-7).
The stadium has definitely been good to
theTigers, but itwasconstructed againstthe
advice of at least one coach. Before Head
Coach Jess Neely left for Rice after the 1 939
season, he gave Clemson a message.
"Don't ever letthemtalkyouintobuilding
a big stadium," he said. "Put about 10,000
seats behind theYMCA. That's all you'll ever
need."
Instead offollowing Neely's advice, how-
ever, Clemson officials decided to build the
new stadium in a valley on the western part
of campus. The place took some clearing,
as there were many trees, but luckily there
were no hedges.
The crews went to work, clearing, cut-
ting, pouring, and forming. On September
19, 1942, Memorial Stadium opened with
Clemson defeating Presbyterian College
32-1 3. Those 20,000 seats installed for the
opener would soon grow.
Howard said that on the day of the sta-
dium's first game, "the gates were hung at
1 :00 and we played at 2:00." But that would
be all of the construction for awhile. Then
in 1958, 18,000 sideline seats were added,
and in 1 960, 5,658 west endzone seats were
added in responseto increasingattendance.
With the large east endzone ("Green Grass"
section), this expansion increased capacity
to 53,000.
Later, upper decks were added to each
side ofMemorial Stadium as crowds swelled
- the first in 1978 and the second in 1983.
It increased capacity to over 80,000, which
makes it one of the nation's largest on-
campus stadiums. In 2006, the WestZone
was added, an area that contains locker
rooms and a luxury club level that holds
over 1,000 seats.
Through the years. Memorial Stadium
has become known as "Death Valley." It
was tagged bythe late Presbyterian College
Coach Lonnie McMillian in the late 1940s.
After bringing his teams to Clemson for
years and getting whipped, hesaid the place
was like"Death Valley." A fewyears later, the
name stuck.
In 1 974, the playing surface was named
Frank Howard Field forthe legendary coach,
because of his long service and dedication
to Clemson University.
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Coach Firank Howard demanded it fr
And the Clfemson Experience delivers f
The Clemson way of life is not for the faint of heart.
We're determined to be bolder, stronger, more competitive ... to earn our stripes.











THE BEST SEATS IN THE HOUSE ARE RIGHT HERE.
2012 Clemson Football Season
Sept. 8 BALL STATE
Sept. 15 FURMAN
Oct. 6 GEORGIA TECH
Oct. 19 ROCK THE JOHN
Oct. 20 VIRGINIA TECH
Nov. 10 MARYLAND
Nov. 17 NORTH CAROLINA STATE
Nov. 24 SOUTH CAROLINA













IS A DIRECT RESULT OF
THE STATE-OF-THE-ART
WESTZONE, WHICH





Year ESPfLsfim Rivals^ Scoulcom
• -average star ranking; Note: ESPTicom rankings
I
not available prior to 2006; Clemson broke ground
'
on the WestZone Project after the 2004 season. !
The
everyday activities for the football program
moved to Memorial Stadium on July 1, 2009. Ti-
ger coaches moved into new offices in the West-
Zone of IVIemorial Stadium that day. A month
later, the team made the locker room In Death
Valley its full-time facility.
Additionally, a new equipment facility, athletic training
facility, strength training facility, and training table ("The
Paw") opened with all the modern conveniences of an NFL
franchise's facility.
The new facility is 150,000 square feet, which adds al-
most 60,000 square feet to previous facilities in the Jervey
Athletic Center. It includes a two-floor strength training
facility that is 14,000 square feet, among the largest dedi-
cated solely for football in the nation.
"Our program's motto since I became head coach is'AII-
Inr said Head Coach Dabo Swinney. "This facility shows
any Clemson football player, recruit, or supporter that our
University is 'All-in' with this program. The facility is among
the best in the nation and allows our student-athletes to
develop and become the best they can be."
The equipment room was expanded to include, among
other items, new offices and a new laundry room that
encompasses approximately 6,000 square feet of space. The
football staff offices and meeting rooms are composed of
approximately 4,000 square feet of existing space and more
than 1 8,000 square feet of new space.
The facility includes offices for the head coach, assistant
coaches, and support staff along with position meeting
rooms and a 150-seat auditorium with a sloped floor and
theater seating.
The training room, located on the north side of the
home team's locker room, was expanded to include a
hydrotherapy room, new offices, and examination rooms.
The training room occupies about 6,200 square feet ofspace
as well.
The level-three concourse was expanded with the
addition of the football offices. This space, the roof of the
new football offices, is utilized for gameday marketing
activities and to provide fans additional space to gather
inside the stadium.
In 201 2, 8,000 square feet of enclosed space was added
on second level, which houses "The Paw."
Former Clemson running back James Davis, the 2005
ACC Rookie-of-the-Year, stated that one of the biggest
contributing factors in deciding on Clemson was the
University's commitment to upgrading facilities. "Does
Clemson want to be a championship program?" asked
Davis when he was considering Clemson. "The WestZone
(initiative) showed me that it does!"
Building success requires building for success. While the
WestZone is located in Memorial Stadium, the completed
project provides resources for Clemson's total sports
program, permitting all Tiger teams and athletes to compete
with the nation's best.
Moving all football operations to the WestZone has
opened up space in the Jervey and McFadden buildings for
the other 1 8 intercollegiate sports to improve their facilities
for recruiting and have more office, training, conditioning,
and sports medicine space. This has greatly enhanced the
overall performance, both on and off the field, for all 19
sports.
A look to Clemson's athletic history shows the impor-
tance infrastructure enhancements have on the football
program. The following chart summarizes the relation-
ship.
Infrastructure Improvement 3.,o^ y,,,, uter
1934, Formation of IPTAY
,939; g., ^,5, ^q^^,
1 942, Memonal Stadium opening_ 1 948, 1 1 0, top- 1 5 rankina
l?53,^inedACC _Z_._r Z ~ '^s! Sugar Bovl
1?73,Built Jervey Athletic Cer^ter 1978,Tl-M6 ranking
1978, Built south upper deck 1981, Nationarchamp.orv
1983, Built north upper deck 1986-88, ACC Champ.,.,,





Joey Batson is in his 27th year as a strength & condi-
tioning coach at the collegiate level and 16th year as
director of football strength & conditioning at Clemson.
Batson, who played a big role in Clemson winning the ACC
title for the first time in 20 years in 2011, has served as a
head strength & conditioning coach 23 of his 27 years.
Batson was named master strength & conditioning
coach by the Collegiate Strength & Conditioning Coaches
Association (CSCCA) in 2009. This honor is the highest
given in the strength & conditioning profession.
Batson has had a strong impact on the Clemson pro-
gram since he became director in 1 997. He has had much
to do with the success of the football program, helping
the Tigers to 1 3 bowl games and six top-25 final rankings.
While at Clemson, he has worked for three head football
coaches and has had a tremendous impact throughout
the state at many notable high school programs.
Not only does Batson bring professional experience to
the position at Clemson, he brings experience as a football
player at the collegiate level. The Travelers Rest, SC native
was a tight end at The Citadel in 1979 before transferring
to Newberry, where he was a two-year letterman and team
co-captain during his senior season.
Batson earned his bachelor of arts degree in physical
education from Newberry in 1 985 and his master's degree
in education from Clemson in 1 988.
Batson is married to the former Susan Malone of Green-



















































































































































































































































CLEMSONTEAM Tackles For Loss 19 vs. N.C. State, 10-24-1987
Total Offense 756 vs.Wal(e Forest, 10-31-1981 Sacks By Defense 12 vs. Furman, 9-7-1996
Plays 95 vs. N C. State, 10-7-2000 Pass Breakups 18 vs. The Citadel, 10-4-1986
Yards Per Play 9.2 vs. North Texas, 9-4-201
Rushing Yards 536 vs. WakeForest, 10-31-1981 CLEMSON INDIVIDUAL
Carries 73 vs. Virginia, 10-21-1972 Total Offense 460 by Tajh Boyd vs. Georgia Tech, 1 0-6-201
2
Yards Per Carry 10.3 vs. Presbyterian College, 9-22-1945 Rushing Yards 263 by Raymond Priester vs. Duke, 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 995
Rushing Touchdowns 11 vs. Presbyterian College, 9-22-1945 Carries 36 by Ray Yauger vs. Wake Forest, 1 0-1 8-1 969
Passing Yards 397 vs. Georgia Tech, 10-6-2012 Passing Yards 397 by Tajh Boyd vs. Georgia Tech, 1 0-6-201
Completions 38 vs. Virginia Tech, 1 0-6-2007 Completions 38 by Cullen Harper vs. Virginia Tech, 10-6-2007
Passing Attempts 67 vs. Virginia Tech, 10-6-2007 Passing Attempts 66 by Cullen Harper vs. Virginia Tech, 1 0-6-2007
Passing Efficiency (min. 1 5 att.) 262.9 vs. Furman, 9-15-2007 Completion % (min. 15 att.) 94.1 by Woodrow Dantzler vs. The Citadel, 9-2-2000
Passing Touchdowns 6 vs. Central IVIicljigan, 10-20-2007 Passing Efficiency (min. 1 5 att.) 261.1 by Cullen Harper vs. Central Michigan, 1 0-20-2007
First Downs 35 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-1981 Passing Touchdowns 5 by Cullen Harper vs. Louisiana-Monroe, 9-8-2007
35 vs. Central Michigan, 10-20-2007 5 by Cullen Harper vs. Central Michigan, 1 0-20-2007
Points 82 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-1981 5 by Tajh Boyd vs. North Carolina, 1 0-22-201
1
Punting Average 56.6 vs. Wake Forest, 1 0-29-1 977 Receptions 12 by Airese Currie vs. Middle Tennessee, 9-1 3-2003
Punts 13 vs. Furman, 11-21-1942 Receiving Yards 174 by Aaron Kelly vs. Virginia Tech, 10-6-2007
13 vs. Peiisacola N.A.S., 10-13-1945 Receiving Touchdowns 3 by Dreher Gaskin vs. Auburn, 1 1-21 -1 953
Penalties 15 vs. W.Ike Forest. l 1-2-1985 3 by Tony Home vs. Texas-El Paso, 1 0-4-1 997
15 vs. I.iiike, 10-17-1987 3 by DeAndre Hopkins vs. Ball State, 9-8-201
2
Penalty Yards r;5 vs. Wake Forest, 10-29-1977 All-Purpose Yards 312 by C.J. Spiller vs. Florida State, 1 1 -7-2009
Punt Return Yards :i7 vs. Georgia Tech, 9-26-1987 Punt Return Yards 126 by Donnell Woolford vs. Georgia Tech, 9-26- 1 987
Kickoff Return Yards loS vs. Maryl.ind, 1M6-2002 Kickoff Return Yards 160 by John Shields vs. Alabama, 1 0-25-1 969
Interception Return Yards 1 il vs. Wfslern Carolina, 9-25-1982 Interceptions 3 by many (4)
Interceptions By Defense 5 vs. many (5) Tackles 24 by Jeff Davis vs. North Carolina, 1 1 -8-1 980
Fumbles M vs. Presbyterian College, 9-M 953 Tackles For Loss 6 by Keith Adams vs. Duke, 11-6-1 999
Fumbles Lost Vs. many Sacks 4. by Keith Adams vs. Duke, 1 1 -6-1 999






























































































Enjoy lunch combos starting at 5.99,
dinner entrees from 6.99.
At FATZ, only the freshest ingredients go into our housemade dishes.
Anything less just won't cut it. While the food is premium, the price isn't.
So come satisfy your appetite and your budget. Drop by FATZ today. FATZ
EATZ&DRINKZ








Smoaks SC ^Bambefq-Vvf^ardt H5] • Communication Studies
.235.. .So.
vmamston. SC (Wen HS; • Pre-Business
Anthony, Slephone LB 6-3
.
Potkton NC .Anson HS • Pre-Business
Barnes. Tavaris DE 6-4 275 *So.
Jadisonv* fl Frst Coast HS; • Coirmnty Heaeation. Sport & Camp Manaqement
SrooWyn,W B*je Rpdpe :V4 ) SctcoD ' Corrmnty Reaeatxjn, Spo(t & Camp Management
Beasley, David OG 6-4 315 'So.
Columbui GA iCW Carver HS) • Soaokjqy
3 Beasley. Vic DE 6-3 225 *So.
AdairsviHe CA .AdairsvUle HS) • SociologY
Benton. Spencer P/PK 6-1 195 "Sr.












Blanks, Travis DB 6-1 190 Fr.
Tallatiassee. FL (North Flonda Chnstian School) • Sociology
Hampton VA
,
Phoebus HS) • Sociology
Breeland, Bashaud CB 6-0 195 *So.
Alenoale SC .AlenOale-faftax HS} • Corrmnty Recreation Sport. & Camp Management
.185.. .Fr.
Jacksonville Fl .Bartram Trail HS) • Psychology
Brooks, Zac RB 6-1.
Jonesboro AR .Jonesbofo Senior HS) • Visual Arts
Brown, Jaron WR 6-2 205 *Gr.
Cheraw SC . Cheraw HS i • Management
Cahoui Fats. SC JL Hafma HS) • ComrrMvty Recreation Sport, & Camp Management
Goose Creed, SC (Goose Creek HS) • Pre-Busmess
Byers. Roderick DT 6-3 275 *Fr.
ffocA ^*fl SC Northwestern HS} • CommMty Recreation Sport & Camp Management
Catanzaro, Chandler PK 6-2 195 *Jr.
Greenville. SC (Christ Church Fpiscopal School} • Biological Sciences
Christian, Quandon LB 6-2
.
Lake View. SC {Lake View HS) • Sociology
.225.. •Jr.
in Cooper, Sam TE 6-S 250 'So.
ID ;Brentwood TAf , The Ensworth School) • Management
M Crawford. Corey DE 6-5 270 So.
I CoUrtms. GA^OW Carver HSi • Cownrunty Recreation. Sport. & Camp Management
19
Davis* Cortez CB 6-3 200 *Fr.
Daytona Beach. Fl (Mair^and HS) • Socn^ogy







Chester Senior HS) • Modem Languages
DeStefano, Patrick OL 6-5
SparfanPurg SC ^Dorman HS; ' PoBtxal Science
. 275.. .Fr.
Dodd. Kevin DE 6-5 280 Fr.
Taylors SC (Riverside HS) • Socfoto^y
Ellington. Andre RB 5-10 195 *Sr.
Mcncks Comer SC Sertie*ey HS ' • ComnxjKfy Recreation Sport & Camp Manaqement
2Fajgenbaum, Phillip LS 6-0 220 *Jr.
Ra/eigh /
.185 *So.
t NC . Ravenscroft Sctiool • Management
Forbush,Wes WR 6-2.
Johnson City TN . Science Hill HS< Marketing
Ford, Brandon TE 6-4 240 *Gr.
WanOo SC ^Han^ian HS) • Soaokxjy
Freeman, Dalton C 6-5 285 *Gr.
Peton, SC (Peion HS) • Corrmuncatmn Studies
^
g
Geohaghan, Ronald S 6-0 200 Fr.
Allendale SC ^Allendale-FairlaK HS} • Sociology
97
Goodman, Malliciah DE 6-4 270 Sr.
norence. SC ( West Florence HS) • Sociology
Goodson* B.J LB 6-1 240 *Fr.
Lamar. SC (Lamar HS) • Sociology
73
Gore. Joe OT 6-5 275 *Fr.
La^ie Waccamaw. NC (East Cokirtus HS) • CarmntY Reaestm. Sport, &. Carr^ Management
Guillermo, Jay C 6-3 290 Fr.
Maryville 7N [Maryville HSI • Secondary Educaton
31
Hall, Rashard S 6-2 210 *Gr.
Saint Augustme. Fl (Saint Augustine HS) • Marketing
B Hopkins, DeAndre WR 6-2 205 Jr.




Germone WR 6-0 175 Fr.
NC (PhiHip Berry Academy ol Technology] • Sociokigy
Howard, D.J RB 5-il 195 *So.
Lincoln, AL (Lincoln HSi * Sociology
4n Humphries, Adam WR 5-11 190 So.
IU Spartanburg, SC (Donnan HSi * Community Recreation Sport, & Camp Management
gg
Jarrett, Grady DT 6-1 290 So.




Jenkins, Martin CB 5-10 180 Jr.
Roswell GA (Centennial HS} • Sociology
Jones, KellenA LB 6-1 215 So.
Houston, TX (Saint Pius X HS) • Mathematical Sciences
Jones, Oliver OT 6-5 325 Fr.
Ninety Six, SC iWinety Six HS) • Health Science




Niagara Falls, NV [Saint Josephs Collegiate Institute] • Secondary Education
Lakip, Ammon PK 5-10 175 *Fr.
Johns Creek GA (Chattahoochee HS) • Pre-Business
Mac Lain, Eric TE 6-4 260 *Fr.
Hope Mi»s, NC (Jack Britt HS) • Hea/th Science
Mauldin, Collins DE 6-2 230 *Fr.
Roc* Hi«, SC (Northwestern HSI • WMife & fishenes Sio/ogy
J2
Maybank, Jerome OG 6-4 320 *Fr.
Pavrleys island, SC (Waccamaw HS} • Phikisophy
nq McCullough, Jay Jay TE 6-3 230 Fr.
Uu Fort Mill SC (Nation Ford HS) • Communication Studies
25
McDowell, Roderick RB 5-9 195 *Jr.
Sumter SC (Sumter HSi • Sociohgy
McElveen, Donny QB 6-2 205 *Jr.
Summerville. SC (SummerviSe HS) • Travel & Tounsm
^2
McHeal, Tony QB 6-0 195 *Fr.
Chester SC iChester Senior HS) • Pre-Business
SMeeks, Jonathan S 6-1 210 Sr.
Rock Hill SC (Rock Hill HS. • Sociology
Norton, Ryan OL 6-3 270 'Fr.
Simpsonville SC (Mauldin HS} • History
8
19
Parker, Justin LB 6-1 235 Jr.
Port Royal. SC iBeaulort HS) • Sociokigy
Peake, Charone WR 6-3 200 So.
Moore. SC (Dorman HS) - Corrvnunity Recreation Sport & Camp Management
.6-0 195 *So.nn Peters, Garry CB .
Conyers, CA (Hentage HSi • Sociotogy
nn Pinion, Bradley P 6-6 230 Fr.
Concord NC < Northwest Cat)arTus HS) • Pre-Busmess
87
Porter, Matt WR 5-11 190 *So.
Charleston. SC
,
James Island Sctnol) • Corrmjity Recre3tx)n, Sport & Carrp Managemeni
48
74
GreensPoro NC (Cnmsley HS) • Communication Studies
Region. Spencer OG 6-5 350 'Fr.
Cullman, AL (Cullman HS) • Phikysophy
Roberts, Morgan OB 6-2 200 *Fr.
Charlotte NC (Charlotte Country Day School} • Pre-Busmess
21
Robinson, Darius CB 5-10 175 Jr.
College Park GA (Westleke HS} • Community Recreation Sport & Camp Management
nn Rodriguez. Daniel WR 5-8 175 *Fr.
Ou Statlord. VA (Brooke Point HSi • Political Science
Seckinger, Stanton TE 6-4 210 *Fr.
Isle ol Palms, SC (Porter-Gaud School) • FTe-Business
g2
Shatley, Tyler OG 6-3 295 *Jr.
Icard, NC (Fast Burke HS) • Civil Engineering







South Mecklenburg HS} • Management
Smith, Darrell FB 6-2 250 'Jr.
Gadsden, AL (Gadsden City HS) • Sociology
Smith, Robert S 5-11 210 So.
Saint George SC (Vyoodland HS) • Health Science
Sobeski, Michael LS 6-2 205 *So.
Roetiuck SC \Dorman HS) • Mechanical Engineenng
1
Steward, Tony LB 6-1 235 So.




CB 5-8 185 'So.Stewart, Dante
Swansea SC (Calhoun County HS) • Sociology
Stoudt, Cole QB 6-5 205 So.
Dublin OH (Dubim Colfman HS) • Sociology
Thomas, Brandon OL 6-3 305 'Jr.
Spartanburg, SC (Dorman HS} • Secondary Education
qc Thomas, Tra DT 6-0 275 'So.





Timothy, Gifford OT 6-6 310 'So.
Middletown, DE (Middletown HS} • Therapeutic Recreation
Townsend, Lateek LB 6-2 215 So.
Bennettsville, SC (Marlboro County HS} • Sociology
Van Gieson, Sam LS 5-9 185 *Gr.
Greer SC (Riverside HS) • Marketing
Watkins, Carlos DT 6-3 300 Fr.
Mooresboro NC (Chase HS) • Pre-Busmess
2 Watkins, Sammy WR
6-1 205 So.
Fort Myers, FL (South Fort Myers HS) • Communication Studies
91
Watson, Josh DT 6-4 285 'So.
liVi/mingfon, DE (John Dickinson HS) • Sockjkjgy
^1
Watson, Taylor S 5-11 205 'So.





Webster, Reid OL 6-5 285 'So.
Woodstoc* GA (Etowah HSI • Marketing
Willard, Jonathan LB 6-2 225 'Sr.
Lons, SC (Lons HS} • Sociology
Williams, DeShawn DT 6-1 285 So.
Central SC (DW Daniel HS: • Sociology
Williams, Jerrodd CB 6-0 205 'Jr.
Central SC [DW Daniel HS} • Management
in Wright, Corico LB 5-11 230 Sr.
4t MmedgevOe, GA (Baktwm HS) • SociologY




# Player Pes. Hgt. Wgt. CI.
Martavis Bryant WR 6-5 200 So.
jammy Watkins WR 6-1 205 So.
i Vic Beasley DE 6-3 225 *So.
5 Jonathan Meeks S 6-1 210 Sr.
5 Germone Hopper WR 6^ 175 Fr.
ueAndre nopKins WR 6*2 205 Jr.
6 Tavaris Barnes DE 6*4 275 *SOi
7 Tony Steward LB 6-1 235 So.
8 ColeStoudt QB 6-5 205 So.
8 Justin Parker LB 6-1 235 Jr.
9 Xavler Brewer D6 5-1
1
190 Tar.
ID lajh Boyd QB 6-1 225 *Jr.
1 1 Travis Blanks DB 6-1 190 Fr.
I 1 ^W'^A Ifalio
I I cnad Kelly QB 6-2 210 Fr
12 Stephone Anthony LB 6-3 235 So.
12 lony McNeai QB 6-0 195 *Fr.
1 3 Spencer Benton r/rlv 6-1 ^r.
1 4 Martin Jenkins CB 5-10 180 Jr.
14 Donny McEtveen QB 6-2 205 *Jr.
15 MorQan Roberts QB 6-2 200 *Fr.
15 Ronald Geohaghan S 6-0 200 Fr.
16 Adam Hurrphries WR 5-1 190 So.
17 Bashaud Breeland CB 6-0 195 *So.
18 Jaron Brown WR 6-2 205 *Gr.
19 Charone Peake WR 6-3 200 So.
20 Lateek Townsend Lo 6-2 215
21 Darius Robinson CB 5-10 175 Jr.
M 1/.J. nowara RB 5-1 195 *So.
23 Andre Ellington RB 5-10 195 *Sr.
m £,0C DiOOKS RB 6-1 185 Fr.
o noaericK lyicLKjweii RB 5-9 195 *Jr.
26 Garry Peters CB 6^> 1W *So.
27 Robert Smith S 5-1 210 So.
29 Cortez Davis L.D 6-3 200 *Fr.
ji nasnaro nail e 210 *Gr.
33 Spencer Shuey 1 DLD 6-3 230 *Jr.
34 Quandon ChristiAn Ld 6-2 225 *Jf.
36 Jerrodd Williams CB 6-0 205 *Jr.
36 Ammon Lakip PK 5-10 175 *Fr.
37 Dante Stewart CB 5-8 185 *So.
39 Chandler Catanzsro PK 6-2 195 *Jr.
4U Llarreii jmlui rD 6-2 250 *Jr.
1 DLb 5-11 215 Fr.
CoricoWrighl LD 5-1 230 Sr.
B J. Goodson 1 DLo 6-1 240 *Fr.
4b Jonathan Willard 1 DLo 6-2 225 *Sr
47 Taylor Watson c 5-1 205 *So.
uj. neaoer DT 6-3 335 Fr.
50 Grady Jarrstt DT 6*1 290 So.
52 Phillip Fajgenbaum LS 6-0 220 •Jr.
3^ i^eiien iones Lo 6*1 215 So.
53 Martin Aiken nc 6-2 255 Fr.
55 Oalton Freeman C 6-5 285 •Gr.
CA Aniline Miitlrlin90 ^oiiins rviauiain DE 6-2 230 *Fr.
56 Sam Van Gieson 1 cLs 5-9 185 *Gr.
57 Jay Guiltermo C 6-3 290 Fr.
58 Ryan Norton OL 6-3 270 *Fr.
62 Tyler Shatley OG 6-3 295 •Jr.
63 Brandon Thomas OL 6-3 305 •Jr.
65 Oliver Jor>es or 6-5 325 Fr.
67 Kalon Davis OG 6-5 330 •So,
68 David Beasley 6*4 315 *So.
70 Gifford Timothy or 6-6 310 •Sa
^
' Patrick DeStefano OL 6-5 275 Fr.
Jerome Maybank OG 6-4 320 •Fr.
- j Joe Gore or 6*5 275 •Fr.
74 Spencer Region OG 6-5 350 •Fr.
' J iviicndei DOoesKi LS 6-2 205 •So.
Shap Anthony nrUl 6-4 265 •Fr.
Keid Webster OL 6-5 285 •So.
Isaiah Battle OT 6-6 280 Fr,
Brandon Ford TE 6*4 240 •Gr.
"jianlon Seckinger TE 6-4 210 •Fr.
iMniel Rodriguez WR 5-8 175 •Fr.
Sam Cooper TE 6-5 250 •So.
o/ (vioix rorxer WR 5-1
1
190 •Sa
oo cnc Fviac Lain TE 6-4 260 •Fr.
Wes Forbush WR 6-2 185 •So.
Jdy Jay McCutlough TE 6*3 230 Fr.
-* 1 Josh Watson DT 6-4 285 •So.
7^ nooericK Dyers DT 6-3 275 •Fr.
92 Bradley Pinion P 6-6 230 Fr.
93 Corey Crawford DE 270 So.
94 Carlos Watkrns DT 6-3 300 Fr.
95 Tra Thomas DT 6-0 275 •So.
97 Malliciah Goodman DE 6-4 270 Sr.







WHEN .MSON HAS THE BALL
CLEMSON OFFENSE
Pos. • Playw Hgt. Wgt. CI.
LT 63 Brandon Thomas ^6-3 305 •Jr.
LG 68 David Beasley 6-4 315 •So.
C 55 Dalton Freeman 6-5 285 *Gr.
RG 62 Tyler Shatley 6-3 295 •Jr.
FiT" 70 Gifford Timothy 6-6 310 •So.




WR 6 DeAndre Hopkins
QB 10 TajhBoyd Jr,
RB 23^ Andre Ellington S-10 195 JSr.
WR is Jaron Brown 6-2 205 •Gr.
WR 2 Sammy Watkins 6-1 205 So
PK 39 Chandler Catanzaro 6-2 195 •Jt
N.C. STATE DEFENSE
Pos. * Player Hgt. Wgt. CI.
LDE 92 6-4 278 •Jr.
LOT 69 Thomas Teal 6-2 315 •So.
RDT 75 TY. McGill 6-1 298 So.
RDE 55 Brian Slay 6-3 274 Sr.
SLB 5 Rodman Noel 6-3 210 So.
MLB 7 Sterling Lucas 6-2 231 •Gr.
WLB 34 Rickey Dowdy 6-2 240 •Jr.
FCB 1 David Amerson 6-3 194 Jr.
FS 30 Brandan Bishop 6-2 205 Sr.
BS 27 Earl Wolff 6-0 207 •Gr.
BCB 25 Dontae Johnson 6-3 196 • Jr.
P 36 Wil Baumann 6-4 185 So.
WHEN N.C. STATE HAS THE BALL
N.C. STATE OFFENSE
Pos. # Player Hgt. Wgt. CI.
LT 78 Rob Crisp 6-7 312 Jr.
LG 79 R.J. Mattes 6-6 313 •Sr.
C 53 Camden Wentz 6-3 301 Sr.
RG 62 Duran Christophe 6-6 302 •Jr.
RT 74 Tyson Chandler 6-6 340 •So.
TE 87 Mario Carter 6-4 262 •Sr.
WR 88 Quintin Payton 6-4 210 •Jr.
QB 8 Mike Glennon 6-6 232 •Gr.
HB 26 Tony Creecy 6-2 210 •So.
FB 44 Logan Winkles 6-1 252 •So.
WR 4 Tobais Palmer 5-11 175 •Sr.
PK 32 Niklas Sade So.
^Hi CLEMSON DEFENSE
Pos. #^ Player Hgt. Wgt. CI.
DE 97 Malliciah Goodman 6^ 270 Sr.
NG 50 Grady Jarrett 6-1 290 So.
DT 91 Josh Watson 64 285 •So.
DE 93" Corey Crawford 6-5 270
"
So]
SLB 34 Quandon Christian 6-2 225 •Jr.
MLB 33 Spencer Shuey 6-3 230 •Jr.
WLB 46 Jonathan Willard 6-2 225 •Sr.
CB 9 Xavier Brewer 5 11 190 •Gr
SS 5 Jonathan Meek Sr.
FS 31 Rashard Hall
C8 26 Garry Peters 6 195
P 13 Spencer Benton 6 1 195 _
Referee Jerry Magallanes Back Judge Pat Ryan
Umpire Terrence Ramsey TV Liaison Ron Young
Head Linesman Tracy Lynch Tech. Advisor George Burton
Line Judge Deon Lawrence Communicator Jack McElwee
Side Judge Ttmon Oujiri
Field Judge Pat Garvey
Replay Tech. Kennon Holcombe
ECO Greg Honea
A Well Executed Play That Racks Up A Win.
That's Logistics.
The coach makes the call. Every player is in the right place at the right time. The score is
made. And the huge crowd roars its approval. That's logistics. The coordination of personnel
and equipment designed to achieve the best possible results. At UPS, we understand logistics.
We live logistics. We love logistics.
Official Corporate Sponsor of the Clemson Tigers
WE LOGISTICS
N.C. STATE AlPHABETIGAl ROSTER
Amerson, David CB 6-3
.




Bunn, NC Sum HSI
Barr.Alex OT..
faveltewlte GA (Stan's MS HSI
. HB 6-0 209 *Sr.
..6-7 332 'Fr.
P 6-4 IBS So.Baumann, Wil
Wilminqton NC :HoqqardHS)
Bishop, Brandan S 6-2
Boca Raton fl iSoca Raton HSj
.205 Sr.
nn Browne, Benson TE..








.202 *Fr.Buckley, Tim S 6-0.
RdleiQti NC .Cardinal Ciilions HSI
Buntyn, Deylan DT 6-4 330 Jr.
Havelock. NC \New Mexico Military Institute!
in Jomantas, Andy OG 6-7
.
1 Dayton OH :Ctiaminade-Julienne HSI
nn Jones, Hakim S 6-2.
00 Henderson, SC (Southern Vance HSj
44 Leatham, Garrett QB 6-4
1 1 Apex, NC (Middle Creek HS)
7 Lucas, Sterling LB 6-2
Oranqeburq, SC (Orangeburg-Wilhinson HS)
jn Mattes, R.J OL 6-6.
/ U Concord NC (Jay M Robinson HSj
IC McGill,T.Y. DT 6-1.
/ U Jesip. GA (Wayne County HS)
nj McKinney, Quincy OL 6-4
Of Columbus CA ICW Canm HSI
4n Monk, Jordan DB 6-0











Raleigh, NC (Broughton HS)
Byrd, Jarvis CB .
Pahokee FL Paholiee HSj
Caldwell, Robert LB 6-3 235 Jr.
Twentynine Palms CA (CoSege of the Insert
Carter, Mario TE..
Pittsburg. PA ^Independence (NC) HS)
.6-4 262 *Sr.





Oroton MA ,Lawrence Academy!
Chandler, Tyson OT 6-6 340 'So.
North Plainlield, NJ ;North Plamfietd HS)
Cheek, Ryan LB..
Lancaster, OH (Lancaster HSj
Christophe, Duran OC 6-6








hanotte NC ]Northside Christian Academy)
HB 6-0Creecy.Tony
Durham, NC (Southern HS.
.210 'So.
Crisp, Rob OT..
Raleigh NC (Athens Dnve HS)
Dowdy, Rickey LB 6-2
High Point NC HighPomtHS)
..6-7 312 Jr.
. 240 'Jr.









^outhport NC (South Brunswick HSi
Flowers, Hakeem WR 6-3
Simpsonvile. NC (Hampton HS)
Fordham. Cameron OL 6-3
Duluth GA iNorthview HSi
..182 'Fr.
.286 'So.
Frandsen, McKay DE 6-3 255..
American Fork, UT (Sncm Coilegei
.Sr.
..LB ....6-0... ... 227 '
Raleigh, NC (Leesvilie Road HS)





.. DT ....6-4... ....321
Pmson AL Oak Widge HSi




Walter M WHisms HS)
WR... .... 6-2... ....195
Jr.
'Fr.
Manetta GA ;Lassiter HSI
















Morgan, Maurice WR 6-2 225 'Fr.
LaOranqo NC ^North Lenoir HS)
.LB 6-3 210 So.Noel, Rodman
Everett, MA (Milford Academy)
Norman, Art DE 6-1 242 'So.
stone Mountain, GA (Chamblee HS)
Palmer, Tobais
Pittsboro NC (Georgia Military College)
WR 5-11 175 'Sr.
.WR 6-4 210 'Jr.
I Payton, Quintin
I 4ntfe/son. SC iTL Hanna HS!
Pittman, Brandon LB 6-3 216 So.
Raleigh NC (Leesvilie Road HS)
Prater, Joe LS 6-0 220 'Sr.
Gamer, NC (Gamer HS!
FB 6-3 230 'So.Purvis, Tyler
Reinholds PA ^Lancaster Catholic HS,
Rose, Mike DE 6-4 232..
Fountain Inn, SC (Hillcrest HS)
Sade, Niklas PK 6-3 200 So.
Wake Forest NC (Wakefield HS)
Salahuddin, M.J LB 6-2 192 Fr.
Fayetteville NC [Jack Britt HS)
Shaefer, Matthew PK 6-0 187 'Sr.
Gary, NC (Cardinal Gibbons HS)








Ashburn VA (Stone Bridge HS)
Smith, Rashard WR 5-11 176 'Jr.
Dublin GA (Dublin HS)
Stanley, Josh DB 6-0 190 'Fr.
Raleigh NC (Leesvilie Road HS)
Stephenson, William P 6-3 170 Fr.
Raleigh NC (Wakelield HS:
Stocker, Manny OB 6-3 200 Fr.
Coatesville, PA (Coatesville Area HS)
Talbert, Anthony TE 6-4 254 'Jr.
Cincinnati, OH i Winton Woods HS)
Teal, Thomas DT 6-2 315 'So.
Bennettsville, SC (Marlboro County HS)
1:7 Thompson, Scott LS 6-0 220 So.
Uf Rancho Santa Maiganta, CA (Trabuco Hills HSI
10 Hinesville GA (Liberty County HSi
MThuney, Joe C 6-S 265 *Fr.
Centemlle. OH (ArcUiishop Atter HSI
nn Underwood, Bryan WR 5-11 174 'So.






Charlotte NC (Olympic HSj
. OG 6-5 293 'Sr.
. TE 6-4 235 'Jr.Watson, Asa
Rock Hill SC (Rock Hill HS)
Wentz, Camden C 6-3 301 Sr.
Manetta GA Lassiter HS:
Wilson, C.J CB 5-11 187 'Gr.
Lincolnton NC (Uncolnton HS)
Winkles, Logan FB 6-1 252 'So.
Thomaston, CA (Upson Lee HS)
27
Wolff, Earl S 6-0 207 'Gr.
Raelord NC (Hoke County HS)
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It's almost like your projects virtually organize themselves.
Set up your MyLowe's™ Home Profile at Lowes.com and see
how simple it is to manage projects and maintain your home fY^\/l ft^^OC
.online, room by room. J
©2012 Lowe's Companies, Inc. All rights reserved. Lowe's, the gable design, MyLowe's and Never Stop Improving are trademarks of LF, LLC.
Proud Sponsor of Clemson Athletics




' at Mississippi State L
Louisiana-Monroe W'°"
* Louisiana State L
'Arkansas L
' at Mississippi L
* at Vanderbilt L
* Texas A&M L















































• at Kent State L
'Northern llhnois L
•Western Michigan W°"
• at Central Michigan W
at Army W
• at Toledo W
Date Opponent
11-14 *Ohio










































at Presbyterian College W
'Western Carolina W

























North Carolina Central W
Memphis W
• at Wake Forest W
•Virginia W
•at Virginia Tech L
•North Carolina __W_















Murray Stale W 69-3
Savannah Slate W 5S-0
•Wake Forest W 52-0
' Clemson W 49-37
at South Flonda W 30-17
•atN.CStale L 16-17
• Boston College W 51-7
•at Miami (FL) W 33-20
•Duke W 48-7



















•N.C. Stale L 18-20
at Boston College L 1 7-20
•Georgia Tech L 13-33
at Clemson I 10-45
BDSTGN COLLEGE (Z-
Opponent W-L





• at Florida State L
' at Georgia Tech L
'Maryland
• at Wake Forest 1
Notre Dame I
Date Opponent
11-17 • Virginia Tech






















at Miami (FL) L
•Florida State W
• at Maryland W

























• at North Carolina W
Date Opponent
11-17 'Duke






































1117 at Boston College 12:30
1 1-24 • Virginia
Date Opponent





11-17 * at Georgia Tech
11-24 'MiamKFL)
rime Date Opponent Time
3:30 n -17 • Florida State 12:00
11-24 * at North Carolina
Date Opponent Time







conference regular-season game; Note: All times are PM and EST; Clemson home games in bold
We fit your lifestyle by meeting your




Count on the Jour
to be your infbrmati
source. In print
inline, our publication
cover life in the Upstat
and all you need to kno
for your busy lifestyle




























& Shop Our Colicction
REEDS
REEDS.com
Exclusively at: Columbia. The Village at Sandhills I Columbia. Columbiana Centre I Greenville. Haywood Mall
Charleston, Northwoods Mall I Myrtle Beach. Myrtle Beach Mall I Mt. Pleasant. Mount Pleasant Town Center
Your Family-Owned Jeweler ~ Trusted for Generations
Since
its inception in 1991, the
Student-Athlete Enrichment Pro-
grams have provided Clemson
student-athletes a continued
commitment to excellence. Our
approach is to address the total student-
athlete, and we are committed to coach-
ing our student-athletes to success in the
academic, personal growth, career, and
community service arenas.
As an original member of the NCAA
CHAMPS/Life Skills Program, we provide
opportunities and services to address
the changing needs and skills of student-
athletes during college and after gradua-
tion. This program was selected for the FBS
Athletic Director's Association "Program of
Excellence" Award, a lifetime award recog-
nizing CHAMPS/Life Skills excellence.
Clemson's commitment to provide its
student-athletes with the best facilities is
evident in many ways. From the soaring
upper decks of IVlemorial Stadium and the
beautiful WestZone, to the "New Littlejohn
Coliseum," to the state-of-the-art strength
training facility, young men and women
from PiW of Clemson's intercollegiate varsity
sports 'nave the best in facilities for both
training and competition.
The Studsnt-Athlete Enrichment Pro-
grams are housed in Vickery Hall, located
in the center of canr.pus. The $3-million
structure is as impressive aesthetically as
other athletic facilities. But the importance
ofVickery Hall to our student-athletes is not
found in the srructur<r itself, but in the many
programs that the building houses.
66 5& ClemsonTiaers.com
Vickery Hall, located in the heart of Clem-
son's campus, opened its doors in 1991 as
the first facility in the country constructed
solely to provide academic support to
student-athletes. The two-story, 27,000
square-foot building is open all day and into
the evening hours to accommodate Clem-
son student-athletes' extended schedules.
Vickery Hall programs are dedicated to
providing a holistic, educational experience
by inspiring an environment of respect,
integrity, and excellence. Through these
services, Vickery Hall and the staff guides
and encourages each individual to reach
his or her full potential as a student, athlete,
and citizen.
Vickery Hall is certified (as one of only
1 9 programs in the country to date) by the
National Association of Academic Advi-
sors for Athletics. The tutor and mentor
programs are among only three athletic
academic programs in the country certified i















































Clemson student-athletes posted a
school-record 2.99 GPA for the 201 2 spring
semester according to data released by the
Office of Institutional Research & Planning.
Clemson's 15 athletic programs had 228
student-athletes named to the academic
honor roll, including 1 1 1 on the Dean's List
and 43 on the President's List (4.0 GPA).
Seven programs posted at least a 3.0
GPA and four others were at 2.93 or better.
It was the first time that 1 1 of the 1 5 pro-
grams had a GPA of at least 2.93.
The football program had a 2.61 GPA,
'just below the record of 2.63 set in the
i spring of 2008. Thirty-four team mem-
Ibers were named to the academic honor
'roll, including AP First-Team Ail-American
iSammy Watkins. The freshman wideout
became the first Tiger to earn AP First-
iTeam All-America honors and be on the
academic honor roll in the same year since
David Treadwell in 1987-88.
! Stephone Anthony, Xavier Brewer,
llaron Brown, Dalton Freeman, Rashard
Hall, and Dawson Zimmerman were other
?Oll starters named to the academic
onor roll. Zimmerman, who received the
Veaver-James-Corrigan Award, had a 4.0
PA and was inducted into the Phi Beta
appa Honor Society.
The women's swimming program had
3 62 GPA for the spring semester, a team
•Jest and the second best on record for any
lemson athletic team. Twenty-four team
rfiembers had at least a 3.0 GPA, including
7 on the Dean's List. Two (Kerry McLaugh-
ri, Maddie Tarantolo) were inducted into
>e Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society.
The men's golf team had a 3.23 GPA, its
ghest on record. The Tigers had eight
lembers on the academic honor roll,
le most since the spring of 2003. Other
hietic programs that posted a 3.0 GPA
better during the spring semester were
I wing, men's soccer, women's soccer,
ft en's tennis, and women's track & field.
I Sixty-one student-athletes graduated
I im Clemson in May of 201 2, including 1
2
members of Clemson's 201 1 ACC Champi-
onship football team. Eighteen of the 20
seniors on that team already have their
degrees.
APR Scores
All 19 of Clemson's programs scored
above the 925 APR threshold and 16 were
above 970 according to data released by
the NCAA.
The men's golf team had the highest
among the 19 programs with a perfect
1 ,000 score, the sixth time in the last eight
years the program has had a perfect score
under Head Coach Larry Penley.
The football team had a 983 APR score,
the seventh-best score in the nation
among FBS schools. It was the second-
best mark in the nation among schools
who finished the 2011 season in the AP
poll. Only Boise State was better among
the ranked schools with a 989 mark.
The NCAA released data that was
coach-specific for the four-year period.
Dabo Swinney had a 991 score, fifth best in
the nation among active coaches and far
above the national average of 948. It was
also best in the ACC.
Clemson's women's soccer (992), vol-
leyball (989), men's tennis (988), women's
cross country (985), and baseball (980)
teams also scored at 980 or better.
Athletic Commitment
Clemson won three ACC Champion-
ships in the 201 1-12 academic year, one in
football and two in women's track & field.
The football team broke a 20-year
drought with its conference championship
after defeating #3 Virginia Tech in the ACC
Championship Game. The team finished
ranked in the top 25 and had a school-
record four wins over top-25 teams.
The women's track & field program
swept the ACC indoor and outdoor cham-
pionships for the third straight year, giving
the program six consecutive team titles.
Six programs finished the 2011-12
season with a top-25 ranking. The high-
est ranked team to end the season was
women's track & field, which finished in a
tie for fourth at the NCAA Outdoor Cham-
pionships. The other sports that finished
their respective seasons in the top 25 were
football, men's golf, rowing, women's ten-
nis, and women's indoor track & field.
Three Clemson student-athletes, Seth
Broster (swimming), Alyssa Kulik (track),
and Kim Ruck (track), were recipients of
NCAA postgraduate scholarships. The Ti-
ger athletic program had never previously
had three award winners in the same aca-
demic year.
At TD Bank, we know the
value of a game well played.
We proudly support the events that
bring our community together.
TD Bank
America's Most Convenient Bank^
1-888-751-9000 ! www.tdbank.com
Mfmbtr FPIC TD Bank, N.A.
COMPLIANCE
CONTACT INFORMATION
Compliance Services Email compliance-L@clemson.edu
Compliance Services Phone (864) 656-1 580
Compliance Services Fax (864) 656 1 243
Compliance Services Address P.O. Box 31; Clemson, SC 2963^
Overnight Address Jervey Athletic Center; 1 00 Perimetec Road; Clemson, SC 29633
Website ClemsonTigers.com/Compliance/Compliancg-Home.html
This
brief NCAA rules education is aimed at outlin-
ing basic rules to help potential students-athletes,
parents, and boosters better understand the regu-
lations. Clemson is committed to recruiting and
conducting our athletic program with the highest
level of integrity. If you have questions, contact Clemson's
compliance services at (864) 656-1580, compliance-Lea
clemson.edu, or visit our v\/ebsite (ClemsonTigers.com) .
Are You a Booster?
The NCAA definition of a "representative of athletics in-
terest" generally encompasses most individuals who regu-
larly attend Clemson sporting events (reminder - once a
representative, always a representative). Specifically, a
booster or "representative of athletics interests" is any in-
dividual, independent agency, corporate entity, or other
organization that is presently or has ever:
• Participated in promoting the institution's athletic pro-
gram (such as buy-
ing season tickets to
sporting events).





• Assisted or been re-
quested by the department of athletics staff to assist in
the recruitment of prospective student-athletes.
• Attended Clemson University.
• Contributed to the department of athletics or IPTAY.
• Participated in or been a member of IPTAY.
• Been otherwise involved in the Clemson University ath-
letics program.
Ask Before You Act
Prospective student-athletes may...
• Identify outstanding potential student-athletes in your
area and forward information, such as newspaper ar-
ticles, to the coach of that sport at Clemson.
Continue to establish friendships with friends and neigh-
bors, even those with prospect-aged children. However,
contact with those individuals for recruiting purposes is
still prohibited.
Attend, on your own initiative, events such as games and
([
banquets where prospective student-athletes are pres-
tj ent as long as you do not contact the prospect(s) or their
' family for recruiting purposes.
•• Answer a call from a prospective student-athlete (you
\ may not initiate the call) regarding only Clemson Uni-
. I
versity in general, but not about Tiger athletics. Please
-> promptly inform compliance services or the coach
should this situation arise.
: Make donations to a high school if it is located in your
community, the donation is not made at the request of
Clemson or Clemson coaches, and the funds are distrib-
uted through established channels and not directed to-
wards a specific student-athlete.
urrent student-athletes may...
Continue to come out and support student-athletes at
Clemson athletic events.
Provide summer employment to student-athletes, but
only if you contact Clemson's office of compliance servic-
es (compliance-L(a)clemson.edu) first and the student-
athlete is compensated for work actually performed at a












Email - agrayB^clemson edu
CompliaijG^liHnllnMor
Erruil ' wcMn|ili20dniison.«Ju
What Every Booster Should Know
Extra Benefit - Any special arrangement by a Clemson
employee, booster (IP-
TAY member), or alum
to provide a prospec-






ited benefits are (but not limited to):
• Arranging employment for family and friends of the
student-athlete.
• Free or reduced housing agreements.
• Gifts of money, awards, food/drinks, or other tangible
Items.
• Loans of money or automobiles.
• Professional services without charge or at a discount.
• Promises of employment or loans following college
graduation.
• Providing transportation for the student-athlete or
their friends and family.
• Use of ATM, credit, or other types of gift cards.
• Institutional Control - A central principle of the NCAA
by-laws. Institutional control requires that Clemson Uni-
versity conducts its intercollegiate athletics program in
compliance with NCAA rules and regulations. This in-
cludes booster activities.
• Prospective Student-Athlete - A student, regardless
of their athletic ability, who has started classes for the
ninth grade or any student enrolled at another two or
four-year institution.
• Recruiting - Any solicitation of a prospect or a prospect's
family by Clemson's coaches or representatives of athlet-
ic interest for the purposes of securing the prospective
student-athlete's ultimate enrollment and participation
in athletics at Clemson. Only designated Clemson ath-
letics department staff members may recruit.
• Student-Athlete - A student whose enrollment was so-
licited by a Clemson athletic department staff member
or other representative of athletics interest with a goal
of the student's ultimate participation in Clemson's ath-
letics program. Student-athletes are not just those who
were recruited or receive athletic scholarships, they are
also those who participate in intercollegiate athletics.
Activities That Will Harm Prospective Student-Athletes
You may not...
• Contact (including phone calls, texts, email) or interact
with a prospective student-athlete or family members
for the purpose of persuading them to attend Clemson.
CUAO MISSION STATEMENT
The Department of Athletics
offers nationally prominent athletii
programs. Through a dedicated com
mitment to educational Interests, a
competitive athletic program, and
integrity in all areas, the student
athletes, coaches, and staff strivi
to bring credit and recognition to
Clemson University.
The mission of the Athletic De-
partment is to sponsor a broad-based
athletic program that provides edu-
cational and athletic opportunities
for young men and women to grow,
develop, and serve the Interests of
Clemson University by complement-
ing and enhancing its diversity and
quality of life.
Furthermore, the Athletic Depart-
ment seeks to be a source of pride
for the citizens of the State of South
Carolina and to be recognized as
a nationally prominent program
through consistently high levels of
performance and accomplishment
in athletic competitions.
The Athletic Department strives
to develop student-athletes academi
cally and athletically with the total
commitment of aiding their efforts
to graduate from Clemson University
and advance to careers that will en-
able them to be productive members
of society.
The Athletic Department will act
in an ethical and honest manner,
dedicated to compliance with all
Federal, State, NCAA, Conference,
and University rules and regulations.
• Contact coaches, teachers,
guidance counselors, or
other school administra-
tors in order to gain in-
formation on prospective
student-athletes.
• Make contact with a pro-
spective student-athlete or
the prospect's family during official or unofficial visits.
• Provide any other extra benefits to a prospective stu-
dent-athlete, family, friends, or their coaches.
• Provide prospective student-athletes or their family and
friends with transportation or financial assistance.
Activities That Will Harm Current Student-Athletes
You may not...
• Generally provide benefits that are not available to other
members of the Clemson student body.
• Provide extra benefits to student-athletes or their fam-
ily and friends. Examples of prohibited benefits include
(but not limited to):
• Gifts of money, awards, food/drinks, occasional
meals, or other tangible items.
• Free or reduced housing agreements.
• Loans of money or automobiles.
• Providing transportation for the student-athlete or
their family and friends.
• Professional services without charge or at a discount.
• Promises of employment or loans following college
graduation.
• Sending student-athletes items to be autographed
and returned or using autographed items to raise
funds for high schools.
• Use of ATM, credit, or other types of gift cards.
• Use the name/image of a current student-athlete to
advertise, recommend, or promote products/services.
Consequences
Violations of these NCAA, ACC, and University policies
can result in severe penalties, including:
• Disassociation - Clemson University may permanently
disassociate itself with an athletic booster. You could
lose the privilege of purchasing season tickets, the privi-
lege of being an IPTAY member, or any other Clemson
athletic-related benefit deemed appropriate.
• Harm to the Enrolled Student-Athlete - Violations can
also result in the enrolled student-athlete or entire team
being unable to compete for Clemson University.
See Something, Say Something
Please notify compliance services immediately of any










Assistant to the Women's
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Assistant to the Men s
Basketball Head Coach
























ExtremeContacr" DW ExtremeContacr" DWS ProContact™ CrossContacr" UHP CrossContact™ LX20
" EcoPlus Technology '
Tire Exchange of Warren's Tires on Wheels Clinton Tire Big Mac's Tire Kunkle Tire Pro's
The Carolinas 107 Webb Rd 614 Musgrove St. 127 Hampton Ave. 840 Kendall Road
514 N Main St . Greenville SC 29607 Clinton S.C. 29325 Greenwood S.C. 29646 Newberry, SC 29108
Mauldin SC 29662 864-675-6450 864-833-4977 864-223-8548 803-276-5159
864-288-3031
Baron Tire Gwinn's Tire & Welborn Tire Poinsett Tire
Tire Exchange of 332 Hwy413 Alignment 11 14 Salem Ctiurch Rd. 208 Poinsett Hwy
The Carolinas Belton S.C. 29627 435 Gentry Memorial Hwy Anderson S.C. 29625 Greenville S.C. 29609
801 Northeast Main St 864-338-5640 Easley S.C. 29640 864-224-6385 864-232-4659
Simpsonville SC 29681 864-859-0590
864-967-7121
Super Service Tire Piedmont Tire Morris Oil
3695 Blue Ridge Blvd. 1104 Hwy 86 346 Union St.












one of the most
Important mar-
keting tools avail
able for the growth of
the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
This group of nearly 700 men and
women throughout the country
volunteer their time to encourage
those In their communities and
In their circle of Influence to join
IPTAY on an annual basis and to
support Clemson In all endeav-
ors. Despite the economic chal-
lenges throughout the state and
region, IPTAY had a successful
2012 campaign due to the tire-
less efforts of this group.
The recruitment of new donors,




those who have a potential for
between Clemson and Its con-
stituents Is the goal of each
representative. With contin-
ued leadership provided by
the IPTAY Board of Directors
and our past presidents, the
REP program will continue to
be successful.
If you are interested in be-
coming an IPTAY representa-
tive, contact Jason Wilson



















DistrialzD- District VIII Director
MARK MUSSMAN ROBERT L. PEELER



















Cherokee (SC) Boone Peeler
Newberry (SC) _ Charjes Bedenbaugh
Saluda (SC) Chad Berry
Spartanburg (SC) Chad Dalton
Union (SC) Jerry Brannon
B DISTRICT Ul
^County County Chairperson
Aiken (SC) Bryan Young
Barnwell (SC) Samu el O'Neal
Calhoun (SC) Gary Perth
Edgefield (SC) _ Lewis Holmes
Lexington (SC) James Lowman
Orangeburg (SC) Kenneth Buck






























































Region I (NC) Timothy Long
Region II (NC) Robert Dunnigan
Region III (NO Jeffrey Goldsmith
Region V (NO William Woit'
Region VI (NO Donald Barren
\ DISTRICT VIII
Region^ Regional Chairpert
Region I (GA) ToddBa*
Region II (GA) Earle Maxg
Region III (GA) Bill He
76 4* ClemscnTiqers.com
DISTRICT IX
Region _ Regional Chairpen
North^st(USAj^ Michae[Stral
Southeast (USA) Charles Coo
DISTRICT X
County County Chairpen




ll^urens (SO Randy GarriH Annene Patters^
IPTAY PAST PRESIDENTS »
JIM SANDERS LAWRENCE STARKEY
F.REEVES GRESSETTEJR.


























Columbio, SC • Qrecnuitle, SC
ROBBIE CPSTIRND
ENTERPRISE














HEMINGWAY MOTOR CO.. INC.
Clemson University would
like to honor the late Bob
Mayberry. who passed
away on July 10, 2012.
Mayberry lettered four
years (1979-82) on the Ti-
ger football squad and was
an offensive lineman on
the 1981 National Cham-
pionship team. He was a
loyal vehicle donor for the
Clemson University Athletic Department with his
dealership. Bob Mayberry Hyundai ofMonroe, NC.
ED mcCLflin


































The Face of College Sports in the South
CSS delivers southern college football coverage fans can cheer about aLL SEASON LONG
TALKIN' FOOTBALL | REPLAYS | COACHES' SHOWS | CSS ON DEMAND







N8SC is a division of Synovus Bank. Synovus Banl<. Member FDIC. is chartered in tfie state of Georgia and operates
under multiple trade names across the Southeast, Divisions of Synovus Bank are not separately FDIC-insured banks,
'lendefJ'
^'^^ ™^ coverage extended to deposit customers is that of one insured bank.
a division of SYNOVUS BANK
MEMBER FDIC
-^^^oin^ University and Overhead Door Company, a Winning Tear





The Genuine. The Original.
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Oconee Medical Center has been helping
Clemson Tiger® athletes get back in the
game for more than 20 years.
£^Oconee
Medical Center
Learn how we can help you feel better
and live more fully at oconeemed.org.
Go Tigers!
Visit our booth at the pre-game show
on the lawn at LittlejohnI
A rental truck you
can feel good about.
• Household and Business Rentals
• Clean, safe and reliable
• 24/7 Emergency roadside assistance
• Easy online or phone reservations
• Clear, sinnple rates
• Free, unlimited mileage on one-way rentals
SAVE 10%
on your next one-way or
local rental, nnention this ad,
GoPenske.com
Tiger Pride Tire & Auto
1 10 Copperfield Drive
Central, SC 29630
864-639-9649






CALL ONE OF OUR FIVE LOCATIONS FOR OPENING TIMES
ON CLEMSON HOME GAME DAYS FOR ALL YOUR TAILGAITING NEEDS
Seneca/Colonel's Buffet

























2012 DR PEPPER ACC
FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
12.1.12 • CHARLOTTE
2013 DISCOVER ORANGE BOW|.
1.1.13 • SOUTH FLORIDA
A Tradition of Excellence . . . Then. Now and Always
the>»CC.com t
tier's cu emtA C^Mn^ flst/yi^ fvr





Before, during or after the game, great eating is just a few
first downs away. Whether your goal is a quick bite or a
celebratory sit-down meal with friends and family, campus
eateries offer you an unbeatable home-field advantage.
Visit one of these locations today, and keep your hunger in bounds!
CLEMS»N
DINING SERVICES
Enjoy the sensations of a uniquely Clemson
dining experience. Seasons by the Lake
restaurant offers picturesque views of
Hartv\/ell Lake and savory Southern fare.
For a true taste of Clemson ambience and
delicious regional favorites, Seasons by the
Lake is the choice to make.
Seasons is located lakeside at Clemson
University in the Conference Center
and Inn.






: Present this coupon for a tree dessert item
with your purchase of an entree.







Ytar Playvr Poi. Turn
1952 Ray Mathews HB Steelers
1955 Ray Mathews HB Steelers
1961 Bill Hudson DT Chargers
Bill Mathis RB Jets
Harold Olson OT Bills
1963 . Bill Mathis RB Jets
1976_ Charlie Waters S Cowboys
1977 Charlie Waters s Cowboys
1978 Charlie Waters s Cowboys
1980 Jerry Butler WR Bills
1981 Dwight Clark WR 49ers
1982 Dwight Clark , WR 49ers
1983 JeffBostic C Redskins
1985 Dale Hatcher P Rams
Kevin Mack RB Browns
1987 Kevin Mack RB Browns
1988 Terry Kinard S Giants
Johnny Rembert LB Patriots
1989 Michael Dean Perry DT Browns
Johnny Rembert LB Patriots
David Treadwell PK Broncos
1990 Michael Dean Perry DT Browns
1991 Michael Dean Perry DT Browns






1994 Chester McGlockton DT Raiders
Michael Dean Perry DT Browns
1995 Chester McGlockton DT Raiders
1996 Terry Allen TB . Redskins
Chris Gardocki P Colts
Levon Kirkland LB Steelers
Chester McGlockton DT Raiders
Michael Dean Perry DT Broncos
1997 Levon Kirkland LB Steelers
Chester McGlockton DT Raiders
1998 Ed McDaniel LB Vikings
1999 Brian Dawkins S Eagles
Trevor Pryce DT Broncos
2000 Trevor Pryce DT Broncos
2001 Brian Dawkins S Eagles
Trevor Pryce DT Broncos
2002 Brian Dawkins S Eagles
Trevor Pryce DT Broncos
2004 Brian Dawkins S Eagles
2005 Brian Dawkins s Eagles
2006 Brian Dawkins s Eagles
Justin Miller KR Jets
2008 Brian Dawkins S Eagles
2009 Brian Dawkins S Broncos
2011 Brian Dawkins S Broncos



















528 Howell Rd., Ste. 12
Greenville
BradHughesifflalistate.com














507 N. Main St.
Mauldin
COstendorff(aallstate.com
Call US today for a free Good Hands'^' Coverage Checkup and see if you
i^^x An !• *
have the coverage that's right for you. We can also help you find discounts \^^IISt3t6.
i-r r ,1 • I I .... You're in good hands.
you mav qualify for that could save you big time.
Auto Home Life Retirement




• Named play-by-play announcer af-
ter the sudden passing of longtime
announcer Jim Phillips on Septem-
ber 9, 2003. He was the Voice of the
Tigers for 36 years.
• In his 12th year with the network.
He was on the scoreboard show in
2001.
• Other duties include serving as sports director at W5PA-TV
(Spartanburg, SC) since 1990, sideline work on the Panthers'
preseason television network, and play-by-play and color
analysis on selected games on CSS.
• Graduated from Ohio in 1985.
• Married to wife, Kelly. They have two children (Paige, Trey).
H WILLMERMTT
Color Commentator
• In his 1 1th year overall and 10th as
color commentator.
• Worked the pregame/postgame ' \ >
shows in 2002. 'K/)p
• Offensive guard on theTiger football flW
team from 1997-01. MI^. .^^^
• Second-Team AII-ACC selection H^B^^H
2000,01.
• AII-ACC Academic team member for three seasons.
• Graduated from Clemson in 2000.
• Married to wife, Melissa. They have two children (Reagan, Jess).
IB PATRICK SAPP 'i V J
Sideline Commentator f
• In his sixth year as sideline com-
mentator.
• Development officer for the Clem-
son Alumni Association.
• Totaled 2,278 passing yards in 23
games (14 starts) as a quarterback
at Clemson from 1 992-94.
• Moved to linebacker as a senior in
1 995 and had 53 tackles, nine tackles for loss, and S.S sacks.
• Second-round draft pick by the San Diego Chargers in 1 996.





PETE VANITY, WILL MERRITT, PATRICK SAPP, AND THE REST OF THE
CTSN BROADCAST TEAM BRINGS LIVE RADIO BROADCASTS OF ALL TIGER























with a full day of broad-
cast every football Sat-
urday. Each broadcast
day has three programs, "Tiger
Tailgate Show,""Game Day Broad-
cast," and "Fifth Quarter Show." A
Tiger tradition since the 1970s,
the "Tiger Tailgate Show" Is a
two-hour entertainment and In-
teractive program. It is produced
on the lawn of Littlejohn Coliseum
at the corner closest to Memorial
Stadium.
The program begins three
hours prior to kickoffon gameday.
Roy Philpott, David Stein, Dory
Kidd, and Ben Milstead host the
show. It is a popular gathering
place. Interviews with former
players, games, display items, and
other exciting action are all a part
of the show.
The game broadcast is an-
chored by Pete Vanity. The sports
director at WSPA-TV (Ch. 7) in
Spartanburg, SC took over in
2003 after the passing of Jim Phillips, who had been the
'longtime Voice of the Tigers since 1968. Vanity has been
a part of the broadcast team since 2001 as the host of
the pregame, halftime, and postgame shows, and as the
liideline reporter during games. Vanity is also the voice of
riger mens basketball and the host of the Dabo Swinney
ind Brad Brownell Television Shows.




























































Joining Vanity in the booth is
former Tiger offensive lineman Will
Merritt, who played for the Tigers
from 1998-01. Merritt, in his 11th
season with the network arid 10th as
the color commentator, was a starting
offensive guard during the 2000 and
2001 seasons when he was named
Second-Team AII-ACC.
Patrick Sapp, who played quar-
terback and linebacker at Clemson
from 1992-95, is in his sixth season as
sideline commentator.
The gameday broadcast begins
with the Dabo Swinney Pregame
Show. Swinney meets with Sports
Information Director Tim Bourret to
provide Clemson fans with the lat-
est lineup and strategy information.
Vanity and Merritt also provide a last-
minute scene-setter that includes the
latest lineup and weather information.
After the game, fans can tune in to the "Fifth Quarter
Show." Interviews with Swinney and Coordinators Chad
Morris and Brent Venables are included. An added feature
includes locker room interviews with Clemson's top players.
A rundown of stats and audio highlights are also provided.
Clemson Tiger Sports Network also produces the Dabo
Swinney Television Show. Vanity serves as the host of this
program that gives insight into coaches'decisions from the
previous game and takes a look at your favorite Tigers.
For more information, contact Gerry Dickey (gen-
eral manager) at Clemson Tiger Sports Properties: 1 35 Old
Greenville Highway; Suite 203; Clemson, SC 29631 or by
phone at (864) 654-5544.
Time Location Network
10:00 AM Augusta, GA WFXG (FOX 54)
n 00 AM Columbia, SC WACH (FOX 48)
1 130 AM Chareston, SC WCIV (ABC 4)
11;30AM Myrtle Beach, SC WPDE (ABC 15)
1:30 PM Greenville, SC WMYA(MyTV 40)
I
Note; All airings are on Sundays.
Pin YANITY WITH HEAD COACH DABO SWINNEY ««< 95
Everything Currahee! It is as much an attitude as it is a place.
This attitude and place can be yours for only $1,250 down and $175 to $300 a moni
club dues (1 Year Preview Membership).You deserve the mountains, the cool waters
Lake Hartwell, panoramic views and a great place to stay and play before and after
the games or forever. So come see us soon.
Book your Stay & Play visit today, only $199 a night with golf.
Once you're here your heart wiU teU you what to do. Trust us! Or better yet trust it
After all, it gave you the love of Ufe...Clemson...why not one more? Go Tigers!
To learn more call 1-888-560-2582 or visit curraheeclub.com
Golf - Swim •Tennis • 48,000 sf Clubhouse • Lake Club • Sports Club • Excursions
Obtain ihe Frop&p.v
:
to buy real csta:^' ir
residents of New
ownership interesls-
irea bv Federal Law and read il before signing anything. No Federal agency has judged the merits or value, if any. of this properly. This is not intended to be an offer to sell nor a solicitation of offers
sidents of Connecticut. Hawaii. Idaho. Illinois. New Jersey, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, or South Carolina, or any other iurisdiction where prohibited by law. No offering can be made to
;;ieo with the Department of l_aw of the State of New York.. This offer is void where prohibited by law. This advertising material is being used for the purpose of soliciting the sale of fractional
: 10 sell nor a solicitation to buy to residents in jurisdictions in which registration requirements have not been fulfilled. Features, furnishings and amenities are subject to change.
Can
you Imagine a football game
at Clemson without "The Band
That Shakes the Southland,"Tiger
Band? What would "the most
exciting 25 seconds in college
football" be like without "Sock It To 'Em"
and "Tiger Rag?"
Tiger Band, an organization of 276 vol-
unteer student musicians, is determined to
support and excite Clemson through their
love of music. Tiger Band is composed of
future engineers, teachers, doctors, and
accountants, all of whom step away from
their major courses to find themselves on
a beautifully-landscaped practice field be-
tween the Brooks Center for the Perform-
ing Arts and Perimeter Road. This is where
the magic begins.
Before most students have completed
packing for their move to Clemson's cam-
pus in August, Tiger Band has spent hours
at band camp learning the music and
j
marching drills for the season. Mornings
and evenings of the band camp period
are spent on the practice field, learning
Sbasic marching skills and preparing the
pregame and first halftime show of the
iseason.
f
As school starts, Monday, Wednesday,
land Friday afternoons are devoted to the
rnastery of complicated music and drill.
ITiger Band members practice rigorously
luring the entire semester, because the
,3and rarely does the same show more
than once, performing four or more differ
'nt halftime shows in a single season.
And then "it's gameday. Tiger Band!"
lameday is the most exciting day to be in
AIMR MATER
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness
Where the Tigers play
Here the sons of dear old Clemson
Reign supreme alway.
CHORUS
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tigers' roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
Tiger Band, but it is still a work day. For a
noon kickoff, gameday begins at the prac-
tice field at 8:00 AM, when Tiger Band re-
views the pregame and halftime shows.
At the conclusion of practice, around
9:15 AM, the Clemson University Tiger
Band Association (CUTBA) provides break-
fast. Inspection of uniforms is at 10:1 5 AM,
and then the band walks to the amphithe-
ater for the 90 Minutes Before Kickoff Con-
cert. The concert happens before every
home football game and is a great way to
get excited for the game. Once the con-
cert comes to an end. Tiger Band parades
down Fort Hill Street to the stadium.
Upon entering the stadium. Tiger Band
prepares for the most visible part of the
day. During the video entrance in 80 sec-
onds, the band goes from tunnel to end-
zone to endzone block to begin the Tiger
Fanfare.
Band members then experience their
largest adrenaline rush of the game. As
the football players arrive, the band pre-
pares itself to be a part of the "most excit-
ing 25 seconds in college football." There
is no experience that parallels standing on
the field in Death Valley playing "Tiger Rag"
as the cannon booms and the roar of the
crowd engulfs the stadium.
At that point, the early morning practic-
es and hours spent rehearsing in heat and
cold all melt away in the realization that
a Tiger Band member is an intricate part
within the Clemson family. Afterwards,
the band members continue their role in
the Clemson family as they pump Death
Valley full of musical spirit. All offensive
first downs, defensive third downs, spec-
tacular plays, and touchdowns are taken as
an opportunity for Tiger Band to celebrate
the football players and involve the crowd
in the game.
Tiger Band strives to allow music to fil-
ter onto the Clemson family. Through per-
formance of songs like "Tiger Rag,""Orange
Bowl March," patriotic songs, and exciting
halftimes. Tiger Band has worked its way
into the heart of the Clemson community
and all Tiger fans.
TODAY S HALFTIME SHOW
The halftime show will feature our re-
cruiting show, which was performed at the
South Carolina State High School March-
ing Band Championships at Spring Valley
High School. Called "Primary Colors," the
show highlights the colors red, yellow, and
blue.
The first, called "El Toro Rojo," conjures
the sounds of a Spanish bullfight. Next is
the Beatles "Here Comes the Sun" in a jazzy
arrangement designed by Director Mark
Spede.
Tiger Band closes with a great piece
performed by the concert band by com-
poser Frank Ticheli called "Blue Shades."
We also welcome 75 high school seniors
for our "Spend a Day With Tiger Band" as a
part of our new-member recruiting.

WOMEN'S BASKFTRALL^








Hi^h School Pernuimans HS
Pat€ of Birth August 11. 1992
En
During
her first two seasons at
Clemson, Head Coach Itoro Cole-
man has stressed the importance
of patience and learning with her
young players while she and her
staff develop their young talent. Junior
post player Quinyotta Pettaway is an ex-
ample of the early returns that Coleman
expects in order for the program to move
up in an ultra-competitive ACC.
Pettaway's commitment to
the program is paying off, as it
was actually she who first took a
chance on the Lady Tigers. She
originally committed to play for
the Lady Tigers with the previ-
ous staff on campus (Coleman's
staff took over in March after
Pettaway had been admitted to
[the program).
"Coming from a small town,
Igoing to an ACC school was
[something I couldn't pass up,"re-
|called Pettaway. "After the staff
:hange, I had doubts. I told my
lom that It may be a sign to not
|go here.
"But the new coaching staff
contacted me right away and let
me know that they still wanted
Ine. Especially Coach 'Yo' (Yolett
li/lcPhee-McCuin), who called
Ine every week. In the end, I felt
lonfident that this was the right
llecision."
This season, she is one of two
iniors on a roster devoid of se-
niors and featuring 1 combined freshmen
and sophomores. If Coleman is able to
lead the Lady Tigers back to prominence, it
will be on the back of players like Pettaway,
who come to work every day to improve.
Pettaway played sparingly, but effec-
tively in her freshman season in 2010-11,
appearing in 24 games. She scored a total
of 33 points and grabbed 50 rebounds.
averages of 1.4 and 2.1 per game, respec
tively. Though the numbers were not all
there, her prorated stats show that she was
grabbing 9.8 rebounds per 40 minutes, the
second-best rate on the squad.
She parlayed that into a starting role
last season, unquestionably a breakout
one for the Hertford, NC native.
"When I got here my freshman year,
I didn't really have much of a
basketball IQ," admitted Pett-
away. "I was just tall. The person
I credit most is Coach 'T' (Karleen
Thompson). She sat down with
me and told what I need to work
on and that I have potential, and
this is what I need to do."
She earned the team's Most
Improved Player award in 201 1-
12 after averaging 9.1 points and
7.2 rebounds per game. She led
the team in field-goal percent-
age (46.8) and scored double-
figures 11 times. After blocking
1 3 shots as a freshman, the total
jumped to 32 last season.
Pettaway has quietly built
herself Into a solid post player,
using her tremendous athleti-
cism and length on both ends
of the floor. She is able to jump
quickly and keep balls alive. She
IS also a strong rebounder, able
to leap in traffic to pull down
misses.
"Rebounding ha', picked up
since my freshman year," said
Pettaway. "I find that I want to get every
rebound every game. If someone says
my name, that's what they'll say.. .'she re-
bounds'."
Even though she was only a sopho-
more, she was not worn down by league
opponents. In fact, her scoring and re-
bounding averages improved to 9.5 and
7.4, respectively, in league play.
It was put on display last season when
she went 8-10 from the floor and grabbed
12 rebounds at #21 North Carolina in
Clemson's historic upset of the Tar Heels.
This season, she is looking at an even
more expanded role as she becomes one
of the post focal points of Coleman's drib-
ble-drive offense.
"I like the offense this year," said Pett-
away. "It gives everyone an opportunity to
touch the ball, make moves, and penetrate
to the basket. It also gives the posts a lot of
chances to go one-on-one and create op-
portunities."
Lady Tiger basketball is about creating
opportunities, making personal sacrifices
for the greater good, and building a cul-
ture of success. If the Lady Tigers are able
to have success during the next few sea-
sons, it will be due to the foundation that
Pettaway has helped set with her commit-
ment to the program and improving her-
self.
"I want to be a leader," stated Pettaway.
"I'm not that vocal...l like to lead with my
actions. But since we're so young this year,

























Yannick Maden made the
decision to join the Clemson
men's tennis program knowing
It was centered around team val-
ues. Traveling across the globe
fiom Stuttgart, Germany, Maden brought
his intensity, work ethic, and athleticism
to Clemson, making strides and rapid
improvements throughout his collegiate
career.
Prior to Clemson, Maden's accom-
plishments were impressive. He was the
runner-up at both the International Bavar-
ian Junior Open and the Under-18 Ger-
man Championships in Stuttgart, which
s home to the world-renowned Mercedes
Cup, an ATP International tennis series that
nvolves the best players in the world.
Pursuing an education along with
competing at a high level of tennis in the
United States appealed to Maden. Clem-
on, with its state-of-the-art athletic and
cademic facilities for student-athletes,
long with a strong support system from
both coaches and academic advisors ere
«ed the perfect fit for Maden.
"In Germany, we don't have a big uni-
'erslty system," said Maden. "When you go
|o school there, you basically have to stop
ilaying tennis or do everything by your-
elf. Here in the U.S., it's a big business,
/here you have coaches and teammates,
|nd Its way better to compete at a high
;vel."
Maden's younger brother, Dominique,
also a member of the Tiger team. The
Maden duo advanced to the final eight in
the main draw of the Ail-American Tour-
nament this fall, and was also a doubles
finalists in the Southern Intercollegiate
Championships held in Athens, GA. The
brothers partnered to reach the Final Four
of the ITA Carolina Regional Tournament
in October. Both were named to the ACC
Academic Honor Roll as well.
The elder Maden has broken new
ground in his recent years at Clemson.
After sitting out his freshman season, he
finished the 201 0-1 1 campaign with a 1 4-6
overall record, including a 7-4 mark in ACC
competition. He also ended the year with
an 8-3 record in home matches and a 5-3
ledger in away matches, playing most of
his matches at #2 singles. He finished with
a 6-3 record at #1 singles and a 9-11 record
in doubles in the spring of 201 1.
The first Tiger in two decades to reach
the International Tennis Association's
men's singles draw, Maden is an impact
player for the Tigers. His competitive
edge and rapid improvements make him
a threat to his competitors.
He reached further success in the fall of
201 1 when he advanced to the Final Four
of the International Tennis Association
Carolina Regional in Chapel Hill, NC after
he was ranked #59 overall in the ITA pre-
season poll. He made another appearance
in the fall of 2012, advancing to the third
round and defeating some of the nation's
highest-ranl-.ed foes.
The 6'1", 1 55-pound righthanded senior
follows a rigorous daily training schedule.
"It starts at 7:45 AM, Monday-Wednes-
day-Friday when we go to the weightroom
and lift," said Maden. "On Tuesdays and
Thursdays, we go to the track and do con-
ditioning and agility drills. Then we head
over to the tennis courts and start around
9:30 and practice until about 1 1 ;30."
Intensive training throughout the fall
will prepare the Tigers for a competitive
spring season, where their main goals are
set for team success.
"In the spring, we will try to improve as
a team and make it to the NCAA Tourna-
ment."
The 2013 schedule includes non-con-
ference home matches against Alabama,
Louisville, William & Mary, and UNC Wilm-
ington in the early spring. The Tigers will
travel to Davidson for their season-opener
on January 19.
Keep an eye out for the Maden broth-






Mayor Dan Alexander and
Mayor Pro Tern Ronnie O'Kelley















ON Ram Cat Alley
Saturday, December 8
5:00 - 8:00 p.m.
THE CITY OF SENECA AND THE




Open to the Public




FUN FOR THE FAMILY
Jan. 18 • 5:30-8:30 p.m.
E YOU'RE HERE,
OUR PARTNERS
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CUMSON 20, SOUTH CAROLINA 17
November 24, 1962
Seldom do you see a
game decided on a sack, but
that was the case in Clem-
son's 20-17 victory over South Carolina in
1962. Clemson drove from its 22 to the
South Carolina seven on a 16-play drive
that took 7:09 off the clock. Bill Rogers
kicked a 24-yard field goal with 1 :42 left to
give Clemson a 20-1 7 lead.
South Carolina then drove to the Clem-
son 20 on a desperate final possession be-
hind quarterback Dan Reeves, who would
go on to playing success and coaching
success in the NFL.
With the clock under 45 seconds and
South Carolina facing a fourth-and-10 at
the Clemson 20, Head Coach Marvin Bass
decided to go for the victory (there was
no overtime in those days). Reeves faded
back to pass, but was tackled for a 13-
yard loss by Clemson's Don Chuy and Billy
Weaver. (It was not referred to as a sack in
the typed play-by-play, because the term
had not yet been invented.)
Clemson took over with 33 seconds
left on its own 33 yard line and ran out the
clock.
9
CLEMSON 20. VIRBINIA 20
October 12, 1991
This game came down to the
last second and was decided by
inches, or however long Wayne
Simmons'fingernails were on this day.
Clemson and Virginia were in the thick
of an ACC Championship race, and at sea-
son's end, it was apparent that these two
teams were the best in the ACC in 1 991
.
The Cavaliers took a 17-7 lead in the
first half. Clemson's only highlight was a
56-yard run by Ronald Williams, who was
playing in his last game of his sophomore
year before tearing an ACL in pregame
warmups the following Saturday. Williams
gained a career-high 185 yards on 20 car-
ries in this game.
Clemson scored the last 10 points of
the contest on a one-yard run by Rudy
Harris and a 40-yard field goal by Nelson
Welch with just 46 seconds left.
The Cavaliers had one last posses-
sion and hit some big plays to drive into
Clemson territory. With one second left,
Virginia's Michael Husted was called on
to attempt a game-winning 34-yard field
goal. However, Simmons got through up
the middle and just deflected the attempt
as the ball sailed wide, ending the game at
20-20.
8
CLEMSON 9. GEORGIA TECH 7
September 28, 1991
The #7 Clemson Tigers met
#19 and defending National
Champion Georgia Tech at Death
Valley on September 28, 1 991
.
JImy Lincoln had a 59-yard run to key
an 84-yard touchdown drive for quarter-
back Shawn Jones, as Georgia Tech took a
7-0 lead. Clemson made it 7-3 on a 47-yard
field goal by Nelson Welch on the last play
of the first half
There was no scoring in the third quar-
ter In fact, there was no more scoring un-
til 2:06 remaining in the game. Clemson's
running attack finally got going behind
Ronald Williams (father of current Tiger
DeShawn Williams), who had 102 yards on
20 carries. Williams gained all 46 yards on
the drive that culminated in his two-yard
touchdown run, giving the Tigers a 9-7
lead.
Clemson missed the extra point due
to a bad snap, so Georgia Tech still could
win the game with a field goal. The Yellow
Jackets drove to the Clemson 27 in those
final two minutes. Scott Sisson lined up
for a potential game-winner from 44 yards
with eight seconds left, but his attempt
was wide right and the Tigers celebrated
a 9-7 victory. It is the only game Clemson
has won without scoring at least 1 points
since 1977.
The victory established a then-school-
record 1 1 straight wins at home.
7
CLEMSON 29. POKE 20
November 8, 1997
Clemson moved the ball all
day against Duke behind senior
quarterback Nealon Greene, who
passed for 273 yards. But the Tigers had
a tough time finishing drives. Tony Home
had 119 receiving yards, including a 34-
yard touchdown catch with 6:12 left that
tied the score at 20-20.
The game went into overtime when
Duke's Sims Lenhardt missed a 47-yard
field goal that would have given the Blue
Devils the lead with two minutes left. This
was the first overtime game in Clemson
history and the first overtime contest in-
volving two ACC teams.
Clemson had the ball first and was lim-
ited to a 36-yard field goal by David Rich-
ardson, giving Clemson a 23-20 lead.
On Duke's first play of its overtime
possession, the Blue Devils ran a flanker-
around pass play, but Rahim Abdullah
sacked Duke's Scottie Montgomery for a
nine-yard loss.
After an incompletion on second down,
Duke was faced with third-and-19. Loren-
zo Bromell put pressure on Campbell, who
tried to throw the ball across the field. But
it was picked off by Abdullah, who raced
63 yards for the touchdown and the 29-20
Clemson victory, the only overtime game
in ACC history that has been decided by
more than eight points.
6
CLEMSON 30, VIRGINIA 27
October 11, 2003
This game also made our list
of greatest player matchups.
Clemson was led by sophomore
quarterback Charlie Whitehurst and Vir-
ginia by current Houston Texan quarter-
back Matt Schaub, who was the reigning
ACC Player-of-the-Year
Clemson took a 10-0 lead at halft:ime
behind a 52-yard run by Derrick Hamilton
on an end-around play and an Aaron Hunt
field goal. However, Virginia scored 17
straight points in the third quarter to take
a 17-10 lead entering the fourth quarter
Whitehurst then drove the Tigers'to
two scores in the fourth quarter to give
them a 24-1 7 lead. Virginia drove back for
a touchdown with 57 seconds left in regu-
lation and the game went into overtime.
Clemson forced Virginia to settle for a
field goal when Leroy Hill, who had four
tackles for loss in the contest, stuffed Alvin
Pearman at the line of scrimmage on third-
and-one.
Duane Coleman made a key reception
on a third-down play to keep Clemson's
104 «' CtemsonTlqers.com
70
overtime drive alive, then Whitehurst loft-
ed a four-yard touchdown pass to Kevin





Clemson opened the 2005
season on national television
against a ranked team for the
first time since 1959. Texas A&M, who had
beaten the Tigers the previous year, came
to Death Valley with a #1 7 ranking.
After a defensive-minded first quarter
by both teams, Clemson scored 16 points
in the second quarter on a Chansi Stuckey
47-yard punt return and three Jad Dean
field goals. Clemson led 16-10 at halftime.
The Aggies took a 24-22 lead in the
fourth quarter on a 31 -yard touchdown
pass by Reggie McNeal. The score was set
up by a 49-yard run by McNeal, who had
100 rushing yards in the game.
After an exchange of punts, Clemson
took over on its own 42 with 3:40 left in
the game. Freshman James Davis, who
had 101 rushing yards in his first game as a
Tiger, carried the ball on eight consecutive
plays to move the ball to the Aggie 25.
Dean came out to attempt a 42-yard
field goal with six seconds left. The snap
was offline, but holder Cole Chason did a
great job of handling it and Dean made
the field goal, his sixth of the game to set a
school record.
4
CLEMSON 31, WAKE FOREST 28
November 12, 2011
This game would also fit a list
of greatest comebacks in Death
Valley by the Tigers. Clemson
was coming off an open date and was a
bit sluggish, especially in the third quarter
when Jim Grobe's team scored 21 points
and took a 28-14 lead with 5:32 left in the
third quarter.
However, Clemson's offense returned
to form, as Tajh Boyd connected with
Brandon Ford for a seven-yard score and
Jaron Brown with a 10-yarder The second
touchdown pass tied the score 28-28 with
5:27 left in the game.
Boyd, who passed for 343 yards in the
game, led the Tigers on one final drive.
Chandler Catanzaro, who had missed a
30-yard field goal on the previous posses-
sion, nailed a 43-yard field goal on the last
play of the game to give the Tigers a 3 1 -28
victory and the ACC Atlantic Division title.
It is still the only time Clemson has won a
game in Death Valley on the last play of
regulation.
The star of this game was George Usry.
Players went both ways until 1964, and
never has a Tiger had a more positive ef-
fect on the outcome from both sides of the
ball in such a short period of time.
Wake Forest was leading the Tigers 31-
27 in the fourtn quarter and had the ball
at the Clemson 24 with under five minutes
left. But on a third-and-four play, Usry in-
tercepted and returned the ball 73 yards to
the Wake Forest 10. Two plays later, Usry
scored from the one (pictured above) to
give the Tigers a 33-31 lead with 4:24 left.
The Deacons had one more drive, but
Snead was intercepted by Harry Pavilack at
midfield and the Tigers ran out the clock.
CLEMSON 21. GEORGIA 20
September 19, 1987
The most important safety in
the history of Death Valley took
place in Clemson's 21-20 victory
over Georgia in 1987. In an era when the
2
two schools played classic game after clas-
sic game in the 1980s, this was the final
chapter of the era.
Georgia held a 20-16 lead in the fourth
quarter when Clemson special teams
player Chinedu Ohan combined with John
Johnson to down a punt at the Georgia
one.
On first down, Georgia quarterback
James Jackson was stuffed in the middle
of the line by Tony Stephens. On second
down from the six-inch line, Jackson rolled
to his left, but the pursuit of Clemson's de-
fense was relentless. Jackson was first hit
by James Lott and was then finished off by
Gene Beasley and Vince Taylor. The safety
cut Georgia's lead to 20-18.
On the ensuing drive, Clemson domi-
nated the line of scrimmage, as Terry Allen
and Wesley McFadden combined to gain
52 yards on six carries. Clemson drove to
the Georgia five, and with two seconds
left, David Treadwell kicked a 21 -yard field
goal to give the Tigers a 2 1 -20 victory.
1
CLEMSON 16, SOUTH CAROLINA 14
November 18, 2000
Both Clemson (#16) and
South Carolina (#25) were ranked
in the top 25 entering this game
on a cold day in Death Valley. South Caro-
lina had taken a 14-13 lead in the final two
minutes on a bizarre play. Derek Watson
attempted to leap into the endzone for
a Gamecock touchdown, but he was hit
hard by linebacker Keith Adams. The ball
bounced into the endzone, where it was
recovered by Thomas Hill for a touchdown.
On the ensuing drive, Clemson was
faced with a third-and-12 at its own 42.
Woodrow Dantzler rolled to his left and
hurled the ball down the right sidelines
towards Rod Gardner, who was covered by
several Gamecocks.
After considerable contact on the route
between Gardner and Andre Goodman,
Gardner made the catch at the eight. The
play was good for 50 yards.
After Dantzler spiked the ball to stop
the clock, Aaron Hunt came on to kick a
25-yard field goal with just three seconds
left, giving the Tigers a 16-14 victory.
3
CLEMSON 33. WAKE FOREST 31
November 21, 1959
Some longtime Tiger fans
may say this was the most excit-
ing game in the history of Death
Valley. It has a lot of the qualities you look
for. Wake Forest was led by future NFL
quarterback Norm Snead, while Tigers
were led by senior Harvey White, who had
taken Clemson to the Sugar Bowl the pre-
vious season.
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In the NFL: In his
rookie season...






his first career reception went for a score
against Minnesota on September 16...had
a season-high six catches for 75 yards in
the win over Miami. ..drafted In the third
round by the Colts in the 201 2 draft.
At Clemson: John Mackey Award
winner in 201 1...consensus first-team
All-Amerlcan In 201 1... First-Team AII-ACC
selection In 201 1... played 41 games and
made 33 starts...Second-Team AII-ACC in
2010. ..finished his career with 93 recep-
tions for 1,079 yards.
THOMAS AUSTIN
OL • Panthers
In the NFL: In his
third season and
the second year





tract with the Panthers on October 1 1 ...ac-
tive for the Panthers' games on October 28
and November 4, but did not play.. .started
2012 as a member of the New England Pa-
triots' practice squad. ..played three games
for the Houston Texans In 201 1.
At Clemson: Third-team All-Amerlcan
by Sporting News in 2009...Second-Team
AII-ACC in 2009...Second-Team AII-ACC
center In 2008. ..had 3 1 6 career knockdown
blocks. Including a team-high 1 1 2 as a se-
nior.. .started each of the last 38 games...
named ACC Offensive Llneman-of-the-
Week five times in his career, tied for fourth
In total player-of-the-week selections in
Clemson history and tied for most among








weeks of 2012 on
the physlcally-un-
able-to-perform
list, but has re-
turned to the field. ..had two tackles for loss
and a sack against Oakland on November
4. ..played 16 games as a rookie in 2011...
tallied 30 tackles and 1.5 sacks In 2011...
had five tackles for loss In one game, an all-
time record for a former Tiger In the NFL.
At Clemson: Played 38 games (30
starts) and recorded 179 tackles and 45
tackles for loss In 1,638 career snaps...
unanimous first-team All-Amerlcan In
2010. . 2010 NagurskI Award winner, the
first Tiger to win that award...2010 Hen-
dricks Award winner.. .national defensive
player-of-the-year by Scout.com In 2010...
ACC Defensive Player-of-the-Year In 2010...
led the nation In sacks (15.5) In 2010...
Clemson MVP of the 2008 Gator Bowl.
ANDRE BRANCH
DE • Jaguars




starts) for the Jag-
uars.. .has 10 tack-
les and one sack...
had a sack, caused
fumble, and recovered fumble against
Green Bay on October 28.. .picked in the
second round of the 201 2 draft.
At Clemson: Second-team All-Amerl-
can according to multiple media outlets...
First-Team AII-ACC selection in 2011. ..led
the ACC In sacks In 201 1...Senior Bowl In-
vitee In 201 1 ...permanent team co-captain
for 201 l...one of six finalists for the Hen-
dricks Award in 2011...ended his career
with 197 tackles and 17.5 sacks...gradu-




In the NFL: Cho-
sen In the fifth
round of the 2010
NFL draft by the
Steelers...claimed
off waivers by the
Arizona Cardinals
early in the 201
1
season. ..signed with the Buffalo Bills in No-
vember of 2012.
At Clemson: Three-year starter at cor-
nerbdck...Clemson finished in the top 15
In the country in pass defense during all
three seasons that he was a starter.. .start-
ed each of the last 40 games; he and Chris
Chancellor started 40 games together at
corrierback...tled for second In Clemson




In the NFL: In
his fourth season,
all with the Dol-
phins...has started




Interceptions In 201 2. ..had a career-high
10 tackles against Saint Louis on October
1 4 has played 49 career games (25 starts).
At Clemson: Had 323 tackles and five
interceptions from 2005-08. ..started every
game each of his last three years.. .only
player in Tiger history to register a tackle in
every game over a four-year career . .part of
a defense that finished In the top 25 in the
country In total defense, pass defense, and
scoring defense from 2006-08...earned his
undergraduate degree in 2008.
KAVELL CONNER
LB • Colts








has recorded at least one tackle in every
ClemsonTiqers.com ti> 107
game this season. ..has played 37 career
games and has started 33...has 201 career
tackles.
At Clemson: Finished his career with
313 tackles, second-most among active
ACC players at the end of the 2009 sea-
son...Clemson's top tackier each of his last
two seasons (2008,09) in a Tiger uniform...
registered 1 1 1 tackles in the 2009 season
to lead the team. ..finished his career with
43 career tackles in four bowl games, in-
cluding 15 against Auburn in the 2007
Chick-fil-A Bowl and 15 against Kentucky
in the 2009 Music City Bowl...never missed
a game; he played 53 in a row to tie a Tiger
record at the time.
NICKEASON
DT • Cardinals
In the NFL: In
his 10th season...
longest-tenured
former Tiger in the




games this season...made one start on
September 30 against Miami...has record-
ed five tackles and one sack in the 2012
season...won a Super Bowl Championship
ring with the Pittsburgh Steelers in 2009...
also played for the Cleveland Browns and
Denver Broncos.
At Clemson: First-Team AII-ACC se-
lection in the 2002 season when he reg-
istered 64 tackles and seven sacks as a
defensive tackle...strength Ail-American as
a senior.. .in the top 20 on the Tiger career
sacks list (1 5). ..played in the Senior Bowl
in 2003. ..five-time winner of the ACC Top
Six Award, given to student-athletes who
exhibit extraordinary community service;
he is the only five-time winner in Clemson
history...earned his marketing degree in







means he will not
play this season;
he suffered a foot
injury in Septem-
ber...played just
eight games with three starts in 2011
due to injuries.-.played all 16 games as a
rookie in 2010 while starting the final nine
games.. .set a franchise single-season re-
cord with three kickoff-return touchdowns
in 2010.
At Clemson: One of Clemson's best
all-purpose players in history...he and C.J.
Spiller finished as the NCAA's greatest all-
purpose duo in history with a combined
1 1 ,671 all-purpose yards...seventh in Clem-
son history in career receptions (143)...had
1,986 career receiving yards, ninth-most in
school history...had 16 career touchdown
receptions...had at least one reception
in 29 straight games to close his career...
had eight career touchdowns of 50 yards
or more, second-most in Clemson history
behind Spiller.. .joined Spiller as one of two
108 © Clemsonriqers.cotti
Tigers in history to account for a touch-
down five different ways...an Ail-American
and National Champion in track...won the
NCAA title in the 60m indoors in 2009...had
a streak of 1 8 straight wins in the 60m and












tackles this season. ..played 14 games (four
starts) for the Chargers in 201 1...recorded
34 tackles and two interceptions in 201 1 ...
taken by the Chargers in the second round
of the 2011 draft.
At Clemson: Played 53 games (28
starts). ..had 211 tackles and five tackles
for loss...had one interception and 19 pass
breakups...Second-Team AII-ACC as a kick
returner in 201 after returning 27 kickoffs









nine of the Bills'
games this sea-
son...has started
at left offensive tackle in each of the last
five games...part of an offensive line that
has helped the Bills average 358.7 yards
per game.. .started seven of his 13 games
played in 201 1
.
At Clemson: First-Team AII-ACC offen-
sive tackle in 2010 according to the ACC,
Rivals.com, and Phil Steele. ..invited to
play in the 201 1 East-West Shrine Game...




In the NFL: In his
second season,
both with the Ti-
tans.. .has played
seven games this
year.. .has 1 1 yards
on 13 carries and
three touchdowns
this season...played 13 games as a rookie
in 2011. ..had 44 yards on 17 carries and
one touchdown in 201 1 ...taken by the Ti-
tans in the fourth round of the 201 1 draft.
At Clemson: Played 39 games (10
starts) in three seasons.. .carried the ball
311 times for 1,311 yards and 12 touch-
downs during his career...totaled 50 recep-












and 1 .5 sacks...has started 85 of his 93 ca-
reer regular-season games.. .has started all
seven playoff games in his career...has 497
tackles, 20 sacks, and 1 1 passes defended
in his career.
At Clemson: Two-time, First-Team AII-
ACC pick...ACC Defensive Player-of-the-
Year in 2004. ..first-team Ail-American by
Rivals.com and third-team Ail-American
by AP as a senior...had 48 tackles for loss
and 16 sacks in his career.. .in the top 20 in
Tiger history in sacks and tied for fifth in
tackles for loss...in the top 20 in school his-




In the NFL: In his
second season,
both with the Red-
sklns...has started
seven of the Red-
skins' nine games
in 201 2. ..has re-
corded 11 tackles
this season. ..spent 201 1 on the injured-
reserve list after suffering a knee injury in
the preseason.
At Clemson: Played 49 games (38
starts) and had 166 tackles, 31 tackles for
loss, and five sacks in his career... First-Team
AII-ACC selection in 2010 and Second-










season due to in-
juries.. .has seen
action only on
special teams in 2012 with two tackles...
played nine games in 201 1...selected by
the Seahawks in the sixth round of the
2011 draft.
At Clemson: Played 53 career games
(eight starts). ..registered 165 tackles, 11.5
tackles for loss, one sack, and four inter-
ceptions in 1 ,499 snaps over four seasons...




In the NFL: In his
rookie year...cur-






games (41 starts) In his career...started all
14 games as a senior in 201 1 on Clemson's
ACC Championship team. ..had 183 knock-
down blocks. ..member of the ACC Aca
demic Honor Roll in 2010-1 1...third-team
AII-ACC by Phil Steele in 2010...started




In the NFL: In his
third year, all with
the Falcons.. .has
four catches for
17 yards in 2012...
active for six of
the Falcons' nine
games this sea-
son...started at tight end on September 1
7
against Denver, .has 19 receptions for 118
yards and two touchdowns in his career.
At Clemson: First-Team AII-ACC as
a senior, the first Tiger tight end to earn
first-team honors since 1996. ..set school
records for receptions and receiving yards
by a tight end in 2009 with 43 catches for
507 yards and four touchdowns...second
overall in career receptions by a tight end
with 73. ..played 51 games with 37 starts,
both records by a Tiger tight end.
BARRY RICHARDSON
OT • Rams
In the NFL: In his




games at right of-
fensive tackle this
season. ..played
the previous four seasons with the Kansas
City Chiefs...has started each of his last 41
games, including each of his last 32 games
as a member of the Chiefs (201 0,1 1 ).
At Clemson: Four-year starter (2004-
07). ..played 49 games (45 starts)...Clem-
sons first first-year freshman to be con-
sidered a full-time starter on the offensive
line since 1943. ..First-Team AII-ACC as a
junior and senior...All-American as a senior
in 2007...earned his degree in 2007.
RICKY SAPP
LB • Jets
In the NFL: In his
second season...
on the 2012 prac-
tice squad with




Nov. 1 1 ...spent the 201 season on injured
reserve...selected by the Philadelphia
Eagles in the fifth round of the 2010 draft.
At Clemson: Three-year starter at de-
fensive end who finished his career with 41
tackles for loss, among the top-15 figures
in school history.. .finished with 16 career
sacks., played 50 games and started 36...
had 160 career tackles.
COTYSENSABAOGH
CB • Titans







has 13 tackles, in-
cluding two tackles on special teams this
season. ..selected in the fourth round of the
201 2 draft.
At Clemson: Named a permanent
team co-captain for 201 1...finished his
CHARLIEWHITEHUR
career with 87 tackles and four intercep
tions...started all 14 games in 2011...had
exactly one interception in each season at
Clemson. ..graduated on May 1 3, 201 1 with
a degree in communication studies.
CJ.SPILLER
RB • Bills
In the NFL: In his
third season, all
with the Bills.. .has




for 297 yards and
one touchdown this season. ..leads the NFL
in yards per carry with a 7.3-yard average...
has seven carries of 20-t^ yards this season,
one of the highest figures in the NFL. ..his
5.5 yards per carry in his career is first in
Bills history.
At Clemson: ACC Player-of-the-Year in
2009, Clemson's first one since 1987 (Mi-
chael Dean Perry)...first offensive player
from Clemson to be named ACC Player-of-
the-Year since 1 978...unanimous first-team
Ail-American as a kick returner, just the
third unanimous Ail-American in Clem-
son history. .sixth in the Heisman Trophy
voting, tied for the highest finish in Tiger
history and just the second top-10 finish
in school history...second in NCAA history
in career all-purpose yards (7,588). ..gradu-
ated in three-and-a-half years in 2009,
BRANDON THOMPSON
DT • Bengals





the third round of
the 201 2 draft.
At Clemson: Per-
manent team co-captain for 201 1...played
in the 2012 Senior Bowl. ..honorable men-
tion Ail-American by Pro Football Week-
ly. .first-team AII-ACC by CBSSports.com
and Phil Steele in 201 1 ...Second-Team AII-
ACC selecUon in 201 1 ...played 53 career
games (38 starts). ..had 208 career tackles.
CHARLIE WHITEHDRST
QB • Chargers






jR^fl for all eight games
vj^^k t)^'^ season, but
has not played in
a game...spent 2010 and 2011 with the
Seattle Seahawks. ..led the Seahawks to the
NFC West-clinching 16-6 win on January 2,
201 with career highs in completions (22),
attempts (36), and passing yards (192).
At Clemson: Led Clemson to a win
over Colorado in the 2005 Champs Sports
Bowl in his final game to give him 25 wins
as a starter , four of his 25 career wins as a
starter came against South Carolina; he is
the only quarterback in series history to
post a 4-0 record. ..had eight fourth-quar-
ter comeback wins in his career.
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THE FORMER TIGER SAFETY (1992-951 HAD A DECORATED 16-YEAR NFL CAREER, INCLODING 13 WITH THE PHILADELPHIA
EAGLES. THE CITY OF RROTHERLY LOVE EMDRACED DAWKINS LIKE FEW REFORE HIM, AND THERE IS GOOD REASON WHY. ,
BYTIMBOURRET
On
September 30, 2012, Brian
Dawkins became just the third
former Clemson athlete to have
his number retired by a profes-
sional sports franchise. On that
night, the Philadelphia Eagles made his
#20 just the eighth number to be hung in
the rafters at their home stadium in the 80
years of Eagle football.
Dawkins, who starred at Clemson from
1992-95, joined former Tiger football play-
er Dwight Clark, who had his #87 retired by
the San Francisco 49ers, and former Tiger
basketball player Larry Nance, who had his
#22 retired by the Cleveland Cavaliers.
Having your number retired is just
about the ultimate when it comes to pro-
fessional sports. It does not happen very
often.
First, you must have longevity with a
franchise. There has to be a sense of loyal-
ty, a connection between the fans and the
player. Second, there has to be a unique
list of accomplishments on a team and in-
dividual basis.
Dawkins fit both of those categories
many times over in Philadelphia. When
you go online to YouTube and call up his
name, there is a long list of incredible high-
lights.
The Jacksonville, FL native played 13
years with the Eagles and was a part of
four teams that played in the NFC Champi-
onship game and a Super Bowl. He played
183 games with the Eagles from 1996-08,
including 182 as a starter. He made the
Pro Bowl as an Eagle seven times and was
All-Pro four times. He had 898 tackles, 21
sacks, and 34 interceptions as well.
Overall, Dawkins played 224 games
{221 starts) in the NFL, including his final
three years with the Denver Broncos. His
37 caused fumbles are more than twice as
many as any other safety in NFL history.
His nine Pro Bowls are sixth-most in NFL
history among safeties. Four of the five
players ahead of him are in the Pro Foot-
ball Hall of Fame. He was also named to
the NFL Team of the Decade of the 2000s
and was named to the Eagles' 75-Year
team.
When it came to loyalty and a connec-
tion between Philadelphia and Dawkins,
he might be the most beloved living Eagle
in the City of Brotherly Love.
The video of his jersey retirement is re-
B?!, something to see. It was passionate
or; the part of the fans and from Dawkins'
standpc.int.
The cheering was long and loud.
Dawkins d'd not read from a printed, re-
hearsed speech. He just spoke from the
heart and finished by leading the crowd in
the Eagles' fight song.
IIS SS( ClemsonTiaers.coi i
The best story written about Dawkins
during the week of his jersey retirement
was authored by a Mark Meany, a producer
atWPVI-TVin Philadelphia.
He took us back to January 1 1, 2009, a
day of celebration in Philadelphia, because
the Eagles had just beaten the rival Giants
on the road to advance to the NFC Cham-
pionship game.
It was Meany's job to produce a post-
game special on the game for his station,
and Dawkins was to be his most important
interview. The interview was to be done
by Gary Papa, a television legend in Phila-
delphia who was dying of prostate cancer.
(It would be the last game Papa covered.)
From here, it is best to use Meany's
words to describe what took place.
Dawkins emerged from the locker room,
barely able to walk, his face clearly reflecting
the pain he was in. He asked me where we
were going to do the interview. I explained
that Gary was waiting for him, but it was a
long walk to the other side of the stadium.
That was as far as Gary could make it before
he needed to sit and rest.
A quick discussion ensued between my-
self, Dawkins, and Media Relations Man-
ager Ryan Nissan. It was quickly determined
that Dawkins was too hurt to make the
walk. We would have to cancel the inter-
view. That is, until I said one simple thing to
Dawkins.. ."Gary's in bad shape, he's having a
really rough day,"
Dawkins looked me in the eye and said,
"Let's go."
The walk down the hallway through
the bowels of Giants Stadium took forever
Dawkins was limping and silent the entire
way. We finally got to Gary, who was sitting
down and still gathering his strength.
Dawkins walked up to Gary and helped
him out of the chair.
Then the two embraced.
Both men, two of the toughest I've ever
met, began to sob in each other's arms. It
went on for what seemed like forever. I then
noticed that through the entire embrace,
Dawkins was whispering In Gary's ear.
I'm not sure that whispering can be de-
scribed as intense, but that's what this was.
Dawkins was giving Gary a pep talk, a pre-
game speech before a tough game. It was
vintage Dawkins.
That story tells you all you need to know
about Dawkins. He was an Ail-American at
Clemson who did much for the heritage of
this school's football program. However,
he has done far more for the program and
the University with the way he has repre-
sented this school as a professional.
Dawkins retired as a player on April 23,
but his positive impact on Clemson Uni-
versity and its football program will con-
tinue for many years. Especially in 2017,
when he is eligible to be inducted into the
Pro Football Hall of Fame in Canton, OH.
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Hugh Comer Mornson James Buchanan Jeanie G Whitten John Estes Justin Hellwig
Hugh T Garner, Jr James C Franklin Jeanne W. Littlejohn. Raymond S. John F Hanzel K Brian Todd
Ideal Construction Co Inc James C Simpson Waters, Jr., John M. Waters, and Dr. John F Renfro Kari C Kemmeriin
Imperial Die Casting Corp James C Thigpen Robert C. Waters John Franken Karia L Storey
Imsco Inc James C. Young, Jr, Jeff & Susie Monroe John G Slattery Kathryn A Peacock
In Honor of Mr. & Mrs, W, P (Pap) James D Bledsoe Jeff and Wendy Siggings John Greenwood Kathryn Hendnck
Timmerman by Dr. & Mrs. John H. James Dalton Head III Jeff Blum John H Glenn Kathy D Pollard
Timmerman James E Bostic III Jeff Bostic John H Segars, Jr Kay Shaw
In Memory Of Dr Claude Waldron James E Bostic, Sr Jeff Chapman John Harold Sease Kaye C Jones
Bolen James E Chinners Jeff Kandel John Hoffman Kaye S Simmonds
In Memory Of F R McMeekin James E Dangerfield Jeff Soowal John Houston KDH Technology Services Inc
In Memory Of Jerry C Jackson James E Foster Jr & E Cole Jeff Stocks John J Britton Keese Realty
In Memory Of Roxie R Crawford Our Huckabee Jeff Whaley John Jennings Keith D Chandler
Mum Mum James E Waldrep Jeffrey A & Barbara W West John L. Lewis Keith M Bouknight
Inc Freeland & Kauffman James E, Poston Jeffrey A Buck John M Hoefer Kelly and Danny Boulware
Independent Publishing Co James E, Reid Jeffrey D Singletary John M Payne Kelly and Peter Sewczwicz
Infinger Farms James F Barker Jeffrey G Reynolds John M Sullivan Kelly and Susan Williamson
Insulfab Plastics Inc-- Mr Charles James F Norris Jeffrey J Geer John M. Barnes Kelly W and Ed Kercher
Casey James F Owens Jeffrey S Field John M. Smith Kelly Wagner
Interstate Commodities Corp James F Smith Jeffrey S Huggins John M. Smith, III Ken & Sarah Gordon
Investments Beeson James H Jones Jeffrey Scott Brown John M. Taylor Ken G Starnes
Irvin V Plowden James H Knight Jeffrey Scott Cooper John Martini Ken Johnson
Irving K Jeffcoat James H Lee Jeffrey V Skinner sr John McRoberts Kendall K Alley
Itron James K Abbott Jennifer & Tim Benson John R Abramczyk Kenneth A McLeod
J A (Lex) Reynolds James K Caughman Jennifer and Randy Coleman Parker John R Fulp Jr Kenneth and Linda Lowery
J A Barnes James L Cartee Jennifer L Chapman John R Gaillard Kenneth Cosgrove
J A Hill, Jr. James L Smith Jennifer Stein John R Sligh Kenneth D Hamill
J Allen Martin James L Stone Jenny S Burns John Randall Bishop Kenneth Douglas Varnadore
J B Queen James Landis Jeremy C King John S and Sandy Jenkins Kenneth E Nutter
..' C Dehart James M Allison, Jr Jerry Fuller John S Jarrett Kenneth Harrison
J Clinton Dunn James M Avinger Jerry Hunter Jr John W James Kenneth J Wood
J j iiO:'6 James M Edwards, III Jerry M Holmes John W Laughlin Kenneth J Woodard
J G Cancel' James M Kizer Jerry R Timmons John W Lowrance Kenneth M Mattison & Chnstopher
J G Milier James M Neal Jewel McClam & J R. McClam III John W McConnell G Olson
J Hugh Crawlc-v James M. Zachrich, Jr. Jim & Marilyn Bull John W Waddell Kenneth T and Maggie Lane
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Kenricks Convenience Lisa M Polen Melissa Shealy Mr & Mrs J David Standeffer Nathaniel Edwards
Kerry and Kathy Lee Lisa S Bywater Melonie H Hammond-Trace Mr & Mrs J Michael Taylor Neel Shah
Kevin Daughtery Lloyd M Kapp Jr MD Melvin K Younts Mr & Mrs Jack Dill Nelson W Willhite
Kevin Ezell Lou and Dean Dreibelbis Melvin Wilson Mr & Mrs Jack S Kelly New South Investments LLC
Kevin Fuqua Louis C Holleman Merritt Riggs Goodman Mr & Mrs James H Barnes Jr Nichols Farm
Kevin H Riser Louis Potenza Michael & Lon Corgan Mr & Mrs James L Hendrix Nick Walker
Kevin M Scurry Lowell Frazier Michael A & Susan F Campbell Mr & Mrs James W Logan Jr Nicole Louise Barrett
Kimberly F Masters Lt Col Ralph W Boys Michael and Andrea Crosby Mr & Mrs Jim McCall Norman Frednck Pulliam
Kimberly Ledford Byram LTC Associates Inc Michael and Helen Pndmore Mr & Mrs Joe F Hayes Norris Supply Company
King Brothers Farms Luke Herndon Michael and Julie Gallagher Mr & Mrs John A, Rhodes Nyles L Ellefson
Koyo Bearir.gs USA Lyman B Puette, Jr Michael and Terri M Lynch Mr & Mrs John C Renshaw Oakbrook Vetennary Clinic
Kyle and Angie Watford M Gregory McCollum Michael B Lackey Mr & Mrs Julian H Pnce Ogburn M Hough
Kyle Jackson Mabry Binnicker Michael Butler Mr & Mrs Leonard L Hutchison Otto H Schumacher
Kyle P Nevi/some Mac and Susan McDans Michael C Crapps Mr & Mrs M Steve Hester P Allison Clark
Kyle Springs Madeline Sudbeck Michael C Sturkie Mr & Mrs Manon Wise P D Holcombe
L C Kissam Madison B Brigman Michael D Mathews Mr & Mrs Max Thomas P Gary Faulkenberry
L G Lewis Jr Madison DeMars Michael D Reid Mr & Mrs R L Cason P M Lindsay
L L Tailuck Jr -Darlington Cty Marc P Cote Michael Dawkins Mr & Mrs Richard L Baird PO&Ashley Mead
LLWeathers/LW Weathers Marcus W Woods Michael Fee Mr & Mrs Rufus C Sherard P Wayne O'Neill
L M Chatneuff Margaret J Postema Michael H Cornwell Mr & Mrs S H Best & Family Palmetto Credit Corp
L R Patterson Margaret J Thompson Michael H Steepy Mr & Mrs Sam Welsh Jr Palmetto Health Associates
L W Smith. Jr. Trust Margaret L & Ernest R Bair Jr Michael H. Davis Mr & Mrs Seabrook Marchant Palmetto Loom Reed Co
Laddie Green Hiller Mananne Gibson Caldwell Michael Hall Mr & Mrs Thomas Morris Jr & Ashley Pam Cato
Lamar Hunnicutt Marianne M. Van Name Michael Hubbard Mr & Mrs Timothy R Dunn Pamela and Eric Reilly
Lance Owen Mane and Bob Evans Michael J Alexander Mr & Mrs Wayne R Davis Park Place Corporation
Land & Timber Resources Inc Manon C Thompson Michael J Snyder Mr & Mrs William H O'Cain Pat & Marsha Nobles
Landrum H Henderson Jr Marion Jones. Jr Michael K Askins Mr & Mrs William M Smith Pat and Nancy Toole
Lane Fowler Marion McLean Sims Michael L Brown Mr and Mrs Bob E Webb Patncia Dill
Lanny McAllster Mark and Linda Crabbe Michael L Horlon Mr and Mrs Charies M Banks Patrick & Craig Dowling
Larry & Ronnie Ayers Mark Cutts Michael Lunderville Mr and Mrs James H Weldon Patnck A Shiriey
Larry and Sally Foister Mark D Byrd Michael Ott Mr and Mrs Jessie E Buchanan Patrick D lannelli
Larry and Victoria Gosnell Mark D Ingram Michael P Barnhouse Mr and Mrs Mikell Richards Patrick E Hall
Larry C McAdams Mark Dukes Michael Robinson/James Jackson Mr and Mrs Neb Q Cline. Jr Patnck Myers
Larry C Ward Mark G Fellers Michael S Brice Mr and Mrs A(Bud) Hicklin III Patnck Thomasson
Larry Chapman Mark H Earnhart Michael Scanlan Mr and Mrs Phil Bechtold Paul & Chnstine Way
Larry E, Yonce Mark Joel Thornton Michael T McGuinn Mr and Mrs Tom B Laroche Paul E Blackwell
Larry Gabe Mark Jordan Michael T Thompson Mr and Mrs Tom L Shealy Paul Nipper III
Larry Sheppard Mark McCoy Michael W Deleon Mr Charles K Stewart Paul Reams
Larry Stanley Mark Mclnnis Michael W Roach Mr Henry Lucius III Paul Richardson
Larry Wheeler Mark R Hooks Michael Wade Mr Robert E Sellers Paul S Coombs Jr DMD
Laura and David McCutchen Mark S Roberts Michael Whitehead Mr&Mrs Charies F Davenport Jr Paul T Shaw
Laura and David Sudbeck Mark Schmidt Michael Zaffuto Mr and Mrs. Charies D. Way Paul Willis
Laura and Martin Postol Mark Snyder Michal Baird Mr and Mrs. David Coleman Paula and Herb Howell
Laurence C Huddy Mark Townsend Michelle L Johnson Mr and Mrs, David E Watson & Rush Penn Properties
Laurens W Floyd, Jr Mark Varadi Michelle Masters Mr and Mrs. G. Martin Gilchrist Pepsi Cola Of Greenville
Laurie Johnson Martin Engineering Mike & Marian West Mr and Mrs. Harry G. Batson Pepsi Cola South
Lawrence M Gressette. Jr Marty Lyons Mike Graham Mr. and Mrs. John M. Wrenn Percy Dingle
Lawrence Goldstein Mary P Rogers Mike J Richbourg Mr. and Mrs. Paul G. Campbell Percy M Berry, III
Lawson Farms Mary Townsend Mike Neave Mrs Albert M Campbell, Sr Perry & Jean Johnson
Lawton Lumber Co., Inc. Mary Z. Dubose Mike Whitaker Mrs Carrol H Warner Perry W Hiott
Lee and Brandy Herndon Masterpiece Builders Inc Milledge J Holstein Mrs Edward Phillips Pete Kohler
Lee and Ginger Dickert Mathias B Richardson Millie M Dudley Mrs Frances G Boatwright Memorial Peter A Cook, Jr
Lee and Nancy Watt Matthew & Holly LeCroy Millinnium Enterpnses Mrs Frank McGee Peter Avitabile
Lee H Ayers Matthew Eller Millwood Place Partnership L.P. Mrs Heyward Morgan Phil & Mary Bradley
Lee M Hancock Matthew J Gilreath Milton E Pate Jr Mrs Joe F Anderson, Sr Phil & Mary Esposito
Lee Moore Matthew Jason Shealy Milton 1 Ozmint Mrs John C Heinemann Phil and Pamela Jackson
Lee W. and Katherine L. Hanks Matthew Kulis Mitchell B Smith Mrs Marilyn B Deloach Phil Elvis
Leif M Adams Matthew Logan Moore Stoddard Stoddard & Wood Mrs Mary Coleman Johnson Philip Harper
Leiand C, Stoddard Matthew Miller Morgan Investments Inc Mrs Viriyn Wingard Philip L Bradley
Len Reeves Matthew T Miller Morgan S Woodward Mrs W A Lavirton Pine Crest Marine Inc
Les Buss Matthew W Gissendanner Mr& MrsAlvin N Berry Mrs. Eva Holmes Forth Construction Co.
Leslie D Callison Max Whatley Mr & Mrs Bob Y Weathers Mrs. H D Folk Printsource Inc
Leslie E McKenzie, Jr Maxwell C Bailey Mr & Mrs Carroll Hutto Mrs. J Whit Miller Priscilla J Burger
Lester A Hudson, Jr McCoy Lumber Company Mr & Mrs Cephus W Long Mrs. L M Coleman, Jr Proformance Group Inc
Lester P Branham Jr and III McLellan Farms Mr & Mrs Charles LCuzzell III Mrs. Nancy Holcombe PSA
Lester P Jordan. Ill McMeekin Farms Mr & Mrs Churchill A Carter Mrs. Virginia F DesChamps R A Ferguson Jr
Lewis F Holmes, III McNaughton- McKay Mr & Mrs Clark 1 Abrams Mt. Vernon Mills R Bruce White/Joseph E Harper
Lewis Patterson McRoy Sauls/Frank Lowe Mr & Mrs Clyde M Rauch Sr & Sons N Richard Watkins Jr R E Glenn
Lillie Mae Pace Mead s Tree Service Inc Mr & Mrs Don K Robbins Nalley Equipment Installation R Everette & Elaine McAbee
Linda Grubb McGarity Melba Banton Mr & Mrs Douglas E Pitterson Nancy M Dixon R Frank Kolb
Linn Tompkins III Melissa Mosteller Mr & Mrs Elbert L Henderson Natalie C Cauthen R J Adams
Lisa Goodlett Melissa Redmond Mr & Mrs George C Kinard Nathan A Einstein R L Carter
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R L Culler Refrigeration Inc Robert and Carole Ellis Rudy Powell Steven Capps Thomas L. Cooper
R M Cooper Robert and Joyce Alexander Russell & Leigh Mathis Steven D Weathers Thomas M Brittain, Jr
R Norman Taylor MD Robert B King Jr Russell F Smith Steven G Milam Thomas M Fitts, Jr
R Russell Tale Robert B McCorkle Russell Stuermann Steven Garner Thomas McAfee
R Steven Robins Robert Burgess Russell Thomason Steven L Harvin Thomas Boykin, Jr.
R Wayne Coats Robert D Randall, Jr Ryan & Holly Weaver Steven L McBryde Thomas P Lane Jr
R, D. Holcombe Robert D Van Wingerden Ryan D Hendley Steven L. Cooper Thomas Pickens
R. G. Calhoun Robert Dunn Ryan Galloway Steven R Thigpen Thomas R Hodge
R. James Pegues Robert E Bishop Ryan P Harris Steven T Ferrell Thomas S Baldwin
Raleigti J Farr Robert E Cannon, Jr Ryan Padding Steven W Holt Thomas S Buchanan
Ralph Kennedy Robert E Delapp Ryan Smith Steven Watt Thomas T Moore
Ramal Properties Robert E West S A Boyd Stewart E Jones Thomas Todd Lankford
Ramseur Oil Co Inc Robert H Goodson Jr S C McMeekin Memorial Stoddard Brooks Thomas W Glenn III
Randolph Sims Key Robert H Mollis S D Dalhouse Stro Morrison Thomas Warren Weeks
Randy Cheek Robert H Livingston S E Mathis Susan E Frisch Three L Inc
Randy Morris Robert H. Cureton S L Campbell Susan Gerrald Tiffany and Joe Franks
Randy S Floyd Robert Ivan Sharpe Sam & Harriet Ligon Susan R Wickard Tim & Melinda Beach
Ray & Mary Anne Bunton Robert J Friedman Sam E Allgood Susie C Adams Tim & Melodie Hipskind
Ray L Wilson Robert J Lake Sam Turner Suzan Blessing Simmons Tim and Nancy Templeton
Ray Bickley Robert J Waldrop Samuel and Carol Dozier Suzanne Schlotterback Tim C & Marcia T Hydrick
Ray V Segars, Jr Robert K Walsh, Jr Samuel B George II Sydney Wilson Tim Guin
Rebecca L Alexander Robert L Burgess Samuel J. Milleman T Bruce Harper Tim Mahon
Red Circle Robert L Deloach Sandy & David Bridgforth TC Atkinson III & Friend Tim Perkins
Reed Barker Robert L Jones Sandy Brown T D Church, Jr Timothy G Mathis
Reggie W Newton Robert L Pinson Jr Santee Insurance Center Inc T N & Sarah Alexander Timothy J & Tracy Player
Reid Thomas Robert L. Carlson Inc. Sara & Edd Mize T R Garrett Timothy J Russell
Renee Graham Robert Lohman Sarah Thomas T Sandy Stern Jr Timothy Jackson Reed
Rex & Kathryn Varn Robert M Guthrie Sardi'S Den Tannery and Teague Co. LLC Timothy K Kennedy
Rhonda/Ron/Marti Littlefield Robert M Lake Satcher Motors Inc Tara Hill Timothy P Clayton
Richard "Lee" Allen Robert M Lewis Scott & Kim Shiriey Tasha B Griffin Tina S and James L Stevenson
Richard A Ruczko Robert Martin Shirley Scott & Tammie Frierson Taylor Auto Sales Todd and Jo Dee Dailey
Richard A Schwarz Robert Medlin Scott Bell TD Bank Todd E Gleeson
Richard and Alyson Call Robert N Shepard Scott J Moroney Tech Sales Rep Tom & Joann Garrett
Richard and Laura Dechamplain Robert Little Scott M Allison Ted and Chns King/Neil and Stepha- Tom and Liz Moran
Richard C Luton Robert P Howard Scott M Kile nie Devaney Tom and Penny Goebel
Richard H Cole Robert Pancheri Scott and Renee Bowie Ted Brashier Tom Chester's State Farm
Richard H Pennell Robert R Russell Shahzad Sheikh Ted C & Diane Kiel Tom Kearse
Richard H Pennell, Jr Robert S Bacon Shane Watford Ted Wyman King Tom Ryan
Richard H Pennell, Sr #2 Robert T Eastman Shannon E Howell Terence Neal Moore Tom Stokes
Richard H Proctor Jr Robert W Dozier Sharon W Keesley Terrell Lankford Insurance Tom Tull
Richard H Stofan Robert W Fulmer Shawn and David Coleman Terry C and Betty P Roof Tom W/Carol B/Allison/Kathy L Head
Richard H, UnverzagI Robert W Robinson Jr Shawn D Haney Terry C Shaver Tom Welsh
Richard J Bennett Robert W Shealy Jr, Shawn Edwards Terry Crump Tommy and Ann Amick
Richard K Hall Jr Robert W West Shea M Tolbert Terry Edward Richardson Jr Tommy Lynn
Richard L Boyleston Robert Wolfe Shirley Huitt & Sons Inc Terry G & Robin B Landers Tony M Greer
Richard L. Marks Roberts Electric Co Silas C. Mcmeekin Hi Terry L Long Tony R Stapleton
Richard L. McDaniel Roberts Enterprises Sims Tom Ballew Thaddeus D Barber Tony Zampogna
Richard M Eppley Rod Spruill Skateland Usa and Boulevard Lanes The Bria Co Inc Tonya Urashlma
Richard P Bigger Rodney B Hunt Skeeter Wiggins The Clinton House Tracey Stamey
Richard P Foster Rodney Williams Southeastern Lubricants Inc The Leslie Co Attn: Gordon S Tracy Caldwell
Richard W Ross Roger Hert Southern Lumber & Millwork Cor Leslie Jr Tracy Estes
Richard W Skipper Roger Kay Spann S Manos The National Bank Of SC Tracy R, Cauthen, Jr.
Richy Morns Roger Powers Spartanburg Treatment Association The Orange and White Trent Emerson
Rick & Donna Nickles Rogers S Walker MD Stan Hunnicutt The Washington Family Trenton N Spearman
Rick & Mimi Ackerman Roland Lee Rayburn Stan Ulmer MD Theo R Williams Trey Smith
Rick and Connie C Wilkey Romy and Player Barefoot Stanley P Jr and Virginia Cole Theodosia W Smith-Mclntyre Trey Strom
Rick Johnson Ron & Carol Weathers Stanley Riggins Family Theodosia W. Smith Triple C Farms
Rick Miller Ron Buriey Stephen Kifterman Thomas & Cathenne Derrick Tnplett - King & Assoc Inc
Ricky & Courtney Farris Ron Payne Stephen M Godfrey Thomas A Cuttino Troy Baird
Ricura Corporation Ronald A Wingard Stephen R Freeman Thomas A Sherard Ty Sumner
Rob Allen Ronald B Calcutt Stephen Ray Jackson Thomas and Christine Hepfer Tyler Moon
Robbie L Han-ell Ronald K Boyd Steve & Lee Lee Lee Thomas and Tammy Bagwell V F Under Jr
Robby and Meg Newton Ronald R and Gloria C. Moore Steve & Margaret Bond Thomas B Fleming Vaughn H Howard
Robert & Betty Lindler Ronald Runyon Steve Adams Thomas C Breazeale VCOM
Robert & Fern Bickley Ronald W & Carole Oakley Steve Bomar Thomas E Lafoy Verdery Company
Robert & Milbra Mundy Ronnie & Brenda Millender Steve C Barton Thomas E. Boyce Verizon Wireless
Robert & Regina Shelley Roscia H Hardee Steve C Gamble Thomas F. Kicklighter, Jr. Vicki Holcomb Brown
Robert A Calhoun Rowe Henderson Steve E Floyd Thomas Fuller Vince & Nancy Yockel & Chris
Robert A Watson Roy A Seaver Jr. Steve Epps Jr Thomas G Gaillard Virginia Johnson
Robert A Youmens Roy B Jeffcoat Steve Lothridge Thomas J Bell, Jr W C & Barbara Hood
Robert Adams Roy N Taylor Steve Newsom Thomas J Warwick W E Briske
Robert and Anne Gettys RoyWCampfield, Jr Steve T McLaughlin, Sr Thomas L Farthing W E Gustafson Dds Pa
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W Frank Eskridge William J Gilchrist Barry S Durham Chnstine & Richie Faenza Donald and Alison Lee
W Kirk Crawford William J Hunter Barry V. Earnhardt Chnstopher G Burch Donald C Coggins Jr
WLCulp William J McCabe Benjamin C, Wright Christopher L Coker Donald D. Harper
W L Jackson William J McKenzie Benjamin T Boling Christopher S. Perry Donald G Gallup MD
W L Small William J Pndemore Benjamin T Stepp Cindi and Gary Long Donald L Kiser
W M Sheppard William J Spiers, III Benji Mills Cindy W Henry Donald R Savage
W R Fnerson, Sr William K Williams DMD Benn W Foulk Civil Consulting and Design DougAMarchal
W S Smith William L Boozer Bennie Langley Clarence A. Shealy Doug Brandon Jr
W Shipp Daniel William M Aiken Benson C Parnsh Clark Gaston, Jr Doug K Nail
WTFort William M Campbell Benson L and Mary Ann Bagwell Clay L Fellers Dozier & Judy Brooks
W. C. Higginbotham, Jr. William N Turner Bernard E & Susan H Kitchens Clayton Barber Shop Dr & Mrs Donald W Shelley
W. Gordon Kay William P Cate Beth Weaver Clifton & Dianne Wright Dr & Mrs Edward Leroy Proctor
W, Greg Terry William RAdkins Betty & Alvie Jackson Clifton Tennant Dr & Mrs M Gilliam Skinner
W, 1- Sinclair William R Young Betty R Whetsell Coastal Pride Co Inc Dr & Mrs Stoney Abercrombie
Wade C Crow William R Youngblood Billy Cooper Cobb Oxford Dr and Mrs Benjamin D Massey
Wade Cordell William S Baker III Billy R Stanfill, Jr Col AO'Niel Crocker Dr and Mrs Marshall L Brown
Wades Restaurant William Suski Blanchard Machinery Co Collins Music Co Dr and Mrs Robert W Branch
Wallace Jones William T Pittman Bob & Nancy Brown COX INVESTMENTS Dr Barnwell R Myers
Wally Robertson William Todd Ivester Bob & Sue Zann Norns Crad Jaynes Dr C B Lowman
Walter A Pirkle William V Cummings Bonnie King Crescent Piedmont Dr E D Conner/W H Conner
Walter A. Tuten Williard and Ruth Dorriety, Jr Bonnie Mims Cunningham Properties Dr Eddie Robinson
Wanda J Cloer Willliam T Lavender Jr Brad Pressley Curtis & Frances Martin Dr Fred & Jane Pardue
Wan-en E- Taylor Willow Leaf Farms Brandon Blackwell Curtis Kimbrell Jr Dr Harold B Bell
Wayne and June Forte Willson Riggins Landscape Inc Brett M Calcutt Dacosta Muckenfuss Jr Dr Howard Eugene Smith
Wayne Baskin Willson & Linda Bnan J, Wallace Dan H Rampey Dr J David Smith
Wayne Merck Wilmer Arnette. Jr Bryan and Donna Howell Dan Lyon Horlon Dr James L Strom
We Will Keep The Tiger Spint Alive Winchester Smith III Bryan L Saffer Dan M E Rogers Dr James R Williams
Webb Jones Windsor Associates Bryant Neal darnel suggs Dr John W Shaw
Wells Poole Hazelhurst Wm Edward Twilley Jr Bryn G Turner Danny M Henderson Dr Richard H Bryant Jr
Wendell B Stidham Wm T Worth/t^rs Robert Enwin Buddy Konecny Darrell & Karen Ouaries Dr Richard M Carter
Wendell Chnstopher Y & K Landscaping BUREN Mitchell Darrell B & Rebecca W Heriong Dr Roland L Skinner
Wesley B Spurner A Family Of Tigers Supporters Burris Chemical Inc Charleston Sc Darron Meares Dr Roy H Berry
Wesley J, Haselden Byron & Mickey Harder Darryl and Sarah Cleveland Dr Thomas W Talbert Jr
West Oil Company HOWARD DONORS C Bryan Jordan II Dart & Karen Collins Justin & Jennifer Dr William Evins
Wilbur N Baumann III C L Greene Salley Dr D, H, Spearman
Wiley C Free A Family Of Tigers Supporters C R Lake Daryl & Rhonda Muncus Drake Baylors
Will & Pat Davidson A Friend From Williston Calvin R Waters David A Major Drucker Properties
Will and Donna Green A G Solomons Jr Capt W J & Mrs Ruth D Mahony David and Lauren Sickinger Duke Cleveland
Will McCameron A Ivlayo Sarvis Carl & Peggy Patterson David B Godfrey E R Wessinger
William A McDaniel Aaron, Robbie, Mike, & Reene Carl D Tolson David B Little Ed Havird
William A McDaniel Adnan C Greene Carl R Truesdale David C Leslie Ed Keelen
William and Laune Sanders Al Adams Caria Morrison David C Lockwood Edgar H Phillips
William and Manlyn Foster Al Johnson Carolina Inks Limited David D Roper Edith Johnson
William B Beaman Al Saunders Caroline and Toby Chappell David E & Pamela F Powell Edward A Stevenson. Ill
William B Bookhart Al Todd Carolyn B McLeod David English Edward K Snead
William B Drummond Alan & Doug Gregory Carolyn H, Peake David F Ramage Edward M Spivey
William B McCown, III Alan J Schaff Casey Bishop David G Barnett Edwin E Moore
William B Sturgis Alex Getz Cecil T Sandifer David Guess Hane Edwin J Kinney
William B Timmerman, Jr Aline Crews Kilgore Cemex David H Hickman Eleanor and William Lynch
William Biggs Allison Sullivan Chad T Salisbury David M Murray Jr Elizabeth Coleman Hutchison
William Bland Edwards DMD Alstyne Bowman Chal Glenn David Mitchum Elvyn & Apnl Bryant
William Brown Alvin and Rosanell Adams Charles (Sack) & Betty Bagley David Ouzts Emil W Heikkila
William C Bock Americas Yorkshire Charles A Bryan Jr David P White Jr Emily Lambros
William C Dillard Amy and Chris Lack Charles B Rhoden David Pate English Furse
William C Gingrey Anderson M Kinghorn Charles C Withington, Jr David Pettigrew Eric C. Osguthorpe
William C Kea Andrew Stephens Charles E Crooks David R Coggins Eric Mandell
William C Kennerly Andy & Lori Jarman Charles E Hill David R McDonald Eric Shuler
William D & Kimberly G Berry Andy Newell Charles Hood David Raper Emest A Byrd
William D Neal, Jr Andy Parnell Charles L. Younts David Smith Eugene H Kneece Jr
William D Stephens Andy Ray Charles Martin Dawn M Pair Eugene K. Weston. Jr.
William E Dukes Angela W Ponsell Charles N Wyatt Jr Dean Parker Evan R Black
William E Durant Jr Anne H. Floyd Charles R Lamar Jr Dennis Oliver Hopf Everett & Joyce Bedenbaugh
William E McAlister Anne Sherman Hagood Charles RMcCreightAIA Derrick and Kerry Cantley F E Kirkley
William F Gilmore Jr Anthony F Panuccio Charlie Joye Realty Company Dillard D Neighbors F M Werts
William F Mauldin Jr APM Rentals Charlie K Poole Dillon Seed & Supply Co. Inc, F. Auby Watson
William H Bull & Sons Ashley S, Fortenberry Cheri Phyfer Dolly Crosby Ford Family Ltd Oswald
William H Elam 8 J Lowder Cheryll N Woods-Flowers Don & Vonda Coley Fay Mills
William H Linn. Jr Bailey Heating & Controls Inc Cheves LLC Don Davis Foy & Kristi Gilbert
William H. Mathis Ballard Inc Chris and Jennifer Edwards Don Herndon Francis & Beveriy George
William Heatley Barbara A Johnson Chns McDuffie Don R Hughes Francis L Robertson Jr
William Norton Barbara s Hallmark Shops Chns P Wade Don R McDaniel Jr Frank H Chapman
William J Fleming Ban7 Lynch Christina Baker Reeves Don Wayne & Fred A Cooley Frank M Sav^yer Jr
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Frank M Terlizzi J E Sauls Joe H Lynn Kenneth B Wingate Matt Goodner
Frank Rhodes J H (Chick) Anderson Joe L Gibbs Kenneth D Grant Matt P Brandel Rpt Dir
Frank Sutherland J Harold Mack -Architect Joey E Williams Kenneth E Fennell Matthew and Amy Dey
Frank T. Gibbs J Henry Wessinger John & Thomas Nave Kenneth G Pittman McArthur A George
Furman V Harvey J L Gaddy Enterprises Inc John A Arnold III Kenneth R Scott McCoy Ellison
G Brett Austin J Roger Hammond Jr. John A Dickerson Kenneth S Jones McLean Properties Inc.
G Mason Speer, Jr J W Myers, Jr John A Dowis Kenneth S Mason Melanie C Hammond
G T Stansell J, C. Rhea, III John A King Kenneth W Steiner Melvin Lane
Gail Vigodsky J. Floyd Hall John B Hane Kevin and Knsti Beeks Michael & Kay Mason
Gaines Massey J. Treadwell Josey John C Anderson Kevin Cope Michael A. Keller
Gary G and Amy Marshall Jack and Jean Gravely John C Renwick, Jr Kevin Wessinger Michael and Karen Donnalley
Gary M Norhs Jack N Mitchell John D Todd Kevin P O'Connor Michael C Roach
Gent & Nancy Brown Jackson E McCann, Jr John D Wheeler Keyur Patel Michael C. Allen
Geoffrey K. Chandler James A Armstrong John E Blankenship Kimberly Kunz Michael Cox
George A Delk James Amerson John E Sellars Kristen L Dawsey Michael Culbreth
George and Lisa Tupper James and Kim Cox John E Taylor L Barton Carson Jr Michael G Coleman
George F Senn Farm James B Page John F McLauhn. Ill L Gray Geddie Michael H & Lynn C Hanna
George F Smith Jr James Burgess John F Raley L H Moore Michael J Cummins
George Finkelstein James C Morton John Funke L Kenneth Cook Michael J Glynn
George H Jenkins, Jr James C Slice John H Phillips L Lee Derrick Michael J Munn
George H Usry James E Aughtry John H. Owings, Jr L M Padgett Michael J. Johnson
George S & Joe Todd James Edward Wingard John K Atchley Lacy Randal Lee Michael L Sattenwhite
George T, McNeill James F Greene John L Wood, Jr. Land Design Services Inc Michael L. McClellan
George Wise James G Brogan John Lindsay Crook Larry Alan Young Michael Omsted Smith
Gerald Ulmer James H Burton John M DeWorken Larry and Debbie Thompson Michael Roberts
Gibson Supply Inc. James K Gregory John M Evans Larry Cole and Sandra Davis Michael S Gordon
Giles Martin Schanen James L. Abercrombie John N Landreth Larry Grooms Michael S Rostin
Gilmore Contruction Co Inc James M Smith John Childers Jr Larry S Brown Michael Watts
Glen M and Amy Conwell James Morrow John P Howard Larry Tucker Michele and David Welch
Glenn C Sloner James Ovenden John P Batson , Jr. Laura D Castles Michelle Hatchett
Glenn L Cash James P McNamara Jr John R Reeder Laura R Hemmings Mike & Heather Alexander
Glenn P Felton James R White, III John R, McCoy Jr. Laurence S Bolchoz Mike Gill
Glenn Plumbing Co Inc James Ronald Cathey John S Hart Launn S & Bill Collar Miss V Marynell Britton
Glenn R, Goodwin James S Bailey John S Hudson Lawrence M Gressette III Mitch Gray
Glona S Tupper James S Eakes John T Sr & Dianne M Duncan Leigh Bragg Molly and Kevin Parkhill
Gosnell Opticians James T Turner John T Woodham Leonard & Tina Home Mr & Mrs Bobby J Skelton Jr
Greenville Jet Center Inc James W & Lois B Ashcraft John W Seaborn Lesco Restorations Mr & Mrs Brent J Coleman
Greg D Buckner James W Addison John Wayne Varner Lesley Construction Co Inc Mr & Mrs C E
Gregory G Gibson James W Engram Johnnie and Marty Yelton Leslie M Stuck Mr & Mrs David Kim Proctor
Gregory G Lawless James W Price Johnnie J Walters Lewis G Moss DDS Mr & Mrs Donald R Crowder
Gregory P Smith Jamie & Anita Robinson Jon and Jackie Mouzon Lily Hammond Mr & Mrs Frank L Heriong
Gregory S. Below Jason and Dani Lamb Jon M & Jeanette Rogers Linda & Donald Lybrand Mr & Mrs Gregory S Johnson
Gwen M Hughey Jason and Krystal Toole Jonathan D Sarratt Linda Dickson Mr & Mrs Jack E Gray
HBGoff Jason B Schulte Jonathan Henderson Los Hermanos, Inc Mr& Mrs James A Black
H B KInard Jason B Wofford Jonathan L Hemmings Lulabelle K Birt Mr & Mrs James D Fisher
H C Coward & Son Jason Feaster Jordan Harns Luther F Fant Mr & Mrs James K Wilson
H Thornton Smith Jason L Rodgers Josef 1 Reece Lynn & Sandy Hooker Mr & Mrs Jerry A Brannon
Harold and Itoro Coleman Jason Simpson Joseph and Paige Wintz Lynn N Cornett Mr & Mrs John S Case
Harold E Johnson Jay and Kirkley Moersen Joseph E Yonce Lynnwood H Young Mr& Mrs Julian Cumbee
Harold H Wall Jean Byars Joseph F Thompson, Jr MB Smith, III Mr & Mrs Randy Powell
Harold Rabhan- Zep Mfg Co Jean Powell Dozier Joseph G Mahaffey Jr M E Wiggers Mr & Mrs Raymond A King
Harry Weeks, Jr Jeffrey and Kristen McKain Joseph J Turner Jr M J Stansell Mr & Mrs Robert L Hanson
Harvey & Associates Inc Jeffrey B & Amy D Robson Joseph S Graves M Larry Longshore Mr & Mrs Sammy D Little
Henry Chastain Jeffrey Pappalardo Joseph S Tyson M. L. Cribb Mr & Mrs Sapp Wagers
Henry H Perkins, Jr Jeffrey S Brown Joseph W Bandy Mack C Stewart Mr & Mrs T J Coleman
Henry King Jennifer Batcheldor Joseph W Coker Madison Leigh Mead Mr & Mrs Thomas K Turner III
Henry M Herlong Jennifer Burger Joseph W Powell Marc & Tara Wilson Mr & Mrs Tyler M Brewington
Henry Martin Jr Jennifer L Bragg Joy L Patton Margaret L Rozendale Mr & Mrs William F Harnesberger
Heyward C Brabham Jenny Rosenberg Joyce C. Berry Margaret Shieder Michael & Andrea
Howard and Anita Lindler Jeremiah C Fowler Julian P Bland & Joy S Bland Maria Luisa Covington Mr and Mrs David S Sammons
Howard Corley Jerome R Brown Julius R Eadon III Manon C Nickles Mr and Mrs Eddie W Seigler III
Howard E Lee, Jr Jerry E Hunter Justin K McKenzie Manon E Dubose IV Mr and Mrs Gregg S Rowe
Howard Farmer, Jr Jerry K Melton K.W. Steiner MarkABartz Mr and Mrs Harold E Seymore
Hubert M Bedenbaugh, Jr Jess K. Fortune Karen and Carl Coghill Mark A Strom Mr and Mrs John M White
Hugh & Bo Betchman Jesse T Cox, Jr Karen Shandor Mark Kaufmann Mr and Mrs Roy A Earnest
Hughston Reeves Jessica Saad Karen Way Mark Wieland Mr and Mrs Ryan Martin
Huntington & Guerry Electric Jill and Dennis Wilks Kasey Craven Marsh and Lynn Willis Mr Knickerbocker
In Memory Of M H Sullivan Jim & Carolyn Neely Katnna P Poole Marshall J Coleman Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ray Hull
lra&Caro;E:c:' -baugh Jim A Babinchak Keith B Thompson Marshall Murdaugh Mr. Nicholas R. Yand, Jr
Ira S Rainv-ats! Jim and Come Wiley Keith Brewington Marsi and Steven Tnpi Mrs Alice McClure
J Corbett Gibson Jim Branch Ken Baker Mary Anne Bigger Mrs Betty P Turner
J Denver Povi/ell Joanne Metts Kenneth A Folse Mary Anne Jackson Mrs Clarence W Senn & Dick M
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Vaughan Jr Richard K Coggins Steve Hawley Vickie Rogers
Mrs H Daly Alexander Richard L Meyer, Jr Steve Windham Vince & Sue Rhodes
Mrs J W Parker Richard M Moose Steven F Bull Virgil and Angela Childers
Mrs Jack P Com Richard Sutheriand Steven L, and Heidi Martin W A Stephens
Mrs JoAnn Shook Richard W Rutland Stubbs Muldrow Henn Architects W D Owens, Jr
Mrs Judith P Chandler Richard W. Raburn Sue G. Clement W F Rogers Jr
Mrs Patricia M Kirkland Rick & Teresa Bagwell Dave & Helen Susan Cohen W M Manning Jr
Mrs T R Adams Jr Chapman Susan Hensch W Robert Wise III
Mrs Tommy Hydrick Rick Harter Susan P Ingles W Scott & Teresa Carison
Mrs. R B Culp, Jr Rick Hickson T B Corbett W T Freeland
Mrs. Sue Neal Rob and DG Jaeger T Barney Smith Agency Inc WT O'Connor
Nathan and Sheny Padgett Roben & Cindy Buist T E Garrison Jr W Virgil Wall Jr
Neil James Robert A & Lisa L Callahan T P Properties Wade H Godfrey
Nick G Petrakos Robert A. Hough Tamml and Jim Byrd Walter B McKinney
Nick Milasnovich Robert C Hamilton Ted McFall Walter M Patrick Jr
Noah Fowler Roberl C Whitmire Terry & Joanne Brady Walter P Rawl and Sons
Norman E & Judy Bello Robert Diantonio Terry A Kingsmore Walter T Jenkins III
Oscar Molin Robert F Kaneft Terry Clyne Walter W Lindler
P Stephen Truesdale Robert H Birt Terry P Carlton Warren Greene, Jr
P&D Enterpnses Robert H Blalock The Borden Company Watson Insurance Agency Inc
Parker League Robert H Woolston The Dave Hall/Tilman Miller/ David Wayland P Craven, Jr
Pamell & Associates Roberl H Yeargin Anderson Families Wayman Henry
Parnsh Properties of Clover LLC Robert Hopkins, Jr. The Pr Company Wayne & Judy Marshall
Pat Rogers Robert Lynn Yeargin Theodore B Gardner Wayne K Hester
Pat Stevenson Robert M Robinson Theodore Becker Wayne P Rawl
Patnck E Watson Roberl P Snipes Thomas & Deborah Nelson Wayne R Vliet
Patrick Vetennary Clinic Robert Shep Whitener Thomas and Rosemary Plumblee Welborn Tire Service Inc
Paul Allred Robert T and Joy Simril Thomas C Alexander Wendell Brown Atty
Paul Bleckley/Tommy Dykes Robert T and Tammy Young Thomas C Anders, Jr Wesley Newman
Paul F MacDonald Robert V Fulmer Thomas C Blankenship Whitney Livingston
Paul Pye Jr Robert W and Betty B Higby Thomas C Boozer Will and Diana Thompson
Paul R Blackwell Robert, Kenneth & Jill Flint Thomas C Parker William A Alexander
Paul T Bowen, PHD Robinson, Susan Thomas E Lynn William B & Ande M Jackson
Pendleton Tire Co Roger D Bolt Thomas E Lytle William B Wells
Perry B Deloach, Jr Ron & Margaret Twitty Thomas Francis Dunn, Jr. William B Wright
Perry McKain Ronald and Carol King Thomas H & Helen H Vaughan William C McMeekin
Pete Gray Ronald and Ralph Grant Thomas H Blackwell William Crowther
Peter G Bylenga Ronald L Anderson Thomas J Hinchman William D Patrick
Peter L Olson Ronald W Black Thomas K Turner, IV William D West
Peter Moersen Rosanne Jackson Thomas M Cheves William Dogan Wilson
Peyton DeMars Ross Weed Thomas R Moore William E Bird
Phil and Laura Reeves Roy C Martin Thomas W McGee William E Nabors
Philip A Poston Russell A Hardee Thomas W. Edwards William E Wilson
Philip Gainey/Gilbert Little Russell Hunter Park Tillman W Dernck Jr William Eric Seymore
Philip K Lowe Russell Ott Tim and Susan Parker William F Evans Jr
Phillip & Casey Wilson Russell Todd Allen Timothy E Johnson William G. Godsey
Pickens McCollum Lindsay S H Houck & Son Timothy M Drake William H Bridwell
Piedmont Plumbers S Tyler Patton Timothy S Cobb William H Masters
R Allen Traylor MD Saeana and Kelly Runzel Timothy W Rickborn William H. Craven, Jr.
R Carol Cook Samaha Inc Todd & Debra Keller William J Gysin
R Clay Crenshaw Sammy Blackman Todd and Cheryl Hass William Jerry Smith
R David Black Samuel J Morrow, Jr Tom & Delsey Brown William K Dozier
R J Marsh Samuel R. and Deborah B. Harding Tom & Peggy Little William LTolbert, III
R Ligon King Jr Samuel Tracy Ferguson Jr Tom Bass William M Butler, MD
R M Stevenson Jr Memorial Sandia M Rosche Tom Doss William M McMullan
R S Sprouse Sandra L Magee Tom Langston William Orr
R S Winfield Sandra Parker Tommy & Jeannie Bowen William R Alexander
R W McCormick Sandy & Travis Spoone Tommy C Hipp William R Dill, Jr
R. E. Sink, Jr Sarah & Chns Hemmings Tommy M Folk Jr William R Jolly
Rae Davis Sarah Higgins Burns Tony Chapman William R. Stoddard. Jr.
Ralph F King, Jr Satterfield Inc Tracey L Young William T McClure III
Ralph Leyh Scott and Nancy Hardigree Trevor White Willis & Missy Nolind
Randy Butler Scott H Cassell Trey and Katie Sasser Wilson & Pat Greene
Randy L Bray Scott Norris Troy Cheek Woods W Burnett
Randy Lollis Shannon Smith Tyrone K Page
Randy Vaughn Shawn G Burke Univar Usa Inc
Ray E Hutchins Sidney M Kearse V J & Sybil M Dukes
Raymond and Elizabeth McFadden Southern Distributors Of Spartanburg Inc Vacuum Plumbing Systems LLC
Reid W Tnbble Stanley J Obrien Jr Vahl & Betty Wilson
Rhodes Rhodes Oil Co Stanley K Smith Val S Dyches, Jr
Richard & Joanne Coggins Stephanie Fotorny Van N Thornhill
Richard Ellison Steve Dunlap Verne Benson
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Show Your Tiger Pride
Support Student-Athletes
Visit WWW.IPTAYDayChallenge.com to win prizes and
support our Clemson student-athletes. Recruit friends





FOR OVER 60 YEARS, people from
around the Upstate have trusted us
for their appliance and custom home
theater needs.
Please visit us to make your next
purchase from a wide variety of home
theater and appliance brands-including
Sony, Samsung, LG, Hitachi, Pioneer,






Sales Installation Support Service








Trust m Commitment ^ Quality ^ Value
121 Edinburgh Court Greenville, SC 29607 phone [864] 232.1491 fax [864] 242.9054 www.ypsconst.com
